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.By Ruth Macklin :\

:
^Twenty percent of

-

,

physicians surveyed by the

Hemlock Society, which

advocates the legalization of

euthanasia, admitted

to having intentionally taken
;'. the lives of terminal

patients who'd asked to die3

Earlierthis year the -Hemlock 'Society; ah

i (i advocating the legalization

of euthanasia, surveyed 5,000 physicians

on their attitudes toward- mercy killing.

Of the 588 physicians who responded, 62

,

percent said they think it's '''sometimes

right" tor doctors io assist terminally'

ill patients wishing to end their lives. In

addition, approximately 20 percent

of the physicians admitted to having

intentionally taken the lives of terminal

patients who had asked to die.'Around

the'same time, The Journal of the

American Medical Association published

a letter written by an anonymous doctor

describing how he had administered

a latal dose of morphine to a twenty-year-

old dying patient.

its have prompted

apublic debateaboutanumbef of

ethical- questions; Is i

wrong? Can it ever be' justified?

Derived from Greek roots, euthanasia

means "good death/ The alternative.

often can be a painful death, devoid of

dignity and accompanied by fear,

helplessness, anxiety, and despair,
:

.
:

.

Many terminal, patients experience a

die. in-order to provide the. terminally ill.

'

with the chance to confront death with

dignity, our society has begun looking at

.circumstances in' which a soon-tp-dte

patient, with the aid of his or her physi-

cian, can ffiakechti''.' '-< ::d:nr:

final medical treatments.

Voluntary and involuntary euthanasia

is based on the salient's roic :n deter-

mining his or her own fate. Voluntary

.means. euthanasia-is .requested by the

patient; involuntary.means euthanasia is

undertaken without the patient's

request; Active and passive euthanasia

involve the. patient's physician, who
must help decide by what meansa
terminal patient should be allowed to

die. When a physician administers.
.

a lethal injection to a patient, if is called

active euthanasia, and when a physi- ..

elan withholds a life-support, treatment,.:., iii'i

I believe that there is nothing wrong

with voluntary euthanasia when a fataf

illness will soon end a person'sftfe,

a person who is in great physical pain

or in mental anguish'-; Once we allow

voluntary euthanasra to take place,

however. I tear we could begin moving

toward involuntary euthanasia—killing

,
,
! ';.

. :,"l
I

: That, obviously, Is unacceptable because

the act can no longer be viewed as

benefiting the patient, in order to prevent

involuntary euthanasia, safeguards

must tie established: This should prevent

any abuses from occurring;

The problem becomes more complex

when we consider withdrawing a life-

sustaining treatment already begun.
' Some physicians- believe that withdraw-

..:ing life support.from ?

is immoral and should be classified

: :::. : te euthanasia. They see ffcm-

selves as
:

the cause of death because
they, actively "putt the plug" ot atife-

suppori system. Yet other physicians....
:

; i

^ments as passive euthanasia Whether a

treatment is withheld in the first place:.:. LtimrC'liS

!.

disease that kills the patient.

. Makinq Gi ueend :

...
.

of a patient's life is a diilicult iask for any

f

- siciar j n , r ately -.

have not been left solely in the hands
ot doctors. Our society has begun
taking steps to ease these decisions,

Living wills, written statements made
i .

;
.

:

regarding future medical treatment;

have gained legal recognitiorYObviousfy,

these wills' are drawn -.up .before patients

lose their ability to decide. In 1976

he California Natural Death 'Act .was'

passed California was the first state to

pass isai^aiior that gave legal validity to

the living will, "today 38 other states

have passed similar ''right-to-die
1
' laws;

As more medical breakthroughs are

disc with yet',

another ethical question regarding

i

.! : !> .'i :;

drugs and treatments used to benefit the

patient, and when are these new drugs

and treatments used .for the sake of

science? Barney Clark, the first recipient

of the artificial heart, knew that the

device wouldn't extend his life indefinitely,

.

but he also knew that future heart

patients would gain from his .contribution-.

This is not always the case. Sometimes

a new drug is administered without

inpatient's knowing the tull.impact of a :'

treatment. Side effects can often be

as distressing as the disease itself

I
believe more terminal patients and

he:: -;'';-,.; w'!! rxrocf ife-proionoing

measures. Someterminal patients ?
i

after its 'development. -When: the respirator
'

was incorporated into critical care, H

was also declined by some .of the

terminally ill; Even though dialysis

machines and respirators have saved

many'people's lives, for others Whose '

illrtessesare terminal, these methods'

merely keep the patients' vital organs

functioning for a few-week's or.months

longer'.' These -patients often reject

;:'-K:;.-r;'-- in order to briny an end to

.suffering. Even, a treatment as basic as

:
.

:
.
.. !!.;;:!

rl !. i
, :-...||

continue artificial leeding. The patiej I

wanted his fast few weeks of life to

be as normal as possible, and then he

wanted to die-—as all of us should

be allowed to die—with dignity.OO

Ruin Macktin is the author dtfcx&Chcmxs:
Ethical Dilemmas in Modern Mectone
and a professor ot b'oemes at Aoert Einstein

College of Medicine
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Everyone knows that pursuing

scientists can be a hair-raising

adventure. Literally. For Omni
contributor Gurney Williams ill, unlocking

the secrets oE our tresses—a litetime

ot drug use or abstinence, for example

—

meant hours spent in the labs of

Cellmark Diagnostics, a Maryland-

based company that ma<es Trgernnnis"

from the DNA in human hair. "The

patterns'look like a huge supermarket

bar code printed on a translucent sheet,"

explains Williams. "With no training I

was able to pick out two fingerprints that

had DNA in common—one from a

father and one from his child."

In "Hair-raising Science" (page 58),

Williams tells just what hair can and
cannot reveal about its owner. Hair turns

up in the most unexpected places.

The University of Texas at Austin keeps

an enviable collection in its library:

strands fromthe heads of Samuel

Johnson, Mary Shelley, Napoleon
Bonaparte, George Washington (1?),

and others. Despite the urgings of

psychopharmacologist Ronald K. Siegel,

whose hair analyses have yielded

details on the drug habits of politicians

and poets, U of T won't surrender its

stash. The purpose of a library, says a

university spokesperson, is to conserve.

(Siegel's process dissolves the hair.)

If you're looking-for a diversion that will

curl your hair, try reading Richard

Mathesoris "Shoo Fly" (page 50). When
a harried businessman and a not-so-

a OMNI

innocent fly do battle, who wins? Our

novelette Youthful Folly (page 105) takes

place in the desert near Cairo, author

Lucius Shepard's setting for a life-and-

death mission. "I always wondered

what that empty land could be used for."

says Shepard. "I guess Youthful Folly

is my attempt to answer that question."

For youthful fantasies in [he lorm

of prizewinning inventions, turn to "Child's

Piay" on page 64. Omni president

Kathy Keelon helped to judge these

ingenious items for Invent Americal's

annual competition. "The children

showed creativity as well as a working

knowledge of science," Keeton says.

Fifth grader Andy Hardaker, inventor of

an underwater gym, has ingenuity in

his blood—his great-grandfather had

more than 100 inventions patented.

Among the entries submitted were
Elizabeth Dorrar-ce's food aoels for the

blind (complete with Braille lettering);

James Carlu's color brushes (refillabie

pan: tubes with brushes on the end);

and Erik Doebe 's Lreskaway six-pack,

a variation on the six-pack ring.

Physicist Alan Guth's brainchild,

called the inflationary universe, is

described in this month's Interview.

Guth's theory explains how after the Big

Bang that seed-size universe became
a seemingly irfirite-size balloon. "Most

,
kids start out with ambitions of building

model airplanes," says Gregory Benford,

the science -fiction writer who visited

w:;l"i Gutn. Alan Gu"h
:

s ambition was to

build an entire umve'se
'
Benford adds

that the audacity of Guth's thinking is

not reflected in his manner. "He's your

standard MIT nerd. But nerd builds

universe in basement is not a headline

you see often." For a journey to Guth's

complex (and sometimes convoluted)

world, see page 74.

Is it some fatal flaw that allows humans
to fall in love with their own creations?

Can mortals and machines relate to one

another as intimates? For "Robopsy-

chology" (page 42) former Life magazine

inter-

viewed dozens of hackers, who often

prefer the world of bits :and bytes to the

world of smal talk and cock:a'.l parties.

The danger in this, say psychologists;

Computer mavens may sacrifice the

ability to deal with a more unpredictable

species, Homo sapiens. The article's

artwork, by Ralph McQuarrie, was
originally produced for Isaac Asimov's

Robot Dreams.

Presidential biographer Garry Wilis

turns an eye to the past in "The Remaking

of the President" (Television, page 14).

Wills time-travels to the year 1858 and

asks, Would the course of history have

changed had the all-powerful medium
television been around? Who would

have won the election o! 1860? 1912?

1948? What effect will television have on

future presidential races? This thought-

provoking article helps keep Omni
where it's been and continues to be

—

on the frontier of thought.DO
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Students/Teachers

I must take exception to one of Marvin

Cetron's means for improving education

["Teach Our Children Well," Forum,

August 1988]. He suggests we recruit

chemists or accountants from industry to

teach those subjects in the public

school system. How will you interest a

chemist or accountant making $40,000 to

$60,000 a year or more in accepting a

smarting teacher's salary of approximately

§20,000? Is someone going to provide

a subsidy?

Charles Prokop

White Bear Lake, MN

Yes, the future of the country does lie

within the learning capabilities of today's

children, and I will agree that lengthen-

ing the school day would help. But

why the concern over the class of 2000?

What about what's going on now? Is

the definition of "well-educated student"

one who can absorb information and

spit it back on a standardized test only

to forget it all a week later? What happens

when a teacher gets a class full of

"bad apples"^ Will :he ;oacher be denied

a pay raise because he/she can't

produce "well-educated students"? And
why didn't Cetron mention parents? If

motivating students is a goal, parents can

surely motivate their children to succeed

in the classroom.

Kristi Dowell

Fairfax County, VA
Class o! 1989

Omni Baby
We are subscribers to your magazine

and will be for life. We find it fascinating

and get it for our children because it

is the best source of science and infor-

mation about the future any schoolbook

could possibly teach or publish. We
are expecting ourthird child and think it

will be a girl. We were baffled for a

name, so we decided to fill the empty

space with Omni. Ellen Omni ireen

Lotze is very thankful to you, and we
'are, too. We would like to know lor our

daughter what Omni stands for and

where and how it originated.

Editors' note: Omni is the Latin word for

"all" or "universally."

Aiming to Please

It seems to me that infrared detectors

intended to nab motorists using road

signs for target practice [Continuum,

August 1988] are really an exercise in

futility. Some 40 years ago the state

of New Mexico solved this problem

without resorting to technology or

prosecution. The state attached two-

dollar plywood bull's-eye targets that

were replaced when they became
too shot up to use, which was seldom.

Technology is great, but sometimes

it gets out of hand. An all-weather, all-

climate, all-languages writing machine

can cost a million dollars—or a dime

if you buy a pencil.

C, F Eckhardt

Seguin, TX

Starved on Mars

The article "Dining Out" [Space, August

1988] was up to Omni's level of excel-

lence except for one detail: Either you

miscalculated or NASA is planning

more major cutbacks. By my arithmetic

a three-year voyage with at least three

meals per day would add up to more

than 3,000 meals per person, not the

more than 1,000 stated in the article. I for

one would not wish to volunteer for a

manned mission to Mars if it meant eating

only one meal per day. Please, let's not

put the Martians-to-be on a diet. They'll

need all the energy and entertainment

they can get up there.

Jeanne Leiter

Arcadia, CA

Editors' note; We agree. Thanks for

pointing out our error.

Correction

In "The Cloning of America" [Continuum,

October 1-988] we identified author

Norman C. Ellstrand as a professor at

the University of California at Berkeley. He

is an associate professor ol genetics

at the University >:; Caiiiomia at Riverside.

Ourapologies.DQ



THE REMAKING OF THE PRESIDENTS

TELEV/ISORJ
By Garry Wills

The presidential candidate was

on fire with his cause: "We

have petitioned, and our

petitions have been scorned. ... We
have begged, and they have mocked

when our calamity came. We beg no

longer ... We petition no more. We defy

them. . . . You come to us and tell us

that the great cities are in tavor of the gold

standard. We reply, Burn down your

cities and leave our farms, and your cities

will spring up again as if by magic; but

destroy our farms, and grass will grow in

the streets of every city in the country."

This speech was not televised from

either the Republican convention in

New Orleans or the Democratic conven-

tion in Atlanta, though the powerful

images and sense of urgency are

reminiscent of Reverend Jesse Jackson's

plea in Atlanta to move to higher

ground, common ground. "We find,"

said Jackson, "common ground at the

farm auction, where a good farmer

loses his or her land to bad loans or

diminishing markets. . . .
Farmers, you

seek fair prices, and you are right.

But you cannot stand alone; your patch

is not big enough."

Television was not even a remote

possibility in 1896 when William Jennings

Bryan, author of the opening speech,

ran for president against William

McKinley. The thirty-six-year-old. orator,

all eloquence and moral glow,

stampeded two parties—the Democratic

and the Populist—with his "Cross of

Gold" speech. But if the presence of

television had forced an actual debate

between the participants, Bryan would

have had an immense edge—all of

the gifts John Kennedy had in 1960,

along with a greater sense of crisis in the

nation. Even without the advantage

television might have given to such an

electrifying speaker, he won 6.5 .million

votes to McKinley's 7 million. Television

cameras, tracking this dynamic young

challenger in. his restless moral quest,

would most likely have forced McKinley.

to get out on the stump for at least

some of the time.

Many people, when they think of

television, consider its cosmetic possi-

bilities rather than its ability to transmit

information that only insiders knew

in the past. This election year has given

us nominees for the presidency who

are not, either of them, strikingly telegenic

in sheer cosmetic terms. Even Ronald

Reagan, the "Great Communicator,"

spent as much of his time avoiding

television (in the form of press confer-

ences, debates, and questioning oppor-

tunities) as in adorning it with ceremon-

ial addresses. Wrong information or

historical blunders may doom a candi-

date's chances on Election Day. In

the 1976 debate between Gerald Ford

and Jimmy Carter, for example, Ford's

mishap—"There's no Soviet domination

of Eastern Europe"—gave Carter an

edge in the polls.

Even so, the cosmetic power is there,

as was demonstrated when Senator

Kennedy's image proved so much more

attractive than Vice President Richard

Nixon's in 1960. Before the first televised

debates in American history, voters

were evenly split between Kennedy and

Lincoln: Not a made-lor-TV president.

Nixon. In the four debates that followed,

the young Kennedy was calm and

relaxed; Nixon, the more experienced

debater, appeared tense and ill at ease.

Kennedy's forceful image probably

was a crucial iactor in his narrow victory

over Nixon.

It is fair to say that modern politics

occurs primarily before the TV camera.

It is there, under the glare of the lights,

that the candidate defines himself

and discusses his agenda. A critical

factor in the marriage between television

and modern politics, however, is the

use of image blips and visual symbols

to influence the voters' perception of the

candidate. According to an August 7,

1988, article In'The New York Times, an

art director at an ad agency in New
York who helped design the first Repub-

lican Party ads for this year's campaign

said that the Dukakis-Bush race "will

probably be decided by images you see

on television."

According to today's media consul-

tants, candidates should avoid appearing

uncertain, maintain eye contact, smile

under pressure, use proper gestures,

give brief but direct answers to questions,

and learn how to control difficult inter-

views. The purpose: to win over the

undecided voter.

Prior to the advent of television,

candidates were just as concerned

about their image and the message they

conveyed, but they utilized the

techniques of their day—banners,

slogans, songs, newsprint, and the

available technology (railroads,

telegraphic and stenographic reporting).

In the 1858 debates between Abraham

Lincoln and Senator Stephen Douglas for

the Senate, Douglas had a flatcar

behind his private train coach with a 12-

pound cannon announcing his arrival

at a site. Lincoln specialized in female

processions (which he called his

"bouquets"); one of them marched to

the scene with a banner held by 32

young women, each symbolizing a state

in the Union: "Westward the course of

empire takes its way."

Large crowds, possibly as many as



15,000 people at one time— gathered to

hear Lincoln and Douglas debate.

Partisans hissed, booed, and interrupted

the speakers up close and fought

with one another around the edges of

Ihe crowd where "painkiller" was being

hawked from various booths—the
equivalent of modern TV ads.

Hypothetical history is never more

lhan a game; more or less sophisticated,

never quite legitimate, though entertain-

ing. To change one factor is to imagine

changes in all the other factors depend-

ent upon it. For television to be present

in' earlier campaigns, other kinds of

communications also would have to be

assumed (jet airplanes rather than the.

' railroads Douglas rode as the modern

marvels of his time), and corresponding

political displacements—weakened

party control over the contenders for

nomination. Mass radio and leievision

would supply channels of information tor

candidates as well as voters.

With all of these factors taken into

consideration, we can make some
reasonable guesses about what would

have happened if television had been

present during past campaigns.

STEPHEN DOUGLAS AND
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
ILLINOIS SENATORIAL RACE, 1858

The easiest way to belittle modem
debates on television is by referring—

with a reverence built on ignorance—to

the epic 1858 encounters between

Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas.

The Lincoln-Douglas debates have

become our touchstone of reasoned

disagreement at election time,

and it hardly matters thai they were

demagogic exercises in mutual entrap-

ment that backfired for both men.

. Lincoln lost the debates in the sense

that he"was not elected senator, his

immediate objective. Douglas lost in

that he was not elected president two

years later, his ulterior objective. Both

men lost by failing to save the Union, a

goal they shared and that they actually

made more difficult for each olher and for

the rest of the country

This is not a "revisionist" view of the

debates. Contemporaries were as harsh

on fhem as we are on our televised

question-and-answer sessions today;

newspapers of the nineteenth cenlury

yearned for their own "good old days,"

when the founders of the Republic

would not have stooped to the tricks of

stump debaters. "Washington was

no speech maker, neither was Jefferson,"

huffed a Cincinnati paper. And the

Norfolk Argus lamented: "In the earlier

days of our republic such a piece of

bold effrontery and impudence would

have mel with its men led rebuke."

Lincoln himself would call campaign

oratory divisive when he refused to give

any speeches, ".wo years later, as a

candidate for the. presidency.

IB OMNI

Douglas won the Senate race in 1858.

Television mighf have widened his

margin a bit. He was an impressive

speaker, full of jaunty energy of the Jimmy

Cagney sort, all strut and humorous

pug nacily—something frozen out of

surviving pictures, which could be

focused only if one held a long pose.

Yet his voice gave out easily in the

three-hour contests, making him plead-

with his own supporters nol to drown his

words with cheers—a problem TV
would have obviated.

Lincoln, on ihe other hand, had some
very eccentric platform manners,

especially at the beginning of a speech,

when he was still nervous. Historian

Allan Nevins describes the problem; "His

principal movements when talking-

clasping and unclasping his hands, first

behind him and then in front of himself,

an uncouth swing of his long arms, or a

sudden dip at Ihe knees followed by

a sharp upward jerk with much gesticu-

<mTeddy

Roosevelt, shot by a fanatic,

went on to give

his scheduled speech. His
'

shirt bloody,

the bullet still in his body
he said, "I will

give this speech or die$

lation of the head—were often indescrib-

ably gauche."

Perhaps with proper coaching he

mighi have modified his style for televi-

sion, where his logic, humor, and

beautiful prose would have made its

impact. His sly remarks would not have

needed the folksy emphasis he gave

them when milking gags for a big

audience, especially his references : to

Douglas's theories as "homeopathic

soup"—made by boiling the shadow of

a pigeon that had starved to death.

The Lincoln-Douglas debates are

historically important because they

prefigured the breakdown of a nation.

Both men were trying to save the Union

from different but overlapping

geographic bases. Television, had it

been available, would have made the

regional appeal less tempting and

would have thrust other issues into the

debate. It would certainly have improved

the decorum of the proceedings,

though it is hard, to imagine its changing

Iheoulcome. Designated questioners

might have led Lincoln to be less vague

about how slavery would die out if

people just lei it alone. He contented

himself with the thought that everyone

would someday agree lhat it was wrong,

and "then, and not till then, I
think, will

we in some way come to an end of

the slavery agitation." Douglas might

have been forced to say what he though!

of slavery personally, a matter he

artfully evaded in the debates, to the

lasting bewilderment of his admirers.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT AND
WOODROW WILSON. 1912

The presence of television would

have given Teddy Roosevell the visibility

he needed to heal the Republican

spirit. Television would have undercut

the power ot the party bosses, who—for

good or ill—conlrolled the nomination

process. Thai power was what made
Republicans cling to William Taft after

Roosevelt led his "Bull Moose"

(Progressive Republican) opposition oul

ol the Chicago convention and held a

counterconvention, improvised and

full of drama, just made for television.

Tall, a stranded whale, held out against

his former mentor, calling in all party

debts; but all the vitality of Progressivism

was with Roosevelt.

In the closing weeks of the campaign

Roosevelt was shot in Milwaukee by a

fanatic who opposed any third-term

president. Roosevelt, his shirt bloody,

the bullet still in his body, went on to

give his scheduled speech, saying, "I

will give this speech or die." Television

would not only have captured that

incident with all its theatrical force, it

would have replayed the dramatic

moment repeatedly after October 14,

magnifying Roosevelt's courage and

rallying the Progressives who, doubtful

that a third party could win, were

detecting to the Democrats.

Woodrow Wilson, whom Ihe Demo-

crats had nominated late and rather

reluctantly (on the forty-sixth ballot), was

an inspirational orator of the Adlai

Stevenson type, but without the visceral

appeal of Roosevelt. Nol only ihe more

vital of the two, Roosevelt was the more

genuinely learned (despite Wilson's

doctorate, barely earned, in political

science)' In a television debate, Roose-

velt would have had an enormous

edge on his opponent. As it was. Wilson

won only by a plurality of the popular

votes, Tall drawing off enough of the

Republican majority party's members to

defeat Roosevelt. In retrospect, Roose-

velt seems to have been born for TV;

1912 could have proved it.

THOMAS E.DEWEY AND
HARRY TRUMAN, 1948

The modern polling techniques of

1948 lured Thomas E. Dewey into a false

sense of security in his bid against

Harry Truman, ignoring the expertise of

the day, Truman invented the modern

campaign train (now replaced by the
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THE ME GENERATION

cannPETiToru
By Scot Morris

^^s Dougias Hofsladter pointed

^W"A outin his book Metamagicaf

m % Themas, self-reference

occurs every time someone says "I" or

"me," publishes a book about book

publishing, makes a movie about movies,

or writes a story about self-reference.

Last January, we challenged readers

to create their own versions of either

visual or verbal self-reference in

Competilion #45. Hofstadter served as

the judge. The grand prize-winner in

the visual category receives an Olympus

Infinity 35mm camera; in the verbal

category, a Franklin Computer Spelling

Ace, plus $75. All runners-up receive

a one-year subscription to Omni.

For the definition of self-reference,

one entry indicated that a dictionary

might read, "See reference, self". It was

difficult to tell if some entries were

visual or verbal entries. There was, for

example, a battery-operated battery

recharger as well as a solar-powered

sunlamp. Readers also submitted such

ideas as a placard reading shoot all

extremists and told us about an adver-

tisement for a new television that

produces a better picture than the TV
you're watching. "Illiterate? Write for free

brochure," another ad suggested.

HERE'S LOOKING AT ME, KID

In the visual category, we received 16

variations on photographing a photog-

rapher in a mirror. Two deserve honorable

mention. Wendy Dubois of Casselberry,

Florida, arranged two mirrors and

photographed herself in full profile during

the third trimester of her pregnancy.

Bruce D. Hansche of Tijeras, New
Mexico, photographed himself reflected

in a dresser mirror; on the dresser is a

framed photograph of the same image.

There were lots of other good ideas:

signs reading no blind people allowed

and UNAUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY,

for example, as well as a placard stating

SUPPORT APATHYl

Seven-year-old Laura Buckner of

Antioch, Tennessee, sent us a "pencil

that erases itself," a curved pencil that

erases your words as you write them,
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Robert Petrick of New York City sent

us a "carbon copy" idea: First draw

a picture of yourself with charcoal. Burn

the sheet of paper, leaving a pile of

ashes. Dip a fingertip in the ashes and

redraw your self-portrait on another

sheet of paper. Repeat ad infinitum.

GRAND PRIZE: Allan Izen, Kailua,

Hawaii: a sign that reads low-hanging

sign, which hangs at face level

RUNNERS-UP: Robert R Englert,

Dayton: a wheelchair parked in front of

a parking sign depicting a wheelchair

Janet Lee Yanosko, Hixson, Tennessee:

a rear c,ar window with a diamond-

shaped sign that reads stupid yellow

SIGN IN WINDOW
Ken Boucher, Gales Ferry, Connecti-

cut: a road sign with two smaller road

signs, meaning "road signs ahead"

Martha Risher, Springfield, Tennessee;

scissors (see illustration below)

David Strait, Denver: robots controlling

one another—by remote control

HONORABLE MENTION: Cindy

Hutchinson, Arlington, Virginia: two

padlocks that lock each other

Call attention to yourself.

Richard Wolcott, Decatur, Georgia:

an Aetna Life & Casualty requisition

form requesting 100 copies ol form AA-

1395-E, the ofiicial requisition form

Doug Fraser, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia:

a gasoline truck emptying into a gas

station's underground tank while filling

its own gas tank from one of the pumps
Jerry Peterson, Carlisle, Pennsylvania:

a videocassette entitled "How to

Operate Your VCR"
Michael Brugman, Beaverton, Oregon:

the registered trademark symbol with

a small registered trademark symbol

beside it

-Jo Anne Hughes, Raleigh, North

Carolina: if you havent reached this

point, you must back up (an actual sign

behind a Raleigh school building)

Derek Johnson, Yakima, Washington:

box labeled with an arrow and the

warning this side up that's carried by an

astronaut floating in space

Ron Thompson, Gaithersburg,

Maryland: a Braille sign that reads do

NOT TOUCH
George Mayerchak, Maple Grove,

Minnesota: a photo of an actual door with

a do not enter sign above a handle

marked push

Andrew Hensel, Waterloo, Ontario;

jigsaw puzzle pieces that fit together to

show a picture of
j
igsaw puzzle pieces

WRITING MYSELF A LETTER

Nearly 100 entries in the verbal

category referred io their status as

competition entries. Examples include:

"This is my entry," "This statement

won't appear in Omni magazine." "I never

enter contests because I never win." "I

couldn't think of an entry for your contest."

Many of the best entries were

questions and answers:

Question: "Where did you get the no

soliciting signs?" Answer; "I bought

them from a door-to-door salesman."

Question: "What's the difference

between ignorance and indifference?'

Answer: "I don't know, and I don't care."

Question: "Can you sum up your

feelings in one word?" Answer "No."

Others were such statements as "Will



THE BIG PICTURE

By Steve Nadis

To cosmonauts and astronauts

peering through their crafts'

windows, the earth has

appeared to be a harmonious body, a

biend oi blue seas and green continents.

Efforts to actually gather all the data

needed to depict a unified vision of the

earlh's biosphere, however, have

proved elusive. But come 1995 a new
multinational program spearheaded by

NASA will make that easier. The project,

called the Earth Observing System

(EOS), will link worldwide information-

gathering stations with two 15-ton and

two eight-ton orbiting platforms to

acquire a global database. The array of

instruments packed onto these massive

test-beds—scheduled for launch

during the mid- and late Nineties—will

bring together data from oceanography,

atmospheric chemistry and physics,

meteorology, geology, ecology, and other

fields to create a view of the globe as

a single massive system. This will facili-

tate international efforts to cope with

such threats as the greenhouse effect,

deforestation, and Chernobyl.

The four EOS plafforms will circle Ihe

earth in sun-synchronous polar orbits

—

that is, they will fly virtually from pole

to pole and cover every spot on the

surface ai the same time each day. The

bigger orbiting labs will carry a dozen

or more sensors on 50- by 15-foot beds

capable of measuring visible, infrared,

microwave, radio, and ultraviolet parts of

the spectrum. Unlike Landsat, which

observes only seven spectral bands,

EOS will have virtually continuous

spectral coverage in 196 bands. "With

continuous spectral coverage, we don't

have to make up-front decisions aboul

what we'll look at, When you pick only a

few bands, you can't prepare for the

unexpected; you're locked into the

design of your satellite four or five years

before launch," says Dixon Butler,

NASAs program scientist for EOS. "Then

if something new comes up, you have

to wait uniil you orbit a new satellite

to look at it." EOS's flexibility will provide

a more detailed view of Earth, enabling

examination of ecologically troubled

land. "EOS can even tell if grasslands

View from the top; New satellites could allow study ol the whole Earth climate.
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are photosynthesizing at a good rate

and, perhaps, if not, why not," he says.

Lasers aboard EOS vehicles make a

critical part of this subtle sensing

possible. The Laser Atmospheric Wind
Sounder system, for example, will make

the first direci space-based measure-

ments of winds in the lower atmosphere.

The Geodynamics Laser Ranging

System will track Ihe movements of

tectonic plates—substructures upon

which Earth's continents and seabeds

rest. The High-Resolution Imaging

Spectrometer will let scientists observe

the surface in enough detail to identify

specific minerals in the soil.

EOS will also address one of the most

nagging problems of Earth sciences

research over the last century: It will

standardize data. Take sea-surface

temperature measurements, for instance,

which scientists have traditionally had

a hard iime correlating because they

were collected by different groups. One
team might have dipped its thermome-

ter a foot into the sea, another may have

measured temperature at a one-meter

depth. These data are difficult to use in

plotting long-term or worldwide trends.

The EOS measurements are taken

simultaneously—reflecting the global

interactions of weather, water, and land.

Scientists have used Earth-sensing

satellites since 1960 but with less

ambitious objectives. Weather satellites

have measured cloud cover, atmos-

pheric humidity, and temperature.

Landsats yield informaiion on surface

composition and snow and ice cover. But

Ihe ability to study the earth as a unified

system is new. It's also a logical offshoot

of other planelary research. "We've

always approached other planets as

systems," says Jei Propulsion Laboratory

chief scientist Moustafa Chahine. "On

Earth, because we're so close, we've

studied the trees, land, ocean, and air,

often without asking how they interact."

NASA, which conceived the project

in 1983, is now reviewing more than 450

proposals for possible scientific experi-

ments that are using the EOS platforms

and their data. Though the project

CONTINUED ON PAGE 118



BORN UNDER A BAD SIGN

BDDM
By Sherry Baker

0y I hen a fifteen-year-old

!] | u I Maryland boy walked intoU %J his parents' garage and

hanged himseli from tine rafters last year,

his entire community was stunned. A
good student and a member of his

church's youth organization, John had

never been in trouble and seemed to be

coping well with the usual trials of

adolescence. To shocked friends and

family, his death was inexplicable,

tragically premature; to sociologists

studying the phenomenon of teenage

suicide, it was one more statistic in

a growing epidemic.

It was the second time John's parents

faced losing their only son. He had

been born with his umbilical cord

wrapped around his neck. At that time

doctors had used emergency resuscita-

tion techniques to bring him back from

the brink of death.

Several scientists suspect that a

tendency toward suicide—as well as a

predisposition to drug addiction-

may be linked to traumatic birth experi-

ences." A traumatic birth, they say, may
place some children at risk for later self-

destructive behavior, although they

don't yet know what percentage of

children are affected or what the cofac-

tors may be. For those who choose

suicide, the type of birth trauma may also

influence the method they use.

The overall suicide rate in the United

States has tripled in the last 30 years,

increasing most dramatically among
young men between the ages of fifteen

and twenty-four, says Jim Mercy, a

sociologist at the Centers for Disease

Control (CDC) in Atlanta. According to

the National Center for Health Statistics,

one American teenager attempts

suicide every 78 seconds, and one

completes a successful suicide every

90 minutes. The statistics are chilling: 16

adolescents die by their own hand

every day; approximately 5.840 choose

to end their lives each year.

What the statistics don't tell us is why
.

young people are taking their lives.

Most theories on the circumstances'

underlying adolescent suicides continue
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to focus on psychological and social

phenomena. Sociologists researching

the problem implicate everything from

heavy-metal music and slasher films

to the intense pressures of contemporary

society. Psychologist Lee Salk of

Cornell University Medical School was

the first to document a link between

birth trauma and later suicide, in a study

published in the British journal Lancet

in 1985. "The idea of attributing the

tripling of suicides among teenagers to

the stress of modern life just didn't sit

well with me," he recalls.

While observing babies in neonatal

intensive care units, Salk began to

wonder if stress at birth might be related

to later suicide. Many of the infants he

saw owed their lives to heroic measures

developed in the past 30 years. "The

infant mortality rate began dropping

substantially around fifteen years before

we started seeing an increase in

teenage suicide rates," he says. "We

know that males suffer from more birth

complications than females do, and

they kill themselves more often."

ili'li-.mz:*: A'c ;.'.;:m precfe^osed :.v rmidae?

To determine whether statistics bore

out his hunch, Salk compared the

birth records of 52 adolescents born

between 1957 and 1967 who committed

suicide with those of 104 controls. Three

common denominators turned up

repeatedly among the suicides: respira-

tory distress for over one hour at birth,

lack of prenatal care before the twentieth

week of pregnancy, and chronic ill health

of the mother during her pregnancy.

"That doesn't mean that adverse

conditions before or during birth neces-

sarily lead to suicide," Salk says. "The

vast majority of babies who endure

complicated births survive and flourish."

Rather, he says, a traumatic birth repre-

sents a risk factor that may make an

adolescent more vulnerable to suicide

when compounded by environmental

factors such as family stress, economic

pressure, and teenage turmoil.

Dr. Bertil Jacobson, head of the med-

ical engineering department at Stock-

holm's Karolinska Institute, has come up

with additional indications that events

surrounding an individual's birth may
influence his later decision to kill mmseli.

Jacobson examined the birth records

of 41 2 people born at six Stockholm

hospitals since 1940 who died either from

suicide or from the effects of drug

addiction or alcoholism between 1978

and 1984. Then he compared their

births with those of nearly 3,000 controls

born at the same time, looking for some
environmental factor that could have

presaged a self-destructive tendency.

Jacobson's results were even more

specific than he had hoped: In one U.S.

study he found that suicide was more

closely associated- with birth trauma

than with any other of the 1 1 risk factors

for which he tested (including such

socioeconomic variables as parental

alcoholism and broken homes). In a

study conducted in Sweden he found a

correlation between the kind of birth

trauma and the method of suicide. For

example, he found that those who
asphyxiated themselves—whether by

hanging, strangulation, drowning, or

gas poisoning—were four times as likely



NUCLEAR WASTELAND?

EARTH
By Cathy Spencer

In
the' mid-Seventies the Sequoyah

Fuel Corporation began an innovative

agricultural experiment at its uranium

processing plant in Gore, Oklahoma

Instead of pumping iho >acioactive waste

used to make fuel for nuclear power

plants into an underground disposal well,

the company converted the waste

stream—called raffinate—to liquid

fertilizer and sprayed it on small plots of

company land. With approval in 1982

from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRG), the sole agency monitoring the

process, the ammonium nitrate solution

was then sprayed on thousands of

acres of company-owned fields where

cattle destined for market grazed and

where hay and corn were grown and sold

as feed to farmers and ranchers.

Currently the 7.8 million gallons of

fertilizer generated from the plant each

year is approved for use on crops not

directly consumed by man, But as

the company moves for unrestricted

use, questions remain concerning the

safety of the recycled waste if it is

introduced into the human food chain.

Until 1986 local residents paid little

attention to the raffinate program—one

of the largest waste-to-fertilizer opera-

tions in the United States and the only

one that processes radioactive waste

from a conversion plant for agriculture.

In January of that year, a tank of uranium

hexafluoride—used in the production

of nuclear fuel—ruptured, killing one

worker and contaminating more than 100

others. Saddled with lawsuits amount-

ing to $200 million in damages and

fined by the NRC for sloppy operating

procedures, Sequoyah was shut down
for 11 months.

Although the accident was unrelated

to the raffinate program, the imbroglio

inspired a spate of news reports reveal-

ing the caustic ingredients oi the fertil-

izer and that in 1982, despite an NRC
study stating that the biggest danger in

using the fertilizer for forage production

"is the introduction of toxic materials

into the human food chain," the NRC had

approved the expansion of the program.

It was also reported that while the

commission had rejected an earlier

request from Sequoyah for unrestricted

use of the product, it was reconsidering

a similar request because of new data

supplied by the company showing

the material to be safe.

Upset by the revelations, local

residents began to link events that over

the years suggested something was

amiss. An above average number

of cases of cancer were being diagnosed

in the area. A child with deformed

hands and feet was born to a couple

who lived near the plant. A nine-legged

frog was found in a nearby drainage

pond, and a rabbit with two hearts was

discovered on company property.

Farmers reported births of grossly

malformed livestock, and residents

complained of violent coughing and

difficulty breathing on the days the

fertilizer was sprayed. Said one neighbor

of the smell, "It's like taking a deep
whiff of ammonia cleaning solution."

Public furor erupted over the raffinate

program—outrage similar to that in

other rural communities across the

From hay to cattle tc

country where residents complain that

cropland is being ruined, health is

threatened, and the environment is

plagued by contamination from nuclear-

processing facilities and radioactive-

waste dumps, which are not monitored

closely enough by the government.

"The standards set by the NRC do

not guarantee that there will be no

health problems; no amount of radioac-

tivity or heavy metals can be safely

ingested," says Dr. Rosalie Bertell, presi-

dent of the International Institute for

Public Heaith in Toronto and an American

environmental-disease specialist who
visited the area and interviewed residents

there. "The permissible levels set at

Sequoyah are based on a trade-off, a

value judgment between economic

benefits and health costs. It is generally

assumed that some health problems

are considered a natural outcome of the

nuclear industry," she says. "Because

this is considered prime farmland in

a low-density population area, it would

be difficult to trace the source of any

health problems that were transmitted

through the food chain."

Sequoyah Fuel is a subsidiary of

Kerr-McGee, the company implicated in

the 1974 radioactive contamination of

73 workers, including the late Karen

Silkwood, who died in a mysterious car

crash as she was on her way to reveal

damaging information about company
safety procedures to a New York Times

reporter, Kerr-McGee officials contend

that their own testing shows the levels of

radioactive elements and heavy metals

in the raffinate to be safe "Not only

is it safe," says Billy Tucker, a professor

of agronomy at Oklahoma State Univer-

sity and an adviser to Sequoyah, "but

after conversion, it is lower in most trace

elements than most commercially avail-

able phosphate fertilizer."

But according to Bertell, that is

because there is no phosphate in the

solution. Most commercially available

fertilizers contain compounds of

phosphate, nitrogen, and potassium.

The raffinate fertilizer "is a phony fertilizer

and has none of the properties needed

CGN1INUEDONPAGE92
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WHAT SIMPLE FOLK DO
^pl^t last, anthropology we can use. We know now (at

J^^^k least, I'm willing to bet we know) quite enough

"V about which sexual positions the Trobriand Is-

m landers prefer during the winter solstice and
what village life is like in southern India. Having realized this,

some anthropologists are finally turning their attention to topics

of immediate interest to the average American—home heating,

for instance, and copier usage.

One of the anthropologists is Willett Kempton, a researcher

in the relatively new field of cognitive anthropology, which
concerns itself with, among other things, what are sometimes
called folk models. These models are not the sort that will give

Verushka and Brooke Shields sleepless nights. Instead, they

are ideas of how things work that are held by regular people,

i.e., the folk, rather than by experts. A book recently published

by Cambridge University Press, Cultural Models in Language
and Thought, contains articles on folk models of the mind,

anger, and marriage, with insights such as "MARRIAGE IS

DIFFICULT" {cognitive anthropologists seem to love capital

letters) and "WHEN A PERSON EXPLODES, PARTS OF HIM
GO UP IN THE AIR" (from a study of the way modern American
English speakers talk about anger, as in "I blew my stack").

Kempton, who is with the Princeton University engineering

department, is represented in this volume by "Two Theories

of Home Heat Control" (LESS CAPITALIZATION). He has also

published, among other papers, "Air Conditioner Behavior in

a Master Metered Apartment Building." Unlike his colleagues

in the marriage and anger arenas, Kempton has his eye on
mechanical systems, like furnaces and thermostats, whose
operation is unarguably better understood by the experts than

by the folk. Kempton interviewed people and monitored their

heating and cooling habits and found that a lot of us nontechni-

cal folk don't see things the way the experts do. Many people,

for instance, think the thermostatic heating control in their

houses is something like a water faucet. Their notion is that if

the house is 60° and they push the thermostat up to 95°, the

heat comes out faster than if they set the thermostat at 68°. In

reality the furnace does not produce an adjustable stream of

heat. It has only two settings, on and off. It runs until the air

temperature reaches the thermostat setting, then it turns off.

In itself this is not big news, but Kempton also discovered

that some of the people with the water faucet model are also

more likely to set the thermostat back at night, wanting to cut

down on the supposed rate of heat flow. It's harder for some-
one who understands the feedback model to see the value in

a setback. The people who've got it wrong, in other words, are

more energy efficient, Kempton doesn't see anybody, neither

the folk nor the experts, as right or wrong. He sees models of

heating and coofing not in terms of who paid attention in

physics class, but in terms of what works for fhe folk.

Take air conditioners, for example. Kempton found that

many people aren't even aware that the machines have ther-

mostats. Furthermore, limited air conditioner use is often re-

lated not only to frugality and conceptions of how the machines
work but also to what Kempton calls "folk physiological theo-

ries" like "I'm older, less blood to keep cool."

Kempton may be alone among cognitive anthropologists in

his focus on major home appliances (appliance anthropology

is my "folk model" of what he does}, but he tipped me off about
what is going on at Xerox Corporation. That company employs
at least two anthropologists at its Palo Alto Research Center in

California who study not what people think about copiers but

how they use them. One of the anthropologists, Jeanette

Blomberg, has documented the fact (well known to the folk

themselves) that people hate to read instructions. The first

thing the folk do with a new copier is to try it—just stick the

paper in and push the buttons, see if it works the way the old

copier did. The next thing they do is look for somebody who
knows how to run it. Only as a last resort will anyone read the

instructions, no matter how well written they are or how pretty

their graphics. Blomberg's work, if applied, could make things

easier for all of us, because she also found that the smoothest-

running offices (as far as copying goes) are those in which
being the copier expert is a paid part of somebody's job.

The one big problem with appliance anthropology that I can
see is that there's not enough of it. We need to know more.

What about folk models of answering machines, automobiles,

and, most of all, microwave ovens? Have people really tried to

dry their poodles in them? And what in the name of anthropol-

ogy were they thinking?—JAMES GORMAN
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WHYDIDNTTHEMOOSE
CROSS THE ROAD?

It all started with the

English. To help toads avoid

getting squashed when they

crossed busy roads, the Brits

buitt detour tunnels under-

neath the roads for the ani-

mals to crawl through.

Following their lead, the

Alaska Fish and Game
Department built a somewhat

larger tunnel last year

designed to keep moose from

crossing a six-lane highway

outside Anchorage.

The ten-foot-high concrete

tunnel has helped cut

moose-car collisions from the

usual 37 to just seven so far

this year. To increase the

number of moose that use the

tunnel, the biologists have

sent out instructions not to

plow snow off the highway

near the tunnel openings, a

practice that iced the

walkway last winter and may
have discouraged some
animals from using it. In ad-

dition, seven miles of highway

lights and a two-mile

extension of mooseproof

fencing will be added to the

tunnel area—not-so-subtle
hints, even to a moose, that

the best way to get to

the other side is through the

tunnel.—George Nobbe

It would be hard to find

orchids more rare than the

eight specimens grown in

space aboard the Soviet

Union's Salyut 6 space

station and returned to Earth

in 1980 on the Soyuz 36

spaceship. Though the plants

survived the rigors of space

travel and a weightless

environment, one recently

succumbed to a danger

found only on Earth—theft.

The orchid, named Cosmo-
naut, fell victim to a bungled

flowernapping.

"The Soviets initially sent

the orchids into space to give

MOOSE THIS WAV: In Alaska biologists aie trying to reroute moose through a tunnel beneath a heavily

trafficked highway in order to cut down on moose-car collisions.
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cosmonauts some psycho-

logical support, but they

became more and more
interested in performing plant

experiments," says Thora

Halstead, who heads NASA's

space biology program.

Bui years of experiments

on Cosmonaut came to an

abrupt end when it and other

flowers were swiped from the

Academy of Sciences' botani-

cal garden in Kiev. Police

were soon on the hot orchid's

trail, according to the

newspaper Socialist industry,

and amateur biologist Vladi-

mir Tyurin was arrested for

the crime eight days later.

The evidence against him

was damning, including

PROPERTY OF THE ACADEMY OF

sciences tags he had forgotten

to remove from the plants.

Tyurin was apprehended

before he could sell the rare

plant on the lucrative black

market, Soviet authorities,

however, arrived too late to

liberate Cosmonaut. The

flowernapped orchid was
found dead.—Sherry Baker



Movement above the earth, notjust the rumblings within it, may
contribute to forces that cause earthquakes.

WINDS THAT ROCK
THE EARTH

Can the wind trigger an
earthquake? Common sense
says that such a relatively

resistible force couldn't possi-

bly be responsible for the

bumps and shakes ot the

earth. But common sense
may be wrong,

Jerome Namias of the

Scripps Institute of Oceanog-
raphy in La Jolla, California,

looked at wind patterns that

occurred prior to two series

of moderate quakes, averag-

ing about 4.5 on the Richter

scale, that struck southern

California in July 1986 and
October 1987. For six weeks
to a month before these

quakes, Namias found, there

was a recurring series of

abnormally strong high-

pressure systems, which
often spawn high winds, over

the Pacific Ocean several

hundred miles west of the

California coast. "I think

these abnormal high-pres-

sure systems and the

j
associated winds," he says,

; "could have been a trigger

j
mechanism" for the earth-

quakes. Although he lacks

;
an overall theory to explain

' just how this "wind trigger"

might work, he speculates

that the unusual strength of

I

these high-pressure systems
might exert pressure on the

i ocean floor, which in turn

adds stress to already

I unstable inland fault lines.

j
Namias admits that his

,
idea is "unconventional and

' difficult to prove conclu-

sively." But he.points to

recent research showing that

the "torque" exerted on

i
mountain ranges by very

j large global wind systems

j
can actually alter the rate of

j

the earth's rotation. So "it's

not out of the question," he

j
says, "that winds may at

times trigger quakes." If this

. notion turns out to be true,

Namias thinks scientists may
,
someday use atmospheric

j

data to help predict the like-

lihood of earthquakes during

I a given year. And eventually,

he says, information about
winds, coupled with other

data, may allow even greater

accuracy.—Bill Lawren

"Stupidity is an elemental

force for which no earthquake

is a match." —Karl Kraus

"No doubt Jack the Ripper

excused himself on the

grounds that it was human
nature."

—A, A Milne

"The trouble with being poor
is that it takes up all your

time."

—Willem de Kooning

GETTING CORKED

There's a reason you point

a bottle of champagne away
from people when you uncork

it: A cork from a mildly

agitated bottle can pop off the

bottle at the same speed as

a bullet fired from a .22-

caliber rifle. At least that's

what Dolphin Products, a
Paradise, California, com-
pany, discovered as it tested

a new stopper for the bubbly.

"Regular champagne corks

put about thirty holes in our

ceiling," says Dolphin presi-

dent Paul Rice.

Rice hopes his company's
high-density polyethylene stop-

per will put an end to both

ricocheting corks and the

millions of dollars in lawsuits

filed annually by injured

bystanders. Unlike the tradi-

tional cork, the Dolphin

stopper travels only a few
inches before a tether reins it

in. Although the new stopper

still ejects with the classic

popping sound—a marketing

must, according to vintners

of sparkling wines—it will no
longer cost someone an eye.

If safety wins out, the

Dolphin stopper may become
a legal necessity on the 400
million bottles of champagne
sold each year in the United

States. Chile and Brazil have
already passed laws requir-

ing use of the tethered cork

by January 1989. And the

Japanese company Suntory

will be using the corks on
champagne bottles in Japan
by 1990.—George Nobbe

"Happiness is not something
you experience, it's some-
thing you remember."—Oscar Levant
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Researchers at Penn Stale have found a cheap and permanent way to extract dangerous radioactive /c

from the water both in nuclear power plants and contaminated lakes and streams.

DISARMING NUCLEAR
WSTE

It's been two years since

the Chernobyl disaster, and

the lakes and streams in the

vicinity of the nuclear power

plant have finally stopped

setting off Geiger counters.

Had the Russians been in

possession of a new material

developed by a team of

mineralogists at Pennsylvania

State University, however, the

cleanup might have taken

only a few weeks.

Sridhar Komarneni and his
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colleagues were searching

for a substance that could

cheaply extract radioactive

cesium ions from the cooling

water in nuclear power plants.

They suspected that a
common clay known as

phlogopite mica might, rf

chemically altered, be able to

attract and then trap the

dangerous ions. Sureenough,

after processing the clay, it

became a virtual cesium-ion

"sink," absorbing the ions

forever. "Once the cesium is

in, it can't get out," explains

Komarneni, "so there's no

|
danger of it leaching into the

i environment."

Komarneni suggests that

j

spreading the mica over

lakes and streams in the area

I of a nuclear accident would

;
effectively remove the poison-

ous cesium ions from the

1 water, leaving the powder
1

and its trapped cesium to

I

settle harmlessly to the

|

bottom. The cost? Komarneni

has no figures, but he says,

"It should be very cheap. It's

, a naturally occurring material;

!
all you have to do is dig it

: out."—Bill Lawren

GOLD-DIGGING
BACTERIA

The U.S. Gold Corporation

in Denver will begin feeding

a bacterium called Thiobacil-

lus ferrooxidans a regular

diet of sulfide ore next spring

in a biotechnological effort

to extract gold from pyrite.

The feast will take place in a

mine near Tonkin Springs,

Nevada, by means of a proc-

ess known as bioleaching.

About 30 percent of the

world's gold is embedded in

sulfide ore. Extracting it by

roasting the ore at high

temperatures is costly and

contributes to acid rain. Other

methods are also very

expensive. Enter the lowly T.

ferrooxidans. "It eats the

sulfur and iron in pyrite," says

U.S. Gold president William

Reid. "It couldn't care less

about the gold. All we have

to do is maintain an optimum

environment, and it does its

stuff. It's a completely natural

process that goes on all the

time anyway."

The company will dump
crushed pyrite into four huge
tanks, add the bacterium,

Cheap tastes: T ferrooxidans

prefers pyrite to gold.



and then maintain a constant

temperature (30° to 38° C).

Sixty hours later, the bacteri-

um will have oxidized the ore

into a form from which gold

can be easily extracted. Reid

expects the Nevada plant to

process 1 ,500 tons ot ore

daily, producing gold at a
cost of about $200 an ounce.
The world market price has

been near $450 an ounce for

months, so profits will be
high—George Nobbe

COSMIC DUSTPAN

A group of U.S. and
French scientists may have
come up with an ingenious

way of capturing cosmic dust
particles without damaging
them. They want to place
Aerogel, a special gel made
of silica (from which glass Is

made), on the Soviet space
station Mir and let the dust fly

into it. Because Aerogel is

very porous—about 100
times less dense than your

average windowpane—cos-

mic dust particles smashing
into it would be captured
intact. And, says NASA
scientist John Rummel,

because most of the cosmic
dust is residue from the

formation of the solar system,

it may give us clues about
what compounds existed at

that time. "Cosmic dust is

made up of all sorts of neat
stuff," Rummel says. "Even
small diamonds have been
found in it."

Present plans call lor the
Aerogel experiment to be
employed on Mir this winter.

Bui first the Department of

Commerce must give its okay
to send the U.S. technology

to the Soviet Union.

—Devera Pine

"It is easier to denature

Plutonium than to denature

the evil spirit of man."
—Albert Einstein

of studying a
thousand rats for one hour
each, or a hundred rats for

ten hours each, the investiga-

tor is likely to study one rat for

a thousand hours."

—B. F. Skinner

"I never vote for anyone. I

always vote against."

—W. C. Fields

Notjust small potatoes: Ore-Ida Company ttiinks French fry vending
machines will be the hottest thing going in 1989.

Mr a*cw. A joint u s and French experiment to capture cosmic
dust may be conducted on the Soviet space.station.

SPUDS ON THE RUN

Rene Mariotti may not

have invented the world's first

coin-operated French fry

vending machine, but he
seems to have come up with

the only one that has a future.

The McLean, Virginia, man
sold his patent to the Ore-Ida

potato company, which is

marketing the machine to

hospitals, college campuses,
and manufacturing plants.

For about 75 cents, the

Mariotti-Ore-lda machine will

produce three and one-half

ounces of piping-hot French
fries in just 35 seconds

—

a
coin-to-cup time, as they say
in the vending machine
business, that puts fast-food

outlets to shame.
But speed is not the only

advantage Mariotti's invention

has over earlier designs. His

unit contains a freezer that

holds up to 200 servings of

shoestring potatoes, and a
cooking system that heats,

cleans, and recirculates

cholesterol-free vegetable oil

through an airtight cooker.

The cooker contains no oxy-

gen and is therefore fireproof.

"The early machines were
i
messy and smelly, and there

was always the risk of fire,"

explains Mariotti, who once
operated a potato processing

plant in Madrid.

The Ore-Ida model also

has an odor-and-fume con-

. densation unit that requires
1 servicing only about once
every ten days, increasing

the machine's market feasibil-

ity. Ore-Ida's parent com-
pany, Heinz, has agreed that

salt and ketchup will

accompany each order of

fries.—George Nobbe
37
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DEJA VU PROBE

Deja vu, that strange

sensation ot having already

experienced a present mo-
ment, may simply be an
illusion brought on by an
electrical leak deep in the

brain's temporal lobes.

While studying the onset

of seizures in epileptic

patients, researchers at

McGill University in Montreal

discovered an electrical

disturbance that triggers deja

vu. According to Frederick

Andermann, a McGill profes-

sor of neurology, about 10

percent of epileptics experi-

ence feelings of prescience

right before a seizure begins.

"We saw this abnormal
electrical discharge that

seemed to emanate from the

temporal lobe," he says.

When the surgeons directly

stimulated the area with a little

electrical charge, they were
able to evoke deja vu

sensations in the patients

(who were under only local

I anesthesia). "They would say

i
things like, 'I teel like I've

I been in this operating room

|

before,' but, of course, they

[

never had been," explains

i Andermann.

I

The researchers believe

;
that the form of deja vu found

,

in epileptics may be a far

: more intense version of the

i

phenomenon than what
' ordinary people experience.

McGill scientists theorize that

this sensation may start in the
1 amygdala, the region of the

j
brain involved in fixing

I
memories—and the sensory

i associations that accompany
, past events. Thus this

explanation for the deja vu

;

illusion: A certain taste or

j

smell, for example, already

coupled with a special

|

memory in the amygdala,
' might spark feelings of

familiarity—without calling up
the original memory. Memora-

1 ble sensations, then, trick

j

us into believing that what's

happening now happened
I before.—Ellen Kunes

experiences may actually be caused by abnormal electrical
-- '- the brain's temporal lobes.
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MALL MANIA

Everyone has seen it

happen: Someone walks

innocently into a shopping
mall, and then madness
strikes. The man or woman is

overcome with the urge to

buy—shoes, clothes, CDs, a
color TV jewelry, umbrellas,

books, soap. Mall mania
has struck again.

Ron Faber, professor of

mass communication at the

University of Minnesota,

became interested in what
he calls "dysfunctional as-

pects of consumer socializa-

tion" (how people leam to be
bad consumers) when he
heard about a support group
for compulsive buyers, After

|

studying the group, Faber

and colleague Tom O'Guinn
of the University of Illinois

developed a profile of the

compulsive shopper, who,
they contend, shares an
addiction similar in nature to

alcoholism or compulsive
gambling. Compulsive shop-

pers, the researchers found,

generally have low self-

esteem coupled with a
higher-than-average need for J

excitement and arousal. In

addition, the shoppers, who
commonly believe their

compulsion is under control,

go on shopping sprees in

response to stress and
feelings of depression.

Faber and O'Guinn identi-

fied two types of compulsive
shoppers. The first, "binge '

buyers," purchase huge
amounts of goods period!- |

cally; they tend to engage in !

fantasy, imagining that they
,

are wealthy and able to afford

any desired object. The
second type, "daily shop-

pers," are unable to miss a I

single day at the mall or

any place where purchasing

power is available.

But compulsive shopping
is not purely an exercise in

materialism. Acquiring goods,
says Faber, is less important

to the compulsive shopper
than the "wish to be
recognized and appreciated

by store clerks and by people
who will receive the items as
gifts."—Marti Loring

"A fanatic is one who can't

change his mind and won't

change the subject."

—Sir Winston Churchill

"When I was a boy I was told

that anybody could become
President; I'm beginning to

believe it."

—Clarence Darrow



I'VE GOT YOU UNDER
MY SKIN

Once only the stuff of spy
stories, electronic homing
devices, which were suppos-
edly implanted under the skin

of secret agents to track their

whereabouts, may soon be
used to locate the kidnapped.

Daniel Man, a ptastic and
reconstructive surgeon from

Boca Raton, Florida, has
recently patented a tiny

transmitter sealed in plastic

that can be surgically

implanted behind the ear.

"It's about the size of a
quarter and will send a signal

for several miles," says Man.
Cellular telephone anten-

nas, now common in many
cities in the United States,

would pick up the signal from

the homing device and relay

it to a computer at a
monitoring station. The com-
puter would calculate the

person's position by determin-
ing in which direction the

signal was traveling when it

reached the antennas. "A
person's location could be
pinpointed with little error if at

least three towers picked up
the signal," Man explains.

In addition, each device

will be programmed to give

off a unique signal at preset

intervals. "They are like

electronic garage openers,"
Man says. "They all look the

same, but they don't all act

the same."

Man believes his inven-

tion's primary use will be for

people who are at risk of

being kidnapped, such as

diplomats and their families.

But he also thinks it could be
used to help locate victims of

Alzheimer's disease who
have wandered off, and to

keep track of prisoners out

on parole or under house
arrest. And because its use
will not be limited to

cities
—

"Three helicopters

equipped with receivers will

be able to locate anyone
wearing the device," Man
notes—the transmitter could
also be used in remote areas

to track livestock or wildlife.

Eventually he hopes to use
satellites to track the signals.

—Edward Duensing

VODKA TONIC

A drink a day may be just

what the doctor ordered for

people who take daily doses
of aspirin or anti-inflammatory

drugs, says Dr. Surendar
Kilam of Lethridge Regional

Hospital in Alberta, Canada.
Kilam and his colleagues

at Lethridge found that the

stomach linings of regular

aspirin takers were sig-

nificantly less inflamed if the

individuals drank a weak
alcoholic beverage prior to

taking the aspirin. Although

Kilam isn't sure why small

amounts of liquor seem to

have a beneficial effect, he
suspects it may have some-
thing to do with increasing

production of the hormone
prostaglandin, which helps

control inflammation.

Kilam emphasizes that

people should not drink

heavily and then take aspirin,

but, he says, "a sip of sherry

here and there wouldn't

hurt."—Paul McCarthy

"Convictions are more
dangerous enemies of truth

-Friedrich Nietzsche
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OH, LITTLE TOWN OF
BETHSAIDA

The fishing village of

Bethsaida, according to the

New Testament, was the

hometown of the apostles

Peter, Philip, and Andrew as

well as the place where Jesus

performed some of his most

astounding miracles. It was
from Bethsaida's shore that

Jesus was said to be seen

walking on the Sea of Galilee.

It was also the site at which

he healed a blind man and

transformed a few loaves of

bread and a couple of fish

into enough food for 5,000

people. The ancient Jewish

historian Josephus recorded

that Herod the Great's son

Herod Philip elevated Beth-

saida's status to that of a city

"because of its large

population and strength." But

despite all the historical

references to Bethsaida, no

one has been able to find

it—until recently.

Archaeologist Rami Arav

of the Golan Research

Institute in Israel points out

that as early as a.d. 530,

scholars were disagreeing

about where the village was

situated. By the mid-

nineteenth century, research-

ers had zeroed in on two

possible locations—a site

called el-Araj, near the mouth

of the Jordan River, and

et-Tell, the largest mound on

the northern coast of the Sea

of Galilee. After digging

shafts at the two areas to

probe for artifacts, Arav says

he has found the remains of

Bethsaida buried about four

feet beneath et-Tell's 80-foot-

Ngh summit.

The town, which Arav says

dates to around the third
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century B.C., extended over at

20 acres. "This was

most probably the town of

Bethsaida mentioned in the

New Testament," he says.

"The most impressive find

we made from this period

was a section of a kitchen

with its vessels still inside.

This indicates a sudden
abandonment of the site due

to the Jewish-Roman war

around a.d. 70."

Arav plans to continue

excavating the site and

encourages anyone inter-

ested in helping to contact

him at the Golan Research

Institute, Box 97-12900,

Katzrin, Israel.—Sherry Baker

"Lead me not into temptation;

I can find the way myself."

—Rita Mae Brown

It's a clever new kind of

bad check: It doesn't bounce,

it disintegrates into powder

before the bank can process

it. In some cases the check

even crumbles before the

bank can photocopy it,

making it impossible for the

bank to recover its losses.

Apparently treated with

some as-yet-unidentified chemi-

cal, the mysterious checks

have shown up in Memphis

and Munford, Tennessee;

Hammond, Indiana; and

Chicago. Kim Cherry, public

relations representative with

the First Tennessee Bank in

Memphis, notes that the

checks turned to confetti so

quickly that few people

actually saw them. "They

were reportedly a burnt-

orange color, and they

smelled funny and appeared

oily," she says. "One of our

security people saw a

check start curling on the

edges like old parchment.

Then it broke into pieces and

crumbled like a cracker."

How did the vanishing-

check scam work? "Some-

one would purchase items

with one of the self-

destructive checks. The

merchant was out the goods,

and he sent us the check to

clear," explains Susan Hor-

swell, public relationsspokesper-

son for St. Paul Federal Bank

for Savings in Chicago. "But

by the time it reached us,

within a matter of days, the

check had totally disinte-

grated—there was no ink, no

paper, no evidence."

According to published

reports, whoever is behind

the crime spree may have

passed more than $80,000 in

bogus checks. The Chicago

office of the FBI, which is

working on the case along

,
with the Chicago Police

;
Department's Pnancial Crimes

Unit, refuses to confirm or

;

deny that figure. "V\fe can say

l

only that no arrests have

i been made," says FBI
: spokesperson Jane Ko-

shutko, "and the investiga-

tion is continuing."

—Sherry Baker

j
"ft is dangerous for a national

candidate to say things

i
that people might

remember"
—Eugene McCarthy

I
"Progress is man's ability to

j

complicate simplicity."

—Thor Heyerdahl



ARTICLE

Have computer hackers

found the perfect

relationship in love bytes

and data dates?

BY ROSEMARIE ROBOTHAM

Psychologist Susan
Calvin's demeanor is

cold; she rarely smiles.

"To you." she says to

a journalist, "a robot is

a robot. Gears and metal;

electricity and positrons. Mind

and iron! Human-made! If

necessary, human-destroyed!

But you have never worked
with them, so you don't know
Ihem. They're a cleaner, better

breed than we are."

At the U.S. Robots and
Mechanical Men Corporation

in Schenectady, New York,

Calvin's job is to master robotic

intelligence in all its labyrin-

thine detail. Her iron-gray hair,

drawn severely back, matches
her sharp gray eyes.

Looking through the journal-

ist as if he were transparent,

she readily admits that she

prefers the pristine logic of

her robots to the chaotic

impulses that govern her fellow

human beings.

Calvin's robots absorb her

completely; she is obsessed

with artificial intelligence and
contemptuous of useless

human sentiment. "There was
a time when humanity faced

the universe alone and without

a friend," she says. "Now he
has creatures to help him;

stronger creatures than himself,

more faithful, more useful,

and absolutely devoted to him.

Mankind is no longer alone."

Susan Calvin happens to be
fictitious, a "robopsychologist"

created by science-fiction

writer Isaac Asimov in his robot

stories of the early Forties.

But for the detail of her sex,

Calvin might walk off the pages
of Asimov 's futuristic fiction

and inhabit, quite anonymously,

today's hacker subculture,

that loose assortment of male
virtuoso programmers across

the country who prefer the

companionship of their

machines to human contact.

(Female programmers repre-

sent only one third of the

computer industry's technical

staff.) "I just wanted to invent

a strong woman character who
fought it out in a man's world

and gave no quarter," Asimov
says today. If Calvin turns

out to resemble today's

hackers, says Asimov, it was
"a lucky guess on my part."

Almost four decades after

Asimov published his series,

the concern is that the

machines—now called

computers but in concept the

same as robots, fledgling

brains housed not in steel

sculptures mimicking the shape
of man but in metallic boxes
shot with cursors and lights-

are our own creations and
therefore mirrors of our unartic-

ulated selves, expressions of

our hankering after Utopia.

The programmers write into

their software the world as they

would have it; what powers
of creation could be more
seductive? Because the

programmer must use his

human wiles to coax from the

computer its hidden abilities, he

commits himself to learning

PAINTING BY RALPH McQUARRIE



the machine's unvarying but infinite

codes; he understands that to achieve

the most extravagant successes, human
and machine must begin to think as one.

Like Calvin, the wizards and whiz kids

of the computer age have been stereo-

typed and branded as inscrutable ec-

centrics, incredible geeks, scientists on

the lunatic antisocial fringe, loners infat-

uated with the infinite permutations of

their intelligent machines. Hackers, the

therapists tell us, are socially isolated

misfits; psychologically they resemble

addicts, hungering for control, forgoing

food, sleep, and sex, in pursuit of the sol-

itary, almost sexual thrill of matching wits

with the computer. Some hackers even

have "a real criminal bent," according to

one psychologist.

Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of

the computer age is that an obsessive

relationship with the machine is almost a

prerequisite for its mastery. The most

gifted users often turn out to lead the most

isolated lives, in which human contact

occurs primarily by technological means
(the telephone, the computer) as hackers

progressively retreat into a world circum-

scribed by the computer.

Sherry Turkle, a psychologist in MIT's

Program in Science, Technology, and

Society, was among the first to identify

the dangers of computer users' succumb-

ing to the easy gratification hacking can

provide. "For adults as well as children.

computers, reactive and interactive, offer

companionship without the mutuality and

complexity ot a human relationship," Tur-

kie observes in The Second Self: Com-
puters and the Human Spirit.

At least one psychologist, Timothy

Lynch, argues that the study of the com-

puter age pathology of loving a machine

with such Calvinesque fervor should be

termed robopsychology—in honorof As-

iniov's early recognition of the symbiotic

and obsessive nature of the bond be-

tween man and his intelligent machines.

Lynch is president of New Wave Consult-

ants, a North Quincy, Massachusetts, firm

that conducts business seminars on the

psychological effects of computeriza-

tion. He speculates that he's the nation's

only robopsychologist but is confident

that his studies of the effects of habitual

computer use will open a new area of

specialization in the discipline of psy-

chology. The American Psychological

Association has yet to approve the term

robopsychology.

Obsessive computer use, Lynch

claims, inevitably affects the user's ex-

pectations about social interaction. "The

heavy user, the one who routinely spends

up to twelve hours at a stretch in front of

a terminal, begins to crave logic and or-

der in all things," the psychologist says,

"especially human relations." To research

the effects of marathon computer use on

computer users, Lynch devised a ques-

tionnaire that focused on three areas: the

programmer's relationship with the com-
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puter, his human relationships, and his

perception of the computer's effect on

himself and others. Sigmund, Lynch's

"research assistant," an artificial intelli-

gence program, conducted the inter-

views in a conversational style and asked

follow-up questions based on the con-

tent from the 60 programmers who par-

ticipated in the study.

Lynch discovered an- almost uniform,

style of social interaction among his re-

spondents. "They expect their personal

relationships to be like the relations they

have with the computer—intense, intel-

lectual, and instantaneous," Lynch says.

"They don't want to put a lot of work into

establishing relationships but prefer to

return to the computer because it gives

them more than people do."

In a separate study, Carole Adrienne,

who trained as a psychologist bul later

studied art, interviewed 63 hackers, al-

most all males between the ages of four-

teen and twenty-three, Her respondents

4/'m not married,"

he says, "unless you count

the computers I've

fallen in love with." His

first love, Radio

Shack. Then Anita Atari,

Aphrodite the Apple,

Slick Vic, and Kooky Casio3

ran the gamut of socioeconomic back-

grounds. Hackers, Adrienne maintains,

"are socialized to machines. They forget

that people don't respond like com-
puters: instantaneously"—she snaps her

fingers—"like that! To hackers, every-

thing is black and white." The hackers

Adrienne interviewed described them-

selves as underachlevers academically.

They said they were bored in school. Most

considered themselves loners and said

that their main social contact was "with

the computer or through it." 'As a group,"

Adrienne says, "they indulge in what has

been called 'sport death'—pushing their

bodies to the limit, forgoing sleep, food,

pouring down large amounts of caffeine.

Dress, appearance, and personal hy-

giene are unimportant to them."

Consider Russ Walter, a "computer

missionary," as he calls himself. Pale and

gentle-featured, with thinning brown hair,

he typifies the modern computer hacker

in one unequivocal sense: He is, during

the long periods between teaching his

'traveling two-day computer course, a

profile in isolation. He hardly sleeps and

seldom leaves his drafty eight-room gar-

ret, the top two floors of a cla

house on a sleepy, working-class street

in Somerville, Massachusetts. Forty

computers share his quarters. In 1972

Walter wrote and published the first 17-

page edition of the underground hacker

classic The Secret Guide to Computers.

Today some 250,000 copies of his man-

ic, utterly comprehensive tour of the

computer culture have been sold. Now in

its thirteenth printing, The Guide has

grown to 909 pages, sells for the ludi-

crously low price of $24 per three-vol-

ume set, and is recommended reading

for several college computer science

courses, including those at St. John's

University in Jamaica, New York, and

Boston University.

Walter's phone number is listed on

page 1, and callers—sometimes as many
as 200 a day—dial in from regions as far-

flung as Australia. "Because of Ihe mid-

night phone calls, I'm not married," he

says, "unless you count the numerous
computers I've fallen in love with." Let's

see: There was Radio Shack, his first love.

"She spent most of her life near or in my
bed, and when I was away from her I had

the urge to communicate by radio." Then

there were some 30 other groupies. "Ani-

ta Atari, she was a great one; she had

brilliant colors and played music.

Aphrodite the Apple; Baby Blue, my first

IBM PC; Burping Bonnie; Kooky Casio;

Slick Vic; Terrible Tina with her Texas In-

struments; and Coco the Incredible

Clown, another Radio Shack computer."

The phone rings. Walter hurries around

stacked cartons, skirting industrial li-

brary shelves to answer it. On the line is

a man calling from Texas; he can't hook

two PCs together using Easy Net soft-

ware. Walter listens with brows knitted,

his shoulders hunched up around his ears

in furious concentration. New York born,

New Jersey raised, he fires questions at

the Texan in clipped East Coast tones;

his fingers riffle through a stuffed Ro-

lodex. Walter is hardly chatty; he pumps
out iniormation as quickly and efficiently

as possible. Yet his patience seems lim-

itless. "There are five screws on the back

of your Leading Edge," he explains to a

caller from North Carolina who doesn't

know how 'to install a hard card in his

computer. "Go and look; I'll wait." There

is an interminable pause before Waiter

continues: "What you do is unscrew those

and take off the cover. . .

."

For no other reason than a passion for

computers, Walter commits his days and

nights to spreading the technological

gospel. "Nothing is more important to me
than being there to help some desperate

person understand computers," he says.

"I can sit here late at night feeling miser-

able about myself. The phone will ring, I'll

help someone, the person says thank you,

and I feel, Gee, ! did something useful

tonight." He adds, "The thing about the

computer is, it gives you the feeling that

you're at the forefront of technology and



you have everybody else following you."

Atage ten, Walter was composing mu-
sic for string quartets. He majored in math
at Dartmouth College in the Sixties, rub-

bing shoulders with a rowdy circle of

computer whiz kids who were then devis-

ing Basic, the first computer language to

be invented. After earning a master's in

math education at Harvard, he tried

teaching math in high school. "Back then

I was never good at the human aspect of

teaching because I was sort ot an iso-

lated nerd when
I was growing up," he

says matter-of-factly.

Today Walter is considered an excel-

lent teacher. For his two-day crash course
in computers, he brings his 40 com-
puters with him. "We have a large-screen

projection TV and a flashy show," he says.

To ensure a lighthearted attitude among
the mostly novice users—students and
secretaries, businessmen and house-
wives, teachers and lawyers—who fre-

quent his course, Walter goes to idiosyn-

cratic lengths: He conducts class dressed
in a peaked witch's hat, a red ninja robe,

and a black cape; his pointer is a toy

spear, and instead of conventional shoes
he sometimes tools around on roller

skates. "I want my students to be at ease
around computers," he says. "I want peo-
ple to understand that computer addic-

tion is healthy! Computer addiction is fun!"

It's the addiction question, as well as
the phenomenon of social isolation

among intense computer users, that has
psychologists observing hackers more
closely now than in the days before Time
magazine made the computer its Man of

the Year. Computer folklore defines that

year—1982—as the dawn of the modern
computer age.

But it's difficult to define who's got the

problem, to say what actually constitutes

an unhealthy relationship with Ihe com-
puter. "Computer addicts generally cre-

ate less hassle around them than alco-

holics and other drug abusers," says
Daniel Kegan, a Chicago psychologist
and lawyer who counsels corporate em-
ployees whose jobs are being comput-
erized. According to Kegan, some com-
puter habits are no more harmful than
collecting baseball cards or never miss-

ing Monday night football. "But the user

who takes an isolationist approach, who
wants mastery over the machine for the

sake of control itself, may be likely to be-
come addicted," Kegan says.

Hackers themselves readily grant the

computer its addictive propensities.

"There's a whole analogy to the drug cul-

ture," Walter says. He points out that peo-
ple at computer terminals are called

users, and people buy their equipment
from dealers. "If you're a man, you'll find

the computer is a harsh mistress—al-

ways demanding, Give more, give more,"

he adds. 'And with the high cost of each
new piece of hardware, computers easily

become a habit you can't afford."

Michael Parker, an MIT computer sci-

ence major from Orange, California, con-
fesses that he frequently crashes the

boundaries of rational behavior. "Com-
puters have definitely become a new kind

of addiction." Parker says. He is standing
before the open refrigerator in Ihe third-

floor kitchen of his dorm, spooning con-
gealed leftover pasta from a saucepan.
'At the heights of my addiction," he mum-
bles between mouthfuls,- "I can spend
whole weekends sitting in my room at the

computer just trying to come up with

something. I won't eat, won't sleep, and
it's really painful to come out of it for

classes Monday morning."

Parker admits he sometimes feels mis-

understood, even by his peers in com-
puter hackdom. "I love my computer cre-

ations as I would a child," he says, "and
that insults people. It's almost like falling

in love with yourself." Most hackers, Par-

ker says, love a certain operating system
or a certain program. It's not just the ma-
chine that Parker cares about, "It's some-
thing greater— it's the freedom to create,

to have an idea and make it live," he says.

"That's the magic; that's the awesome
power, and it's right there in front of you.

It allows you to multiply yourself all over
the place. Every time you give out a pro-

gram, it's like you've cloned yourself."

One study by Scholastic Publishing,

however, suggests that computers are not

as addictive as psychologists portray; nor

will they alter American life-styles any-
where near as radically as automobiles
and television did in decades past. Says
Joseph Giacquinta, the New York Univer-

sity professor who directed the research,

"Micros actually reinforce, rather than al-

ter, existing family patterns."

Scholastic's study tracked 100 adults

and children in 20 New York metropolitan

area families. In all the families, the pat-

terns of computer use reflected already

existing patterns of interaction: If sibling

rivalry was a problem, then children
fought over time at the terminal. In more
authoritarian families, there were rules

governing computer use. Adults in the

study consciously attempted to keep their

children from becoming computer ad-
dicts by imposing time limits on com-
puter use, stashing keyboards in closets,

.

or physically removing the terminals from
youngsters' rooms. There were casual-
ties: One wife, two husbands, and two
teenage sons became, in the view of their

families, addicted to their machines.
Spouses complained of neglect, and one
mother said her teenage son's complex-
ion had turned "the color of cream
cheese" from his sitting mesmerized be-
fore the computer screen.

MIT's Donner professor of science
Marvin Minsky—spiritual godfather of

hackers—abhors the present trend by
psychologists and sociologists toward
psychoanalyzing hackers and categoriz-

ing them as either isolated misfits or ad-
dictive personalities. "I've heard a lot of

mythological nonsense about hackers,"
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Minsky scofls. "The trulh is, obsession is

good. There aren't enough obsessed

people out there anymore, so American

society has become bland and nonpro-

ductive, especially technically." Minsky

admits that some hackers could be
termed addicted, although he prefers to

call them" workaholics. But he insists, "It's

really not so different from sports addic-

tion. Most people think it's all righl to watch

sports lor several hours a day, and we
certainly don't have psychologists ad-

dressing ihat sort of foolishness,"

As for the portrayal of hackers as emo-

tionally deficient, Minsky says, "There are

as many different ways of dealing with

emotion as there are hackers. They're

perhaps more intense than most peo-

ple—that's the nature of dedication."

Minsky says that hackers are no different

from poets, artists, or any other people

who are serious about their work.

To a hacker, a piece ot software is a

thing of beauty, the equivalent, in com-

puter terms, of great art. Hackers per-

ceive themselves as the Renaissance

men of the modern age, shapers of fu-

ture technology, engineering leaders suf-

fused with the knowledge that with com-

puters anything is possible and that their

foothold in the future is on superior

ground. For all their reputed disdain of

emotionalism, for all their precise think-

ing, for all their legendary cool, hackers
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are impossible romanfics, hollow-eyed

young men who talk about freedom.

Nothing must come between a hacker

and the knowledge he needs to perfect

a program; information must be freely

shared. Authority is circumvented if nec-

essary; what matters most to hackers is

that they explore, for the future good of

technology, the computer wizardry of

which they are capable. It's precisely this

attitude that gets some hackers in trouble

with the law, earning them a reputation

as modern-day outlaws. The phone
company is always a favorite target.

NASA and New York's Memorial Sloan-

Kettering Cancer Center also have had

encounters with electronic trespassers,

prompting some states to enact legisla-

tion making it illegal to poach in other

people's systems. Hackers poach any-

way; some feel entitled to whatever

bounty their technological wizardry nets

them, be it coveted information, credit

card numbers, or actual mail-order

goods, including computer hardware.

Carole Adrienne, who conducted her

own study of the "typical" electronic in-

terloper, knows this breed of computer

wizard intimately: Her husband, Ian Mur-

phy—the legendary Captain Zap of the

,
computer billboard circuit—became one

'

of the first of a brash generation of hack-

ers to be arrested for electronic Iraud in

1981, Captain Zap was the ringleader of

a group of live hackers who, with the as-

sistance of their computers, ran up

$212,000 in long-distance phone bills and

ordered $200,000 worth of computer

hardware, charging the purchases to

stolen credit card numbers.

Nursing a Coke in the dimly lit lounge

of Philadelphia's Hershey Hotel, Adri-

enne contemplates the hackers, "the

creatures of the night" she interviewed

"They learn while everyone else is sleep-

ing, and that enhances their sense of a

secret society," she says. "They were an

aggressive bunch. They gave them-

selves real power names like Masked

Marvel, Shadow Hawk " Several said that

with computers, they got to do things they

couldn't do in real life. The words that

came up mosi often were obliterate,

overcome, challenge, and kill. "These kids

were not particularly educated in the

boundaries of the law," Adrienne says,

"and they didn't really care. There was a

real criminal bent among a few ol them,

but the feeling was that they were com-

mitting crimes that didn't hurt anyone."

Adrienne contends that as federal laws

governing computer security become
more numerous and clearer, and in-

creasing numbers of people gain famil-

iarity with computer concepts, the hacker

profile will change. "To these kids," Adri-

enne says, "computers were new. They

were a special, rare tool In ten to twenty

years, everyone will have so much ac-

cess to computers that hacker psychol-

ogy' will be a fact of our culture." Hackers
will not seem so aberrant then, she says,

nor will they be as mistrusted and feared.

Society, she believes, will find productive

uses for a hacker's peculiar social bent,

and businesses will devise ways to ben-
efit from the hacker's relentlessly logical

yet boldly imaginative intellect. In such a
society, the hackers' defining principles

would become comprehensible io the

mainstream and even occasional com-
puter dabblers would learn to value the

hackers' still-evolving culture, which, in

Turkle's words, is "a culture of mastery,

individualism, nonsensuality," one that

values "complexity and risk in relation-

ships with things, and simplicity and
safety in relationships with people."

MIT's Minsky disagrees with such op-
timistic predictions. "The sociologists and
psychologists are living in a dream-
world," he says. "We're not becoming a
more technological society. We're be-

coming a society in which a few people
are providing a lot more gadgets." The
problem, Minsky argues, is that math and
science are no longer stressed in schools.

"The computer presence in the class-

room is a little bit'against the tide." he
maintains. "I don't think it's enough io

make up for other deficiencies in the sci-

ence program." The result, Minsky pre-

dicts, is that the gap in understanding

between hackers and the rest of society

will ultimately widen to a chasm.
Captain Zap, aka Ian Murphy, has his

own views on why hackers live differently

from the rest of us and why they would
rather retreat into silicon worlds: "The
general mass population, well, they suck
Jell-0 pudding pops, they watch Dy-

nasty, they wear these stupid gold chains
around iheir necks. Oh, please!" Murphy
moans. "Get a real life! Be more edu-
cated. I mean, most people are so in

wonderment over the telephone: they're

stopped dead in their tracks by a money
machine—and a computer? Oooooooh! .

They're totally floored! But computers in-

terface with their lives every single day."

Murphy and his computers live north

of Philadelphia, in a part of town that

Adrienne refers to as "the hinterlands."

Throwing the door open, Murphy says,

"I'm not very good with humans." A few
blocks from his run-down, three-story

town house, any drug on the market can
be had. On the corner is George's Pizza

Shop: Murphy often stops by for a large

pie and to play the video games, elbow
to elbow with the neighborhood kids.

Adrienne refuses to live here. The
neighborhood, despite Murphy's protest

that it is up-and-coming, is not to her taste.

Murphy's housekeeping habits do not

help: Empty coffee cups lie forgotten

among papers and electronic gadgetry:

books, journals, folders stuffed with clip-

pings line every wall. Still, Adrienne and
Murphy are comrades of sorts. "She's my
translator," Murphy grins. "I say, 'Screw

off!' and she says, 'What Mr. Murphy
means is . .

At the back of the room, an electronic

arsenal is arranged on tables. Murphy is

master of all this hardware: three com-
puters, two TVs, police scanners, fhree

shortwave radios, oscilloscopes, eaves-

dropping gizmos, and a system of closed-

circuit TVs to monitor his upstairs rooms.

Typically Captain Zap surfaces some-
lime around noon, scours newspapers
and security journals for evidence of the

surveillance community's latest foot-

prints, then sits tinkering at his computer
till four a.m., writing articles on computer
security for trade journals, scanning
computer bulletin boards, communing
with other hackers.

"Hell, no, I'm not a computer addict!"

Murphy scowls at the impertinence of the

question. Short, pudgy, with thick blond

hair and blue eyes perpetually narrowed
in skepticism, Murphy sees spy plots

everywhere: in a buried newspaper item

about five Czech "tourists"—a nuclear

physicist and an aerial mapmaking ex-

pert among them—who reportedly vis-

ited some 48 military sites last summer;
in a recent lime article about a hacker
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A fly descended in an arcing plummet,

landing on the desk top, several inches

from the edge of Pressman's right hand.

Automatically, he made a brushing

movement toward it, and the tly ap-

peared to leap up, soaring into the air.

Pressman continued reading the con-

tract, then stopped to raise his left hand

trom the desk and make a thrusting mo-

tion with it, so the edge of his shirtsleeve

was pulled back from his watch. Thirteen

minutes after twelve. Typical of Masters.

My money, your wait.

Pressman laid aside his pen to knead

the back of his neck, wincing at the pain

it caused. A headache in the offing?

Maybe he should take another aspirin.

His laugh was like a cough. God forbid

he nicked himself. His blood was doubt-

less nearing the consistency of water after

all the aspirin he'd been downing in the

past few weeks.

He closed his eyes and rubbed them,

groaning softly. Come on, Masters.

Something touched the back of his right

hand, and he twitched, eyes opening in

time to see the fly take off and disappear

again. "You little shit," he muttered.

He turned his high-backed chair to face

the window. The fly was on the window-

sill. At first it didn't move. Then as Press-

man watched intently, it began to stroke

its legs together.

Little swine, he thought, your legs and

body swarming with germs. Uncon-
sciously, he rubbed the fingers of his left

hand on the back of his right.

He checked his watch again. Close to

quarter after. See you at noon, then, he

heard Masters' supercilious voice in his

head. Sure, Ed In a pig's patootie.

He stared at the fly, wondering if it was

conscious of his observation. They didn't

see the same way people did. Com-
pound. The word floated up in recollec-

tion. Pressman smiled without amuse-

ment. A single strand of memory left ovei

from Biology I. Six-sided lenses,

thousand of them in each eye No won-

der you could never sneak up on them.

There was a soft knock on the door,

and Pressman turned his chair back,

conscious, as he did, of the fly taking off.

Doreen was peering in. "I'm going to

lunch, Mr. Pressman." He nodded, and

she began to close the door, then opened

it again as Pressman asked, "Did Mas-

ters call about our meeting?"

"No, sir." She shook her head.

He sighed. "I guess I won't be having

lunch today."

Doreen smiled politely and closed the

door. A lot you care, Pressman thought.

He grimaced at a stabbing pain in his

stomach. Much good it would do him to

have lunch, anyway. His innards were, as

usual, filigreed with cobwebs of gas.

Picking up his pen, he started looking

at the Barker contract once again. May
as well do something useful while he

waited for Masters to arrive.

The fly blurred across his eyeline, then
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dropped to the desk. "Get out o' here,"

he muttered, slapping at it backhand. The

fly sailed upward. 'And stay away," he told

it. Go find a garbage can to sit in,

He tried to concentrate on the con-

tract, but a twinge of discomfort hit his

stomach again and he straightened up,

a light expression on his face. He looked

across his office toward the small refrig-

erator underneath the bar. A glass of milk,

he told himself. Coat your stomach walls

with soothing primer.

Pushing back his chair, he saw the dark

form of the fly swoop down and land on

the contract. "Good, you read it," he mut-

tered, standing. He walked to the refrig-

erator, leaned over, and opened its door.

Removing a half-pint container of milk, he

opened the spout with difficulty, tearing

it. He picked up a glass from the bar and

held it over the sink, pouring milk into it,

spilling some because of the torn spout.

"Son of a bitch," he muttered.

Returning to the desk, he saw that the

4He picked up

his pen and started reading,

then slammed his

pen down, grabbed the glass

of milk, and spun

his chair toward the window.

The throbbing in

his head was getting worse.V

fly was still on the contract, rubbing its

legs together. Don't worry about getting

shit on the contract, he addressed it in

his mind. It's a piece of shit already.

He sat on his chair and the fly was gone.

Jesus Ovist, they move fast, he thought.

He took a sip of milk and set the glass

down, looking at his watch again. You

bastard, he thought. What do you care if

I'm stuck here, tuning up an ulcer?

He picked up his pen and started

reading the contract, then slammed his

pen down, grabbed the glass of milk, and

spun his chair toward the window. The

throbbing in his head was getting worse.

Pressman took another sip, and stared

out at the city. Gray, he thought. Cheer-

less. "Like my life," he heard himself say.

He kneaded the back of his neck some

more, teeth set against the pain.

Your neck muscles need retoning, Roy

he heard Dr. Kirby's voice. Do some iso-

metrics or they'll atrophy.

"Thank 'you, Dr. Kirby," he muttered

and then slapped, down athfe left

leg with a look of sud-
"~=

den anger as the fly

landed on it. Pressman

groaned as pain exploded in his head.

Gradually, the pain diminished and he

turned his chair back to the desk, setting

down the glass. Maybe he should just

forget about waiting for Masters. Sure

thing, he told himself. Who needs a two-

hundred-thousand-dollar deal?

The headache was expanding. Press-

man closed his eyes. If only he-
He jerked his right hand as the fly came

down on it. His eyes jumped open, but

the fly had already gone. "Son o\abitch,"

he muttered. God, he hated flies. Always

had. Filthy vermin. Strolling on crap, then

on our Caesar salads.

Jus! try to calm down, will you? he told

himself. He looked at the glass of milk.

Maybe he could plop two Alka-Seltzers

in it, fizz it up. Combination Cocktail, Ex-

ecutive-style.

The fly came swooping down and

lighted on his desk beside the glass of

milk. He eyed it somberly. And knew.

He had to kill it.

Pressman drew in a long, slow breath.

Odd that he'd been watching it with not

quite idle curiosity but certainly without

intent. Absorbed in more integral mat-

ters, true—Masters' insulting tardiness,

the Barker contract, his afflictions. But to

miss the obvious; it now seemed ob-

vious, at least. That was odd. "Mr: Fly, you

have to die," he announced.

He looked around. Weapon of choice?

He grunted with amusement. Barker's

contract might be good. He visualized

Barker's bushy 'eyebrows raising as he

caught sight of a dab of fly guts partially

obscuring Paragraph Three, Item One.

No, better not.

Carefully, he reached to his right and

eased open the middle drawer of his

desk. The prospectus for Shipdale In-

dustries? Perfect. Thin enough to fold with

ease, thick enough to splatter Mr. Fly to

hell with one sharp, downward blow

"Yeah," he muttered, grinning. Say your

prayers, you little bastard. Old Mortality

is on his way Your guts are mine.

Pressman drew out the prospectus with

extreme slowness. Take your time, he told

himself. Patience must predominate. Let

the prey grow overly secure, slicking up

his goddamn hairy little legs. He folded

the prospectus once, the long way. Pro-

spectus of Doom. He repressed another

grin, it descended from the Heavens like

a Juggerna hing

Mr. F. to that giant Shit Pile in the Sky.

He kept his gaze fixed on the fly. They

have to take off backward, he recalled.

Have to snap the Juggernaut Prospectus

well behind it, catch that little ass as it

was zooming upward to the rear.

Pressman clenched his teeth, grimac-

ing. No, The fly-was too close to the glass;

he might shatter it and splash milk every-

where, soak the contract. Wouldn't do.

He narrowed his eyes, considered. The

hunter must outwile the hunted. And out-

wait him. Reaching out, he flicked the fin-

gers of his right hand toward the fly. It



shot up, vanishing. Pressman felt a pang

of anxious disappointment. He shook it

off. He'll be back, he reassured himself.

He leaned back in his chair and waited.

The Great White Hunter hunkered in the

long grass, slitted eyes observing,

weapon on his lap, primed to fire. Press-

man chuckled at the image.

The fly did not return. Pressman
scowled and checked his watch. Jesus

Christ. Twelve fucking thirty soon. He
should have had Doreen call Masters' of-

fice moments prior to noon to make sure

he was coming.

Pressman found himself gazing at the

standing photographs along the back

edge of his desk. Brenda. Laurie. Ken.

He reached inside his jacket to withdraw

the pack of cigarettes. One left. Nineteen

additional nails driven, without hesitation,

into his coffin. He lit the cigarette and

tossed the crumpled package into the

wastebasket. Exhaling smoke, he looked

around. Well, damn it, where'd he go?

Hiding, is he? Skulking in the brush?

What if it's a female? he thought. Preg-

nant. With a bellyful of eggs. Jesus. Now
he really had to kill it. Prevent those doz-

ens

—

hundreds, maybe^of baby flies

from fouling up the office. Leprous mag-
gots wriggling on his drapes and carpet-

ing. The image nauseated him.

He stared, again, at the photographs.

When was the last time he did that? Ages.

They were backdrop, nothing more. Life

props. Decoration. Yet here he was star-

ing at them.

At Brenda: forty-one, red-haired (cour-

tesy of rinses, not of nature), five foot six,

a hundred fifty pounds; unpleasantly

plump, he'd felt an urge to tell her for some
time now. Vestiges of that bright face he'd

gone ape-shit over eighteen years ago.

Now overlaid with that unpleasant "We are

not amused" look.

He looked around in irritation. "Well,

where the hell are you, you little shit7" he

asked the unseen fly. "You're not gonna

get away from me, so let's stop the horse-

play and land"

He closed his eyes, wincing. The
headache again. "Screw it." Pulling oul

the top drawer of his desk, he plucked

up the aspirin bottle, pried off its cap, and

shook the last two tablets from inside. He'd

finished the new bottle already?

He washed the aspirin down with a sip

ot milk and set the glass back on the desk.

"A-ha. Now we've got the means." He
submerged the tip of his right index fin-

ger into the milk, then dabbed a smear of

it across the top of his desk. Bait.

He leaned back in his chair again. Give

up, beast; surrender; there is no escape.

With any luck, you'll reincarnate in twenty

seconds anyway.

Pressman took a deep pull on the cig-

arette and coughed. Like a goddamn
furnace blast inside my mouth and throat.

With sudden anger, he stabbed his cig-

arette into the ashtray, mashing it to a pulp

of paper and tobacco. "Kill you before you

kill me," he muttered.

He looked for the fly. No sign of it. Well,

I can wait, you little creep, he thought. I

have a brain. You have shit flecks on your

legs. No contest. You're a goner.

He looked at Brenda's photograph
again. Jesus, what a pointless life this

woman led! "Well, hell, she's done her

time," he said sardonically. God knew she

reminded him of it often enough. "I've

done my time, Roy." As though their mar-

riage and her motherhood had been
twenty years in stir.

He wondered if she was having an af-

fair. Timewise, highly feasible. Assuming

she could steal some Magic Moments
from her quest to purchase every god-

damn female adornment in the city.

He stared at Laurie's photograph. Need
an update there, he thought, a sense of

cold embitterment twisting at him. This

photo was thirteen-year-old Laurie Ann:

Daddy's girl, the angel, the delight. Pre-

high school, pre-sexua) experimentation.

Pressman scowled. Pre-abortion. Pre-the

moody, withdrawn specter of that former

Laurie who now drifted mutely through

the house, a look of sour estrangement

ingrained on her no-longer-pretty face.

And Ken. He glared at the photograph

of his son. Grades in permanent resi-

dence in the cellar. Car impounded, in-

surance canceled, accident trial im-

pending. Drugs? What else? There'd

been the short-term bout with marijuana.

Now what was it? Cocaine? That angry

energy seemed far more chemical than

natural. He and Ken had, once, had a re-

lationship as well. No more. Jesus fuck-

ing Christ, did anything work out in life?!

A darting movement crossed his eye-

line. The fly was back on the desk. Press-

man didn't hesitate this time, slapping at

it, backhand, with the folded prospectus.

Even as he swung, he knew he'd miss.

The fly had sailed up out of sight at least

a second before the folded plastic

smacked the desk. "God damn," he
snarled. His head snapped around as he

searched for the fly.

There it was, on the back edge of the

desk. Pressman pushed up slowly to his

feet. All right, you shit. He raised the pro-

spectus carefully. Mr. Fly, your life is at its

walloping, squishy end. Right—
"—now!" he cried, swinging down-

ward, concentrating on putting a hard

snap on the folded prospectus. "Got ya!"

he exulted through clenching teeth.

He looked at the desk, smile fading.

Wait a second, said a voice inside his

head, perplexed, offended. He looked at

the prospectus. Nothing,

"How could I miss?" he muttered. "How

the tucking hell could I miss?"

He winced. Those pains in his gut

again, midgets slashing at his stomach

walls with razor blades. "God," he said.

He closed his eyes. The headache had
swelled, too. "God damn it, one thing at

CONTINUED ON PAGE 86



HAIR-RAISING

SCIENCE

the drua test on John Keats in a

'less lab in Los

Angeles, 164 years after his death.

They also tested Lord

Byron, who died in 1824, a few

years after Keats. Only

one of the poets, both masters of

BY GURNEY WILLIAMS Ell



the Romantic era, came up clean. The

results of the Iwo tests clattered onto

newsprint from an antique Teletype ma-

chine that made the lab door shake. It took

at least 20 minutes for the numbers to ap-

pear—so long that psychopharmacolo-

gist Ronald K. Siegel, on the faculty of the

UCLA School of Medicine, worried that

the ice cooling a nearby bottle of cham-

pagne would melt. Nuclear medicine

technologist Virginia A. Hill fretted abou!

a weightier matter: the scant amount of

evidence the scientists had to work with.

"1 was very nervous," she says. "We

had 'only a couple of hairs." She and Sie-

gel and chemist Werner Baumgartner

were running drug tests on just a few

strands from Byron and only two strands,

the color of sunset, from Keats.

These days, in a technological turn lhat

would have pleased Sherlock Holmes,

science can reconstruct history from a

couple of strands of hair. Hair left on your

comb might contain more information

about you than your wallet Every time you

go to a barber or hairdresser, you drop a

shaggy dossier on personal habits, diet,

and even the idiosyncrasies of your

genes. And as the scientists studying

Keals and Byron found, a few locks of

hair can reveal not only what drugs you've

taken but even when you took them. Drug

analysis of hair, for instance, has been

used to explore the mysteries of Napo-

leon Bonaparte's death. Studies of small

clumps of shavings have distinguished

drug pushers from drug users. Hair sam-

ples from prisons have revealed wide-

spread drug use among convicts.

To be sure, the technology still has its

limitalions; It cannot, for instance, be used

to monitor diei or drug use on a daily ba-

sis. And in the hands of charlatans, it has

been advertised as a means of diagnos-

ing vitamin and mineral deficiencies il

simply cannot detect. Nonetheless, in the

near future, says Siegel. scientists will use

hair analysis to reconstruct our ances-

tors' entire 'chemical milieu, from food

consumed to pollutants in the air.

In fact, according to rumor, the hair of

some long cead prosicierns may already

have yielded secrets from the past. In in-

toxication, a book to be published by E.

R Dutton next year, Siegel says evidence

is overwhelming, even before hair tests

are done, that some presidents regularly

turned to drugs. "It's well known, for ex-

ample, lhat Ulysses S. Grant used co-

caine in the last years of his life," Siegel

says. "He wrote about how it helped sus-

tain him. Of course, cocaine was legally

available over the counter in those years."

(Grant lived from 1822 to 1885.)

"Lincoln used the politicians' staples of

alcohol and tobacco," Siegel adds. "But

he publicly denied it and claimed to be

an abstainer. "..Drugstore records Siegel

examined show thai our sixteenth presi-

Previous pages: Ptiotom^iri-y^ph o: a sec-

tion of human scalp; John Keats (inset).
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dent bought brandy, liniment containing

hemlock, and cough candy laced with

opium. 'And we can place him with al-

cohol many, many times, including while

he was a politician, both in the Senate

and as President."

Our poets and presidents are not alone.

Siegel's hair files, gathered from collec-

tors and antiquarians, include other polit-

ical and literary figures awaiting drug tests
"

as well. And he speculates that other re-

searchers are already maintaining file

cabinets, locked and marked top se-

cret, that hold hair samples from current

world leaders. "Where does the Ayatol-

lah get his hair cut? And what could we
learn from it7" he asks. "It's easy to imag-

ine agents at Camp David scooping hair

samples from the drains after foreign vis-

itors have stayed there. I'd be surprised

if our intelligence agencies aren't using

these techniques already." A CIA

spokeswoman says she'd be very sur-

prised if agency scientists didn't know

'•Where does the

Ayatollah get his hair cut?

What could we
learn from it? It's easy to

' imagine agents at

Camp David scooping hair

from the drains

after foreign visitors have Ieft3

about new techniques of hair analysis, but

she declines further comment.

If politicians begin using more hair

spray or wearing hairnets or toupees to

keep evidence out of the hands of their

enemies, some of the credit will go to

Werner Baumgartner, Ph.D.. who waited

with Siegel and Hill for the Keats/Byron

results. In 1978 Baumgartner and his wife.

Annette, came up with a way to delve into

the hair shaft using radioactive probes.

The technology is called the radioim-

munoassay of hair, or RIAH, hair spelled

backward. But Baumgartner says the

easiest way to understand the process is

to think of it as a kind of molecular musi-

cal chairs. RIAH is based on the fact that

people and animals manufacture anti-

bodies, proteins that neutralize foreign

molecules invading the body. In the hair

test, scientists mix drug-fightmg antibod-

ies from animals—donkeys, goats, or

rabbits, -for. example—with samples of

known drugs. These known drugs are

. called "hot" because they are labeled with

special radioactive markers. Using a me-

ter to measure radioactivity, the scientists

can establish how much of the hot drug

is captured by a given amount of anti-

body. This count gives them a basis of

comparison for later counts.

Then in other test tubes they mix the

known drug with a dissolved hair from,

say, Keats. Finally, they add a carefully

measured amount of antibody.

"Now, if the hair contains drugs, musi-

cal chairs begins," Baumgartner says.

The hot drug molecules compete for the

limited amount of antibody with unla-

beled, or "cold," drug molecules found in

the hair. If the cold molecules take up

some of the antibody chairs, the radio-

activity count of the antibody will be lower

than that of a drug-free substance.

Baumgartner suspected that if either

of the poets tested positive, it would be

Byron. But he was more interested in the

russet hair of Keats because Keats was

a scientist as well as a poet, trained as

an apothecary and surgeon. Baumgart-

ner had long been intrigued with the

symbolism of Janus, the Roman god of

gates and doorways, who is depicted wilh

two faces. Keats, author of "Ode on a

Grecian Urn," was the incarnation of both

symbolic faces: -the art of scientific dis-

covery, and the discoveries of the arts

—

beauty and truth. But Baumgartner was

wrong about Byron. When the Teletype

finally rapped out the RIAH profiles on

the two poets, Byron was clean. Keats's

counts were low, revealing a significant

amount of morphine in his hair.

"We busted Keats!" Siegel said, and

popped the cork so the three research-

ers could toast the technology.

"We didn't really bust anybody,"

Baumgartner says today. "In all likeli-

hood, the morphine we found came from

laudanum, a widely prescribed pamkill-

ing tincture of opium. Keats probably took

it in the fall of 1819, when he began suf-

fering the first symptoms of the tubercu-

losis that killed him two years later."

Siegel, though, guesses that Keats was

probably dependent on opium, whose

active ingredient is the morphine that

turned up in the test. That's consistent,

Siegel says, with reports from Keats's

colleagues shortly before he gave away

the lock of his hair.

One wrote that he seemed "distraught

and without that look of falconlike alert-

ness which was so characteristic of him."

And at about the same time, one of Keats's

poems, Hyperion, laid out an itinerary of

the opium eater's trip: "Upon the grass I

struggled hard against/The domineering

potion, but in vain./The cloudy swoon

came on, and down I sank,. .

."

No one knows whether Keats was a

closet addict or an occasional user. Bui

with additional locks. Siegel and his col-

leagues probably could have con-

structed a detailed calendar of Keats's

usage or abstinence.

Indeed, hair grows at the rate of about

one centimeter a month. And each month

drugs leave trace amounts within the

growing cortex—an inner layer of the hair



shaft. So to create a calendar ot drug use,

an invesligator simply chops hair into one-

cenlimeter lengths and analyzes each clip

separately, looking tor drug traces with

the RIAH. An inch ol hair will reveal about

two and a half months of drug history. In

a separate analysis the researcher can

wash the hair in a warm alcohol test-lube

bath. The alcohol shampoo dislodges

drugs on the hair surface, called the cu-

ticle. Residue like marijuana smoke, for

example, or cocaine dust stands out like

mud in bathwater.

The cortex lest provides a chronology

of usage. The cuticle test can often tell

something about the company you keep.

Not long ago, Siegel used both tests in

an investigalion of two Florida men ac-

cused of selling cocaine. Their story was
that they were merely coke snorters. De-

fense attorneys called Siegel to buttress

their story by testing their hair.

"I examined them and found they did

have all the symptomatology and history

consistent with cocaine abuse," Siegel

says. "I found cocaine traces in every

segment of hair. And we were using pu-

bic hair, which grows very slowly. It can

give a record as far back as four years.

"

But Siegel also found something in their

scalp hair that was disquieting to the de-

fense. The cuticles of each strand Siegel

washed were tainted with cocaine. Sie-

gel also noticed that the defendants al-

ways wore short-sleeved shirts. On a

hunch, he took further samples from their

forearms, washed the cuttings, and
checked the wash solution for drugs. The

results were startling.

"The amount of cocaine from the fore-

arm cuticle was seven thousand times

greater than the amount in the cortex or

trom the scalp," Siegel says. "It was ex-

actly what you'd expect from someone
working at a bench, with exposed arms,"

where there was a lot of cocaine in the air

to settle on their hair.

"They could have shaved and smoked
that forearm hair and gotten high," Siegel

says, "and I wouldn't be surprised if that's

what they did after they went to jail."

They wouldn't be the only prisoners with

a buzz on, Siegel also runs drug tests on

random samples of convicts' hair fo

gauge patterns of drug use behind bars.

He estimates that 40 to 50 percent of the

hundreds of prisoners' hair samples he

has examined since 1985 show drug

traces, "PCR marijuana, cocaine, her-

oin—you name it. they've used il re-

cently," he says of the unpublished, in-

formal study.

Federal penitentiaries are the clean-

est, he says, because secuhly is tight

enough to choke the supply of drugs.

County jails are more lax. And the worst

of all, Siegel says, is a county jail at

Christmas. "We see a lot of cocaine at

Christmas." he says, "presumably smug-

gled to prisoners inside presents,"

Jim Baer. substance abuse coordina-

tor with the Central District ol California

Federal Court, confirms that prisoners use

drugs but adds that he has no evidence

of higher drug use during Christmas.

Therefore, if borne out in future studies,

Siegel's findings will add_ knowledge
about drug use behind bars.

To Siegel, the hair samplings from

American jails are evidence of an omi-

nous trend. "The research shows that

drug use is ubiquitous throughout our so-

ciety." he says, "even in places where we
are told it doesn't exist."

But hair analysis can also be the dog

that didn't bark: The absence of drugs in

hair washings and the cortex can settle

cases as decisively as a positive test.

Siegel was once called to help a

twenty-five-year-old deputy district attor-

ney in Los Angeles. Narcotics officers had

become suspicious when he made jokes

to them about cocaine and they noticed

a white substance inside his nostrils.

When he was arrested, he refused ini-

tially to provide a urine sample. Eventu-

ally he agreed to submit to the urine test.

It was negative.- But police argued that

he had waited so long to cooperate that

he might have flushed the drug out of his

system by drinking gallons of water.

Months later, when Siegel entered the

case, he cut a hair sample six and a

quarter inches long.

"It had been growing several months

prior to the arrest," Siegel said, "and it

showed no exposure to cocaine." Physi-

cians certified that the whiteness in his

nostrils was the result of a dry skin con-
dition. Their testimony and his long, clean

hair cleared him without a trial.

Drug-free hair played a key role in an-

other case that never went to court: the

death of Napoleon Bonaparte in May
1821, about three months after Keats died.

An autopsy of the French emperor dis-

covered a cancerous growth in his stom-
ach, A test of preserved abdominal
specimens earlier in this century con-

cluded that a perforated peptic ulcer,

peritonitis, and amoebic dysentery— not

cancer—had done him in. But beginning

in the 1960's several researchers pub-
lished sinister stories that Napoleon had
actually been poisoned over the course
of years by arsenic sprinkled in his food.

Using comparatively crude chemical
analysis, some of the conspiracy theo-

rists said they had found heavy arsenic

content in samples of the emperor's hair,

shaved after his death.

Historical records show that Napoleon
sometimes made a gift of his hair to visi-

tors. In his day famous men passed out

locks of hair the way today's presidents

confer fountain pens on political allies.

And at Napoleon's death, his valet J.

Abram Noverraz shaved part of the em-
peror's head to collect some intimate me-
mentos, most of them given to members

of the Bonaparte family. Analysis indi-

cated the arsenic content in these hairs

was as high as 51.2 parts per million.

More sophisticated tests in the early

Eighties, however, undercut the poison-

plot theory. Three Toronto researchers

found some arsenic in a sample of Bo-
naparte's hair. But the level was non-

poisonous. They did discpver a "moder-
ately increased" level of antimony, another

metallic element, and suggested that the

earlier researchers might have been mis-

led because of an inability to distinguish

well between antimony and arsenic,

But a more recent investigation by Brit-

ish scientists may explain why the em-
peror's hair carried a spritz of arsenic.

Damp wallpaper was the culprit, accord-
ing to researchers David E. H, Jones and
Kenneth W, D. Ledingham.
The poison was an ingredient in some

widely used emerald-green paints and
wallpapers that were first used to deco-
rate houses in the late-eighteenth cen-

tury. As these houses aged, many resi-

dents got sick, and some died. Doctors
recognized the danger in the colorings a

few years before Napoleon's death.

Years later scientists discovered how
aging wallpaper could kill people. They
found out that dampness helps breed
molds that break down the arsenic into

volatile, poisonous arsenic trimethyl. Even
if Napoleon never banged his head
against the walls of his St. Helena home,

the poison that laced his air could have
worked its way into his system and even-

tually sprouted in his chestnut hair.

Using yet another technique, re-

searchers have been able to learn not

only about drug use but also about a life-

style factor -as subtle as diet itself. In-

deed, a few years ago University of

Rochester biophysicist Tatt Toribara was
able to describe the eating habits of two
Eskimo whose 400-year-old bodies were
found frozen in Alaska. Toribara bom-
barded their hair samples with X rays that

caused different elements in the hair to

fluoresce at measurably different wave-
lengths, He noticed that Ihe concentra-

tions of elements varied along a single

shaft, indicating that the levels of zinc and
mercury fluctuated from season to sea-

son throughout the year. Zinc was high-

est in the summer, he concluded, when
the hunters killed reindeer or other ani-

mals whose meal was high in zinc. Mer-

cury rose in the winter, when the prime

staple was fish. Recently, Toribara rec-

ognized a distinctive pattern in the hair

of an alcoholic. The zinc content of Ihe

man's hair tended to be lower lhan aver-

age. Toribara says, until he wenl to jail

and got off the bottle. Later hair analysis

showed he had stopped drinking.
,

But the use of hair analysis to illuminate

life-styles and living conditions is just the

beginning. To unravel even deeper se-

crets, scientists can use hair to obtain a
CONTW.FO ON PAGE 112
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campaign plane) and whistle-stopped

himself to a great reversal. If we suppose

a greater range and variety of technol-

ogy available to both candidates, it is hard

to imagine the surprise upset occurring.

Television would have captured the ex-

citement Truman was creating at distant

Western stops; better polls and hot-line

reports would have traced changes in the

public mood.
Dewey would have had to come out of

his ivory tower, where he was putting to-

gether his new government, and cam-

paign like a candidate instead of making

declarations as if he were already Presi-

dent. Perhaps he would not have been
able to stop the extraordinary effort of

Truman, but Dewey had been impressive

in newsreels as a crusading district at-

torney in New York; he did have the initial

lead that fooled everyone; Truman would

have lost some of his underdog appeal if

the polls were corrected and expectable

countermeasures taken by Dewey.

In Dewey's case television would have

forced on the candidate a bit more bold-

ness but not enough to have altered the

outcome. The present tendency seems
to inculcate more caution, it is painfully

clear that a single gaffe captured on tele-

vision—Edmund Muskie seeming to cry,

Senator Joseph Biden lashing out angrily

at a question about his law school per-

formance—can damage if not doom a

candidacy. Furthermore, television is al-

ways watching. C-SPAN, the cable sat-

ellite public-affairs network, is present all

the time, at the smallest caucus and pri-

mary events, even though the network

news shows are drawing smaller audi-

ences. The Biden outburst occurred be-

fore a C :SPAN camera, but it was in-

stantly transmitted through the networks,

adding a final touch to Biden's troubles

over a plagiarism charge.

Today television is making candidates

play "defense ball": speaking in prede-

termined sound bites, avoiding the spon-

taneous, cutting back on question-and-

answer sessions, scheduling debates in

less conspicuous time slots. Ironically,

apprentice politicians must strive to ap-

pear on the tube as often as possible in

order to get name recognition (which is

now face recognition as well). Then

—

progressively, as they come into posi-

tions where their comments matter

more—they begin to ration those com-
ments, hedge them, deliver them in muf-

fled or ambiguous ways. So television has

contradictory influences working at one
and the same time—toward the wider

dissemination of information and toward

a tighter control and limitation of what we
are to know or "hear. This cautious tend-

ency, this fear of any misstep, was there

before television but in special cases

rather than as a broad influence. It was

the strategy that made Lincoln refuse to

give any campaign speeches during the

emotionally divisive time between his

nomination and the 1861 inauguration, a

time when several states had already

seceded. Television would not have let

Lincoln remain so aloof today.

LINCOLN AND WILLIAM SEWARD
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
CHICAGO, 1860

If television had been around in 1860,

it is extremely unlikely that Lincoln would

have been the Republican nominee for

President. The best way to see the pos-

sible effects of television for accidental

evil as well as general good is to go back

to the Republican convention and look at

the struggle to nominate a candidate. The

great favorite in what was offering itself

as the healing party was William Seward,

who entered the convention in Chicago

with a majority of delegates.

What followed was a series of deals,

^Today television

is making candidates play

"defense ball":

speaking in predetermined

sound bites,

cutting back on question-and-

answer sessions, and
avoiding the spontaneous.^

bribes, and dirty tricks that could not have

endured the scrutiny of TV. Lincoln's

managers prevented a balloting when
Seward still held the lead, by blocking the

printing of ballots. Then they jammed the

hall with their supporters while Seward's

people were out parading tor him and of-

fered posts in the Lincoln administration

(which Lincoln later honored) to mem-
bers of key delegations. As Murat Hal-

stead, the best reporter of political

conventions, wrote, "The fact ot the Con-

vention was the defeat of Seward rather

than the nomination of Lincoln."

In 1980 television doomedthe "dream

ticket" of Ronald Reagan and Gerald Ford

by airing its possibility and eliciting strong

criticism of it before Reagan could make
up his mind. In New Orleans in 1988 tele-

vision speculation on vice presidential

bids led to the premature announcement
of George Bush's choice of Senator Dan
Quayle. And then, in his television debut,

the telegenic senator from Indiana, a true

Child of the television age, appeared rat-

tled and uncertain as he defended him-

self against allegations of past miscon-

duct involving his military service, a golf

trip to Florida with a female lobbyist, and

whether he had enough experience to be

President should Bush not be able to

complete his term.

It is hard to imagine television report-

ers not swarming around the ballot print-

ers in Chicago in 1860, or the_ walkie-talk-

ie teams of various networks not alerting

camera crews out on the street that Lin-

coln's men were packing the hall with

supporters. Given any of these interven-

tions by television, Seward, not Lincoln,

would have been nominated.

Seward was a sentimental favorite with

Republicans because of his clear-cut

opposition to slavery. Lincoln was, by

comparison, more equivocal: His sup-

porters argued that he "had made no

records to be defended or explained." As
we have seen, he made no public state-

ments at all, not even in response to ed-

itors' written requests, during the presi-

dential contest. Seward would not have

stayed silent had he been the candidate.

But Seward, even if he had not been de-

feated at the convention, would certainly

have been defeated by political pas-

sions in the general election. In fact, with

Lincoln removed from the race, the most

obvious winner would have been Ste-

phen Douglas, his old foe of the Illinois

debate—the most moderate candidate

left in that field. Some champions of

Douglas have argued that he might con-

ceivably have held the Union together. But

they ignore the disconcerting fact that he

died three months after the 1861 inau-

guration—which would have left the hel-

lish problems of secession to his running

mate, Herschel V. Johnson, a former gov-

ernor of Georgia.

How such a man, a Southerner, would

have coped with the unraveling nation,

no one can know. But the outcome could

hardly have been as favorable as it was
under Lincoln's strong, magnanimous
guidance. Would we have had a suc-

cessful secession, the President of the

United States blessing his sister states

as they departed? Would a war have

been fought, to an ambiguous conclu-

sion? (Lincoln himself was afraid he could

not sustain the war in early 1864.) Would
we have had a series of civil wars or trial

republics that would be made up of

splintering groups of states?

Television is a mixed blessing, and in

dispelling the corruptions of the 1860

convention, it might have brought upon
us curses even greater than those of the

Civil War as it was fought—curses, more-

over, brought vividly home to people who
were trightened enough by Mathew Bra-

dy's murky photographs. (Between 1861

and 1865 Brady accompanied the Union

armies, taking photographs that became
the basis for a pictorial history of the Civil

War. ) Progress exacts its costs. Abraham
Lincoln might have been one of the things

the nation would have lost to the unques-

tionable benetit of modern communica-
tions technology.DQ



First this physicist showed
how the universe might be the only "free

lunch." Next he said it could've

been made in "someone else's basement."

Now he's proposing that we
might create a cosmos in a laboratory
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mm Laboring in obscurity, postdoctoral researchers dream
of sudden success, fame, and rewards. Few ever savor

such fruits, and in 1979 physicist Alan Guth seemed
an unlikely candidate forthem. In fact, on Thursday, December
6, 1979, Guth had spent most of the morning making "rather

depressing" phone calls asking colleagues to write letters of

recommendation for him in his quest for yet another temporary

job. "You feel embarrassed, asking people to write again and
again," he recalls. 'And you wonder where it will finally lead."

But after his family had gone to bed, he finally settled down
for some serious physics. And his future changed in one in-

tense hour. Deep in the night that Thursday, Guth made a clas-

sic scientific breakthrough. His discovery came not by reading

meters on an experimental machine, but from his mind and
pencil. And it did not lie in his field of expertise. The equations
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that changed his life were logical propositions, formulating a

new idea of what happened in the minutest fragment of a sec-

ond after the Big Bang—when the universe had the unthinkably

high temperature ot 10E3K (degrees absolute),

Guth's discovery was the theory of the inflationary universe,

the most far-reaching revision of modern cosmology in dec-

ades. According to inflationary theory, the universe exploded

into existence at a far faster rate than had been predicted by

Big Bang theorists. During a lightning flash of time just after the

first speck of the universe popped into being, the cosmos be-

gan to balloon, doubling in size every 10 35 second. Although

this instantaneous inflationary period represents far less than a

second of the universe's life span, it stabilized a cosmos tee-

tering between uncontrolled expansion and total collapse. It

laid the groundwork for the evolution of atoms, stars, and life



forms. Because oi the inflationary model,

it is now possible (o see that the growth

of the universe is not constrained by the

law of conservation of energy. "It be-

comes very plausible that our universe

emerged from nolhing or almost noth-

ing," Guth observed.

The effects of Guth's "invention" rever-

berate today. And he continues to shake

Ihe scientific community with more out-

rageous ideas, including a proposal for

a man-made universe. "After all," he is

fond of saying, "for everything we know,

our universe could have been made in

somebody else's basement."

Born in 1947 lo a middle-class New
Jersey family, Guth claims his childhood,

spent mainly in Highland Park, New Jer-

sey, was uneventful. Bui he also admits

that as a boy, when he wasn't solving

mathematical problems, he spent long

hours drawing rocket ships in incredible

detail—intended as designs for model

ships he never got around to construct-

ing. He went to MIT and married his high-

school sweelheart around the same time

he received his Ph.D. in 1972.

By 1979 Guth had worked at Princeton

and Columbia, sharpening his skill in

particle theory, the study of subatomic in-

teractions. Bui each campus had turned

him down for a faculty appointment, and
Gulh had moved on. He was not, accord-

ing to friends, a particularly ambilious or

self-seeking scientist; doing physics was

his, central joy. unalloyed by cravings for

status. He had already extended the life-

time of his appointment at Cornell Uni-

versity by slipping in a one-year research

sabbatical at ihe Stanford Linear Accel-

erator Center (SLAC). But il was clear thai

he was, as he puis it, "nearing the end of

the posldoctorate trail."

Guth's research employed a formula-

tion of particle theory that united three of

the four fundamental forces—the elec-

tromagnetic, the strong nuclear force, and

the weak interaction. These grand uni-

fied theories (GUTs) came in many dif-

ferent versions and enjoyed some suc-

cess in laboratory experiments. Though

GUTs did not include the last great

force—gravity—some physicists began

to wonder how they could be applied to

the study of the universe as a whole.

Conversely, theorists were trying to use

the early universe itself as a laboratory.

By observing the outcome of that unique

primordial "experiment," they hoped io

learn something about the principles that

commanded pariicle formation then.

How to apply GUTs to cosmology was
a puzzle. There were few clues. Also,

gravity was clearly the predominant force

acting at long range—between planets,

stars, and galaxies— in our universe. To

some this implied that cosmology awaited

a still-greater theory thai did unite all four

forces before we could apply theory to

the compact, hot conditions that held in

lime's thin inslar cf "he original creation.

Guth argued that Einstein's iheory of

general relatively should describe gravity

accurately enough for his purposes and

kepi trying to apply GUTs to the earliest

stages of the Big Bang.

How he broke the new ground and
achieved virtual overnight fame is a story

that blends high-energy physics and
high-energy pernor,a I i tics Yet he himself

is mild-mannered and self-effacing. Al-

though today he's known as a brilliant

mathematical physicist, he always ac-

knowledges the role of the innate seat-

of-the-pants "feel" of a problem, In his pi-

oneering paper on the inflaiionary theory,

he concludes, "In the end, I must admit

thai questions of plausibility are not logi-

cally determinable and depend some-

what on intuition."

Occupying a large office at MIT. today

Guth is a tenured professor seemingly

untouched by fame. Physicist Gregory

Benford, science-fiction writer and pro-

fessor at the University of California, Ir-

vine, known for his work in astrophysics

and plasma physics, spoke with Guth

between visits from students.

Omni: Nobel prize winning physicist Ste-

ven Weinberg has said: "The more the

universe seems comprehensible, the

more it also seems pointless. The effort

to understand the universe is one of Ihe

very few things that lifts human life a little

above the level of ku ce ai id gives it some
of the grace of tragedy." Do you agree

with Weinberg's sentiments?

Guth: No, mine are quite a bit different.

When I started to learn about cosmology,

I was amazed more than anything else

by the very size of the universe. Ours is

only one of a hundred' billion suns in the

Milky Way galaxy, which in itself is prob-

ably only one in a hundred billion galax-

ies in the visible universe. In the context

of the inflationary model, even the visible

universe is only an infinitesimal fraction of

the entire universe that probably exists.

In light of ail that, it's rather hard to un-

derstand why what goes on on our tiny

planet in this tiny corner of the universe

could ever be considered important.

Omni: When I was a little boy leaving Al-

abama, my mother showed me a Chi-

cago skyscraper and asked if il didn't

make me feel insignificant. I remember I

was shocked by the question and an-

swered, "No. After all, we made it." That

has always made me feel lhal the impor-

tant thing in the universe is not size but

rather information density, knowledge, or

understanding. Because if you under-

stand things, you can eventually manip-

ulate matter on any scale you want. How
do you feel about making understanding

rather than brute immensity the para-

digm of significance?

Guth: When we look at the history of hu-

mankind—the cultures, the art, the sci-

ences, the literature— it's clear that what

makes the human race something is the



intellectual creativity. We don't rate much
by out physical size in Ihe universe, but I

still feel that the world of ideas has an

Importance that cannot be measured in

meters and kilograms.

Omni: If there are other more intelligent

and advanced aliens, then they may very

well know all our science. But it's impos-

sible that they'd also know our literature

and art. Our idiosyncratic way of looking

at the univeise evolved for fhis particular

biosphere. Maybe in Ihe long run, that'll

be most interesting to aliens.

Guth: I agree. Given how huge the uni-

verse appears to be, it's almost a cer-

tainty that Ihere are other life forms, some
probably far more advanced than we are.

I happen to be a scientist, and I enjoy

being a scientist the most. But I believe

thai developments in other fields are very

important to human intellectual evolution.

If we are to make contact with another

civilization, we certainly need a high de-

gree of technical sophistication. But once

the contact with them is established, it

might very well be that the aliens would

be more interested in our literature and

art than in our science.

Omni: How is it that you, a physicist, in-

vented the inflationary scenario, while so

many cosmologists did not?

Guth: It just seemed to fall in my lap. All

the important pieces of information about

inflation existed at the time 1 came into

the field. 1 brought this information to-

gether and tied it up with a pretty bow.

When I did the work that led to inflation, I

was not in. any sense working on a new
model for the universe. My intention sim-

ply was to understand whether these new

theories in particle physics, the grand

unified theories [GUTs], were consistent

with standard cosmology. If I
hadn't come

up with inflation, other people would have,

possibly within a matter of months.

Omni: You were intent on solving other

problems when you formulated the infla-

tionary model. Did you have any idea that

you were going to make a breakthrough

in cosmology?

Guth: Certainly not. In fact, I really didn't

know a great deal about cosmology at

that time. For example, just a few weeks

affer I
discovered the possibility of infla-

tion, I was at lunch at the Stanford Linear

Accelerator Center staff cafeteria and

some people were talking about the "ho-

rizon problem." I
asked one of ihem what

it was, and he explained it to me. [Briefly,

the horizon problem asks why regions of

the universe that can be billions of light-

years apart are so similar in structure and

behavior] I went home and thought about

it a little bit and soon realized that the

scenario I was working on would get

around this problem. Sol added it to the

list of successes fhat I'd later mention

when I started giving talks about the in-

flationary model.

Omni: Inflation solves the horizon prob-

lem by saying that regions of the universe

now at opposite sides of the sky were

momentarily in contact before the infla-

tionary phase, that everything was
squeezed into a tiny region of space at

the beginning. What was the reaction to

the model when you began to pound the

pulpit for it around the country?

Guth: Inflation seemed to catch on sur-

prisingly quickly. At my first seminar at

SLAC I was very nervous. I was worried

that somebody might see some crucial

flaw in my new idea and it would fall apart

at any time. I
also realized I didn't know a

lot about cosmology. I worried that even

if the model I was proposing held up.

somebody might ask me some elemen-

tary question about cosmology and I'd

be embarrassed at not being able to an-

swer it. In preparation for that, I read Steve

Weinberg's book The First Three Minutes

just to make sure I had the basics of cos-

mology straight. At the seminar were two

people who played an important role in

publicizing it. Sidney Coleman of Har-

vard and Leonard Susskind of Stanford

both decided quite quickly that inflation

was an important new idea. I
was a post-

doc then, and things would have taken

much longer if it were just me talking. But

having well-known senior physicists tell-

ing their friends about it made the word

spread quickly. Soon I made a tour of the

country and got quite a few job offers that

same spring, including the MIT offer,

Some decorative objectscanmake onlyonesound

which I took, It made a tremendous
change in my career, At that point, I'd

been a postdoc for nine years at a total

of four different places, which was not a
record among the people I know but was
close to it.

Omni: As a particle physicist, how did you
get interested in cosmology?
Guth: Accidentally, After I got my Ph.D.,

I

spent the next seven years working on
mathematical problems having little to do
with the real world. One problem, though,

turned out to be my later entree into cos-

mology: magnetic monopoles.
Omni: "Magnetic monstrosities," some
say. And in theory, monopoles are more
than a billion million times as massive as

a proton, carrying jusi one magnetic pole,

north or south. I never believed in them

—

fat enough, but too ugly!

Guth: Yet the most attractive particle the-

ories naturally give rise to them whether
we want them or not. In 1978, while I was
studying monopoles, I attended a lecture

by Bob Dicke of Princeton. He men-
tioned a difficulty of the standard theory

of cosmology I'd never heard of called

"the flatness problem." That is, at one
second, say, after the Big Bang, you had
to fine-tune the expansion rate of the uni-

verse to an accuracy of fourteen decimal

places. If the universe at that point had
been expanding just a bit faster, it would
have just blown apart without galaxies

ever forming. And if it were expanding'

just a bit more slowly at that point, the

universe would have very quickly col-

lapsed back on itself.

Omni: The Big Crunch.

Guth: The Big Crunch would have hap-

pened very quickly under these circum-

stances. Anyway, I hadn't been working
in cosmology, but this did strike me as a
bizarre fact. I tucked it away in the back
of my mind: and later it turned out to be
very important. But what really got me
into cosmology was that monopole ques-
tion, Henry Tye, another postdoc at Cor-

nell, asked me whether these new grand
unified theories implied that magnetic
monopoles exist. Henry gave me an in-

troduction to GUTs, which I had not been
working on, and I learned a lot of physics

trying to answer that question. Eventually

I came back and told him, yes, GUTs
would yield monopoles. but they'd be ri-

diculously massive—as large as bacte-

ria! And they'd be totally uninteresting

because you'd never be able to produce
them in accelerators. But he said, "Why
don't we figure out how many would have
been produced in the Big Bang?" That
seemed like a strange question to me
because I'd never taken cosmology se-

riously as a science. Henry persuaded
me to work on this problem, and soon we
concluded that if bofh the standard cos-
mological model and the GUTs were right,

then far too many of these monopoles
would result.

Omni: So either particle physics was
wrong or. . ,

Guth: Our ideas of the universe were
wrong. So we tried to figure out what
could be modified to make GUTs com-
patible with cosmology. According to

GUTs, monopoles would be produced
during a phase transition that took place

in the very early universe.

Omni: By phase transition you mean
something like the changing of water into

steam or ice?

Guth: Yes—the discontinuous change of

matter from one form to another as you
change temperature. GUTs imply that

matter in the early universe would have
undergone a phase change of sorts a
small fraction of a second after the Big

Bang occurred. And our calculations

showed that this phase transition would
produce too many monopoles. So the

story was wrong somewhere.
We finally saw that the phase transition

could really happen anofher way. Before,

we had assumed that as soon as the

temperature fell, the phase change would

occur rapidly, producing this tremen-

dous excess of monopoles. Bu! phase
transitions don't have to happen that way.

For example, if you cool water very slowly

to below its freezing point, you can get

supercooled water—it's still water at, say,

minus twenty degrees centigrade.

So Henry and I started exploring the

possibility that this could happen to the
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bWith all those video

cameras out there, it's only a matter

of time before someone
comes up with proof of UF0s3

Today's UFO buffs can
now nave their cas-

settesand view them,

too, thanks to Star-

Video News Reels, a
California clearing-

house for flying sau-

cer footage.

Star-Video got off

the ground in the mid-

Sixties, when founder

David Aaron, forty-

seven, gained access
to an old tape machine

he nowremembers not-

so-nostalgically as

"about four or five

limes the size of pres-

ent VCRs."

Business boomed
when he took out ads
in Variety and Holly-

wood Reporter, prom-

ising to tape would-

be stars for viewing

by casting directors.

"The advent of the

home video recorder then opened the floodgates," says

Aaron, now author of the nationally syndicated column "Ask

Video Dave " Armchair "correspondents" soon began send-

ing in local newscasts, many containing discussions or

sightings of UFOs. After the immense popularity of Whitley

Stheber's Communion and Budd Hopkins's Intruders last

year, Aaron and his associates "began rilling through our

files for UFO-related material."

The search turned up such gems as an audio recording

oE a 1966 TV program featuring Harvard astronomer Donald

H. Menzel, who some claim belonged to a supersecret UFO
agency despite his public stance as an aggressive de-

bunker. Other tapes depict a UFO panel discussion moder-

ated by the late David Susskind, and a 1966 press confer-

ence conducted by Air Force brass, who emerged with egg
on their faces when they tried to explain away a series of

mysterious, highly publicized sightings as swamp gas.

In terms of bona fide evidence, Aaron feels some of his

best clips include a

previously classified

1947 UFO film taken

by the Air Force; a

video of the notorious

"boomerang-shaped
UFO" widely reported

over New York's

Westchester County;

and dips of the saucer-

shaped objects that

are said to haunt Gulf

Breeze, Florida.

Aaron is willing to

concedethatsome pre-

cious moments are

missing from the his-

torical record. "I would

give anything lor a
recording of the show
where they cut Kehoe
off," Aaron says, refer-

ring to a 1958 CBS
debate between Ma-
jor Donald E. Kehoe,

director of NICAP (the

National Investigating

Committee on Aerial Phenomena), and Air Force officials.

When Kehoe departed from the prearranged script, engi-

neers promptly shut off the audio portion of the program,

leading to early charges of government censorship and
cover-up. "It'll turn up one of these days," says Aaron.

"Somewhere, someone must have recorded it."

More importantly, Aaron declares, now that millions of

people have video cameras, it's only a matter of time before

someone comes up with incontrovertible proof of the alien

origin of UFOs. "The evidence is out there," he vows, "just

walling to be filmed."

If he turns out to be right, the footage should reach him

first. Aaron's one-of-a-kind clearinghouse is presently served

by as many as 166 contributors hailing from 43 countries

end states. For a list of available recordings in either VHS
or Beta format, send $2 and a stamped self-addressed

envelope to UFO AudioMdeo Clearinghouse, Box 342,

Yucaipa, CA 92399-4660,—DENNIS STACY

UFD UPDATE



When Greg Smith mowed
from Prairie Village, Kansas,

to Los Angeles a couple of

years ago, he went Holly-

wood crazy. "I wanted to see
everything connected with

movie stars, only I wasn't so

Interested in where they lived.

I wanted to see where they

died." he recalls.

So Smith went to local

cemeteries and learned

where 200 stars were buried.

Then he researched old

newspapers and death cer-

tificates for the details
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about how the celebrities

died. "I figured a lot of

people would like to see

I where John Belushl [above)

died of a drug overdose or

I where Art Linkletter's daugh-

I

ter took too much LSD and
i stepped out a window," he

says. "So I started Grave
Line Tours for people who
share this morbid curiosity."

For $25, tourists—dubbed
mourners by Smith—ride in a
silver hearse for two and a

half hours, exploring the

death-styles of the rich and

|
famous. Points of interest

; include the apartment where

Mae West died ("1 guess

God said, 'Come up and see

me sometime,' " Smith says),

the building where Janis

Joplin overdosed, and the

site where Freddie Prinze

committed suicide.

"The house where Sharon

Tate was murdered is real

popular with people," Smith

says. "For some sick reason,

I'm personally partial to the

spot where George Reeves,

television's Superman,
blew his brains out."

—Sherry Baker

The CIA is nervous. It's

sitting on a time bomb, and
there's no way to defuse it. It

has known for 40 years that

extraterrestrials are visiting

the earth on a "strange and
incomprehensible" mission.

And it has done everything in

its power to keep that fact

from the American people,

the media, the scientific

community, and even a pres-

ident—or so says a mys-

terious document recently

received by President

Reagan and assorted mem-
bers of the UFO community.

The proclaimed sender is

a San Antonio-based organi-

zation called Justice for

Military Personnel, or JMR
Among other things, JMP
claims that the CIA, in a
desperate attempt to get hold

of UFO technology, sent

military pilots out in pursuit of

alien craft. As a result, says

JMR a number of pilots died.

To make matters worse, the

letter adds, the CIA kept this

act from President Carter,

who asked NASA about UFO
research but was never told

what had taken place.

JMR which claims to

represent the principal vic-

tims of the alleged cover-up

—

the military men who
died—says, "The very leasl

the government can do is tell

us against whom we are

fighting and why."

Though the document has

made a splash in the UFO
community, Its individual

authors have managed to

remain unidentified. Accord-

ing to Barry Greenwood,

head of Citizens Against UFO
Secrecy, "We cant endorse

the document, sincewe don't

know the source. If the

people who wrote this have

some inside information, we'd

better see some evidence

pretty soon."—Jerome Clark

"/ stopped believing in Santa

Claus when I was six. Mother

took me to see him in a

department store and he
asked for my autograph."

—Shirley Temple

"A letter is one of the few
things left entirely romantic,

lor to be entirely romantic, a
thing must be irrevocable."

—Gilbert Keith Chesterton



Is the intensity of the

magnetic field surrounding

ttie earth related to ESP?
Maybe so. says psychologist

Michael Persinger of Lauren-

tlan University of Sudbury,

Ontario. Marking with New
York University researcher

Katherine Makarec, Persinger

reports he has found that

evidence for psi is stronger

during times when two

periods of intense geomag-
netic activity alternate with a
period of relative inactivity.

The researchers havedubbed
such paranormal events the

V-shaped effect.

Encouraged by finding the

V-shaped effect in historical

studies of telepathy and
clairvoyance, Persinger and
Makarec decided to study

one gifted subject who
participated in 40 card-

guessing trials in each of 23
sessions conducted over a

period of four months.

Examining the data, it was
clear to Persinger and
Makarec that the V-shaped

effect was there: Indeed, the

subject scored consistently

better when a valley of

geomagnetism was sur-

rounded by crests.

Although the reason for this

effect is unknown, Persinger

guesses that it might

result as geomagnetic flux

makes cerebral channels

more receptive to information.

Writing in the journal

Perceptual and Motor Skills,

he also points out that

his geomagnetic explanation

would "explain the tremen-

dous day-to-day differences

in laboratory success with psi

subjects," which have been
the bane of psi research.

—Raul McCarthy

Lots of newspapers and
magazines run question-and-

answer health columns writ-

ten by physicians. But

Body/Mind/Spirit, a magazine
that covers New Age topics,

features a different kind of

health columnist. Although

he holds no medical degree,

Hermes claims to have
thousands of years of

experience in the healing

arts. A currently disembodied

spirit, he supposedly answers
questions sent to the "Health

Connection" column by
channeling his advicethrough

writer Tom Massari of Simi

Valley, California.

Massari says he unexpect-

edly became a channeler in

1972 when he noticed a
"strange cold area" while at

a friend's house. He then felt

a jolt similar to a charge of

static electricity and suddenly

found an entity called John
Roifes speaking through him.

Five years ago Rolfes left and
Hermes showed up. "Hers
the same Hermes from Greek
mythology [shown at right],"

Massari insists. "He wasn't

the messenger of the gods.

He was a channeler like

me. People didn't understand

what he was doing and
deified him."

According to Massari,

Hermes is now a "spirit

consciousness" who some-
times comes through to

discuss health problems.

"He doesn't say you have a
certain disease and you
should take this drug," says
Massari. "But he gives

people specific noninvasive,

practical things they can do
that will help. He also talks

a lot about how emotions

affect people's health."

In a recent column, for

example, a reader wrote in

complaining of dizziness that

had persisted for two years.

Hermes advised the afflicted

person to "rebalance your

bodily energies" with a series

of deep-breathing exercises.

He also suggested increased

creativity: "When you are

not using your creative

talents, .not only will dizzi-

ness occur, but some anxiety

will be experienced."

Psychiatrist Stephen Bar-

rett, cochairman of the health

claims subcommittee for

CSICOP (the Committee for

the Scientific Investigation of

Claims of the Paranormal),

isn't impressed with Hermes'
supposedly ancient medical

wisdom. "You have to

wonder why anyone would
write to a 'channeled spirit'

about health problems,"

Barrett says, "and how he
could possibly presume
to diagnose and recommend
treatment without sufficient

facts."—Sherry Baker



Pauline Shaw (above) of

Cheshire, England, has

wrecked at least $13,000

worth of household appli-

ances in the past few years.

Shaw is not a vandal, nor is

she prone to acts of violence;

she is simply plagued with a

bizarre condition that causes

her body to emit electricity—

and lots of it. So far she has

ruined 25 irons, 18 toasters,

10 washing machines, 6
dryers, 12 TVs, 12 radios, 3

videocassette recorders, and
at least 250 light bulbs.

According to physicist

Michael Shallis of Oxford

University, an expert on the

phenomenon of body electric-

ity, Shaw's electric charge

can reach 80,000 volts, (A

typical high-powered micro-

wave oven has approximately

700 volts.) The cause of this

condition: an unusual
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allergy lo certain foods.

"I think we can ascribe the

electricity to an abnormal

metabolism of a whole range

of foods. The breakdown of

food products affects the

electromagnetic fields found

In the body," Shaflis says. "If

any environmental static is

picked up in addition, strong

electrical fields can build up
on the skin.

"

Shaw should know In

addition to wrecking appli-

ances, she was suspended
from her job at a dry-cleaning

shop because whenever
something went wrong with

the computer, she was
blamed, She now cooks only

with gas and tries to stay

away from all electrical

appliances, even computers;

the last time she leaned on a

computer terminal at her

bank, she managed to knock

out the entire system.

"It's not something I do at

will," she says. "It comes
suddenly, without warning.

You can sometimes get quite

a shock just shaking my
hand."—Rick Boling

"The invisible life of the

thing/Goes up in flames thai

are invisible/Like cellophane

burning in the sunlight."

—GaVway Kinnell

"The measure of a man's real

character is what he would

do if he knew he would never
be found out

"

—Thomas Babington

Macaulay

"There's this cabalistic theory

that the excess of the mind
flows from the head In the

form of hair"

—Lenny Henry

appeared to have been
chosen as the site for a

convention ol UFOs.
It all began on January 15,

when police officers from the

small town of Belleville

reported a cluster of flashing

lights in the sky At around the

same time, sheriffs and
civilians from neighboring

towns were reporting the

same phenomenon: a silent

configuration of multicolored

lights attached to a cigar-

shaped object that at first

moved slowly and then at

tremendous speed.

"Between eight-thirty pm.

and two-fifty am. on January

fifteenth and sixteenth, there

were numerous reports from

several towns around
Belleville," says investigator

Donald Schmitt, a codirector

of the Center for UFO Studies.

"Then at approximately

three-twenty, police in tour

separate cars that were

parked at a lookout point

observed the lights moving

to the southwest."

According to Schmitt,

radar confirmation of an

unknown object flying in the

area was made by federal

aviation officials in Aurora,

Illinois; subsequent checks
withrn a five-county radius

turned up no conventional

explanation for the contact.

Astronomer Mark Slovak at

the University of Wisconsin's

campus in nearby Madison,

however, says the sightings

can be explained. Slovak, a
consultant tor the Committee
tor the Scientific Investigation

of Claims of the Paranormal,

used a computer to generate

a detailed map of the sky as

It would have appeared to the

witnesses at the time of

the sightings.

"After careful study of our

data," he says, "we believe

that, particularly for the

Belleville sightings, what the

people saw was the bright

star Betelgeuse sitting very

close to the horizon."

Michael Burke, a reporter

with a central Wisconsin daily

newspaper, conducted an
independent Investigation.

And he disagrees with

Slovak's conclusion. "I was
careful to eliminate such
things as airplanes, helicop-

ters, planets, stars, weather

balloons, etcetera," he says.

"And unless I was being lied

to by most of the people I

talked to—and I am con-

vinced that in most cases I

wasn't—these have to be
classified as legitimate

UFOs."—Rick Boling



SHOO FLY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 56

atime!" he ordered his body. He drew in

a shaking breath and couldn't seem to

get enough air into his lungs.

Pressman opened his eyes. The fly was

on the desk again, near the dab ot milk.

With a grimace, he slammed down the

prospectus, barely missing the glass,

completely missing the ily. It darted up-

ward, out of sight, then, diving down

again, was back, perched on the desk

once more. "You son of a bitch," Press-

man muttered. You're playing with me,

aren't you? This is recreation in your god-

damn little world. Elude the Prospectus.

Piss off the Executive. The Sport ot Flies.

He held the prospectus tightly. This

time, he would not be premature. This

time, he would be more cunning. He
raised the prospectus slowly and with in-

finite precision. The hunter raised his

weapon, said his mind. Fuck off! he yelled

at it. The fly stood motionless. Does he

see what I'm doing? Pressman won-

dered. Is his little bastard fly face grin-

ning with anticipation?

Pressman swung down as quickly as

he could, well behind the standing fly Too

late; it shot up in the air. "Bastard!" Press-

man cried. "You miserable, fucking little

bastard!" His shoulders jerked around as

he searched for the fly's location.

It was on the windowsili again. Press-

man lunged, smashing the prospectus

downward, missing. The fly swept over

to the desk again, descended, landing.

Pressman hurled the prospectus, hitting

the glass. It skidded across the desk top,

spouting milk, then toppled off the edge.

"God damn it!" Pressman raged.

He had to stop, bend over, both hands

on the desk top, bracing himself. His head-

was pounding. It felt as though it were

expanding and contracting like a fire-

driven bellows. Pressman groaned. The

pains were slashing at his stomach even

more. He slumped back in his chair. Con-

trol, he told himself. He closed his eyes,

breath laboring. That's right, have a fuck-

ing heart attack, he thought. That's all you

need. That bastard Masters, li he'd only

come on time.

Pressman swallowed. Throat's so dry

he thought, opening his eyes. He started

to reach for the glass of milk. It's gone,

you idiot, he mocked himself. Lying on

the floor. Should he pick it up and dry the

carpeting? Fuck it. Let Doreen.

"Oh, shit," he murmured. There were

splashes of milk across the Barker con-

tract. He pulled out his handkerchief and

laid it, open, on the page, watched spots

appear on it. He closed his eyes and

rubbed them hard. When they refo-

cused, he saw the fly. It was sitting on his

handkerchief. Sucking up milk spots with

his damned proboscis, he thought.

He looked intently at the fly. He had to

kill it; that was certain. Destroy it utterly.

His problems would be solved If—

Pressman winced. His problems solved

if he could kill the fly? That was insane.

Still, it had a kind of dark charm.

Wouldn't it be great if all his problems

were encapsulated tn that 'grubby little

shit-devouring creep of an insect; that

sawed-off, pulsing, hairy, silk-winged,

goddamn, crazy-making—!

Whoa, he told himself. This is a fly, Roy.

Not the Cosmic Nemesis. A fly. A dirty,

little fly. Period. Pressman didn't move. He
watched the fly. It wasn't much, God knew.

Dirty. Stupid. Driven. Insignificant. Still, it

had him on the run. He grunted with

amusement. What are flies, anyway? he

wondered. Why the hell do they exist at

all? Did God create them just to plague

us? Make us sick? What was their god-

damn raison d'etre?

Pressman drew in a quivering breath

and shuddered. He felt a tingling under-

neath his skin as though low-wattage

current were being transmitted through

his flesh. Odd sensation. Anticipation, was

it? Excitement at the prospect of destroy-

ing Mr. Fly?

Not with the prospectus, though. He
shook his head in disapproval. Too stiff;

no flexibility. My kingdom for a swatter,

Pressman thought. He looked around.

"Ah," he said. He pushed up sharply,

shoving back his chair against the wall.

The fly buzzed .off the desk. Didn't like

that, didyou, little shit? Pressman thought.

He picked the newspaper off the sofa

and fingered through its sections. World

and National News? Local News? The-

ater? Financial? His laugh was like a seal

bark. Sports! How perfect. The sport of

kings was not horse racing after all; it was

fly splatting. Pressman turned slowly,

folding the Sports section with great care

so it was broader at the end than at the

handle. He hefted it. A goodly weapon,

sirrah, said his mind. The lethal smite shall

be simplicity itself. He'd hit the fly so hard

the little bastard would have newsprint

on his hairy ass.

"Okay, Mr. Fly. Prepare to die," he

rhymed. He told himself that it was cool

amusement in his voice, not vengeful

hatred. Told himself the shaking of his

hands was natural; the ongoing tingle of

his flesh, a normal sign of keen anticipa-

tion; the trembling of his breath, no more

than might be expected,

The fly was on the handkerchief again.

Perfect, PressmanthougUtHe cannot re-

sist the milk-soaked landing strip on Bar-

ker Field. His mushy death was nigh.

Pressman's pace diminished to an

inching, ministepped advance, his gaze

fixed, steady and unblinking, on the fly.

The prey continues feeding, the PBS nar-

rator in his brain intoned, unaware of the

approaching stalker, so intent on sucking

moo juice up its snout that—

Pressman stopped to contain his

snicker. Cur it out, he told himself. This is



serious fucking business He nodded in

agreement. Right, he thought. Advance.

Prepare for decimation.

He moved up slowly on the desk,

winced. Surely the fly must see him now
with one of those eight thousand god-

damn lenses. Pressman clenched his

teeth and held his breath, edging closer.

Time to meet your Maker, Fly-boy (girl).

Pressman lunged, slamming down the

folded pages on the handkerchiet.

Gotcha! No sign of escaping flight; the

little shit was history. Pressman sang,

"Dingdong, the fly is dead!"

The body wasn't on the handkerchief.

He stiffened, flipping over the newspa-
per section. Oh, now, wait a second. "I-

did-not-see-him-fly-away," he said

through gritting teeth.

His eyes moved quickly, an expression

of incredulous denial on his face. The fly

was standing on the left rear corner of the

desk, unharmed, unflusrered. Jesus
Christ Almighty, Pressman thought. He
swore to God he didn't see it—

"Wait a second, wait a second, let's

not
—

" His agitated voice broke off. He
raised the folded newspaper.

The fly shot up and veered away.

Amazingly, Pressman's leaping gaze was
able to track it to its landing on the drape.

Jesus Christ, it looked bigger now.

Pressman scowled at the impression.

Against the beige drape, it was an optical

illusion, nothing more. He started around

the desk, gaze fastened on the fly.

He grunted in startled alarm as his right

foot stepped on the fallen glass. It rolled

beneath his shoe, throwing him off bal-

ance, causing him to flail toward the desk.

The elbow of his right arm crashed on the

desk top. Pressman cried out at the pain,

a look of wide-eyed, staring shock con-

torting his features as he flopped down
on the carpeting. "Jesus Christ Al-

mighty." Pressman's voice was breath-

less and agonized as he clutched the el-

bow, the newspaper swatter dropping

from his fingers. He lay sprawled across

the carpeting, eyes closed, face a twisted

mask. Jesus, Jesus, Jesus! It felt as

though his head was near explosion.

ft took some minutes for the throbbing

ache to fade. Pressman felt tears drib-

bling down his cheeks, forced out from

underneath the lids by pain. Dear God,

he kept thinking over and over.

Finally, he opened his eyes. The first

thing he saw was the fly still on the drape.

Pressman felt a welling surge of hatred

deep inside himself. You bastard, you, he

thought. You lousy mother-fucking son-

of-a-bitch bastard!

He started to push up, almost setting

down his right hand on the fallen glass.

Sure! his mind exploded. Snatching up
the glass, he hurled it to his left, wincing

at the streak of pain inside his elbow. He
heard the glass break shattering ly against

the wall. Good.' he thought. Let that bitch

pick up the pieces!

He was balanced on his knees now,
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wavering slightly, gaze locked on Ihe fly.

Its little claws are buried in the drape, he

thought. Was it happy? Giddy with de-

light because he'd seen his hunter top-

ple? "Bastard," Pressman muttered. "You

are going to die." He knew his tone was
aberrant. He didn't care. He reached

down to grab the folded newspaper,

wincing again at the elbow pain. Jesus

Christ, did he break it? A haif-mad smile

peeled back his lips. With my luck, yes.

He stood up slowly Never mind, he told

himself. It didn't matter. Broken elbow,

fractured skull, obliterated spine, it

wouldn't matter. With his final, dying

breath, he'd kill that fucking little bastard.

He edged up toward the window, lean-

ing backward. Gaze unmoving, he raised

the folded paper slowly, swung so hard it

made him grunt. The fly sailed out, then

in, and landed on the drape again.

Pressman smacked at it with the news-

paper, missed. It skimmed away, buzz-

ing loudly. Pressman slapped the folded

paper at it, trying to hit it in the air. It soared

up, landing on the drape above his head,

beyond his reach.

"Oh, no!" Pressman's features con-

torted with rage. Clutching upward at the

drape, he yanked down hard. The rod

brace snapped off from the wall; the

drape came thrashing down.

"God damn you!" Pressman whirled,

his look deranged. The fly was landing

on the desk again. Good God, itd/dlook

bigger. "No!" he snarled. He leaped at

the desk and started smashing at the fly

in midair as it flew, down on the desk when
it landed. He paid no attention to the pho-

tographs he knocked across the carpet-

ing. "You bastard, die\" he shouted,

swinging with maddened rage. He hit the

water thermos, and it bounced to the floor,

rolled fbppingly across the carpeting. The

Barker contract and his handkerchief

went sailing next. Fuck 'eml

The fly had vanished. Pressman
stopped and tried to listen for its buzzing

flight. But his breathing was too loud, his

chest heaving as he sucked in breath.

He swallowed dryly. "Damn," he mut-

tered. "Damn." This wasn't funny any-

more. The fiy did represent his troubles

now. And I will notgo offthe fucking edge
at forty-seven, driven by a goddamned
insect! His head jerked from side to side

as he searched for it. He paid no atten-

tion to the shooting pains in his neck, the

fiery stabbing in his stomach, the quick

expansion and contraction of his head.

Only one thing matters now. One thing—
The thought broke off; he flashed a

death's-head grin. The fly was on the sofa,

black against the beige upholstery Thank

God the decorator talked me out of.dark

brown, he thought, advancing.

He closed in on the sofa, pushed aside

the coffee table.with his right leg. Go! you

now, he thought. "He felt his heartbeat

getting faster. Good. Get that damned
adrenaline rushing. He nodded jerkily, the

death's-head grin frozen to his lips. You
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bastard, you are going to die. To die/

He flung himself at the sofa, using his

entire body as a weapon, snapping the

newspaper swatter as he fell. The fly

swept upward to his left; he heard it

bounce off the shade of the end table

lamp, drop downward to the table. He
lunged at it, his shredding swatter bran-

dished high. It slapped down loudly on

the table. Pressman snarled, elated.

"

"Yeah!" He couldn't believe his eyes. The

fly was in the air again, settling quickly on

the lampshade. Pressman didn't hesi-

tate. Lurching up, he swung the paper

swatter sideways, slamming it against the

shade. The lamp went crashing to the

floor; the fly went darting off. "God damn
you!" Pressman screamed. He slung the

newspaper pages at the fly. They opened

up and flapped to the carpeting like a

wounded bird. Pressman twisted around

in rabid fury. Where the hell was it?

Where?! "God damn you. " He could

barely speak. He felt a dash of spittle on

6/t soared up,

landing on the drape beyond

Pressman's reach.

His features contorted with

rage. Clutching

upward at the drape, he

yanked hard.

The rod brace snapped.^

his chin and slapped it off, eyes wild as

he continued searching.

He saw a movement in the mirror hung

above the bar and zeroed in his gaze.

For a fraction of a second, he believed

that there were now two flies and felt a

chill rush up his back along the spine.

Then he scowled in fury at his own stu-

pidity, realizing that it was only a reflec-

tion of the fly, darting around in tight, con-

centric circles above the bar, its buzzing

clearly audible. Pressman started toward

the bar. Wait! a voice warned in his mind.

He had no weapon now. He looked

around in desperate need. No time to

waste! Another newspaper section?That

was no improvement. A folded maga-
zine? No better than ihe prospectus.

"God damn it, I've got to have some-

thing!" he muttered frenziedly.

Yes! He virtually dived at the sofa,

landing on it with his left knee, snatching

up a pillow. Good! More hitting area! He
shoved up backward to his feet, almost

losing balance as he turned toward the

bar. He staggered briefly, then regained

himself and stalked in on the bar, eyes

unmoving, gaze narrowed at the circling

fly. Now, you bastard; now. He winced at

the sobbing noise his indrawn breath

made. Easy, he ordered. Don't fef ft get

away now. The two flies coalesced wilh

a movement so abrupt he couldn't follow

it. The fly was on the mirror. "Now," he

mumbled. "Here I come." .

Pressman gripped the pillow corner

hard, fingers digging in like talons. He
swung at the mirror, hit it. The fly took off.

He swung again, knocking a bottle of

scotch against a stand of glasses,

smashing them. "You—.'" He couldn't fin-

ish, swinging at the fly again, trying to

knock it out of the air. Another bottle

crashed, more glasses. The fly was on

the mirror once again. Pressman swung
the pillow fiercely in a backhand smash
that knocked the mirror askew. The fly

came out so swiftly from its surface that

it glanced off Pressman's cheek. He
howled in sickened fury, swinging the pil-

low back and forth berserkly in the air, his

face a mask of hatred and revulsion.

"Bastard! Stand and fight!" he shouted.

He saw the fly. The little bastard was
back on his desk! Resting. "No, no rest,"

Pressman muttered, reeling forward. He
reached the desk and slammed the pil-

low down at the fly. He looked at the desk;

God damn it, how could he keep mss-
ing?\ He swung the pillow back and forth

across the desk, knocking off the pen-

stand set, the paperweight, the cigarette

lighter, the lamp and telephone and letter

basket—he sent them all tumbling to the

floor with vengeful, maniacal cries, lost

hold of the pillow so it flew across the of-

fice, hitting the door.

Pressman stood immobile, panting, a

look of stunned disbelief on his face. The

fly was on the window, hanging, motion-

less. It wasn't his imagination; it was big-

ger. Bigger. Jesus Christ in Heaven, big-

ger I It wasn't a fly! It was a—what, a whaf?

"Oh, Jesus Christ." Pressman tried but

was unable to repress a high-pitched sob.

Good God, he thought. It's me.

It's me.

He slumped down on the chair and

pressed his left hand across his eyes. The

hand was shaking. He was shaking. He'd

virtually destroyed his office, all in vain.

Just to kill a poor, defenseless

—

Pressman's laugh was frightening to

him—a choking, demented sound. De-

fenseless? He lowered the hand and

looked around his office. Sure, defense-

less. As the Antichrist. Lord of the Flies.

Wasn't that a nickname for the Devil?

"Shut up," Pressman mumbled to him-

self. "Shut up." He closed his eyes with a

feeble moan. His stomach was roiling

hotly, burgeoning with acids. His brain

was pressing outward at his skull, threat-

ening to crack it open. Every muscle in

his neck and shoulders ached with puls-

ing pain. I'm going to die. Not the fly. Me.

He blinked at the buzzing noise, looked

down. It wasn't the fly but the telephone.

Exhaustedly, he hauled the two parts up-

ward, using the wire, set the cradle on the



empty desk, then (he receiver down on

top of it. The buzzing stopped He leaned

back in the chair. Stiffening as the fly came
zooming down and landed on the back

of his right hand.

Oh, Jesus, Pressman thought. He
couldn't move. His heart was pounding.

Couldn't the fly fee! it in the veins of his

hand? He stared incredulously at it. After

all this, on his hand again? His hand?

He watched the fly in frozen, breath-

less silence. It wasn't bigger; it was still

the same. That had been a stupid, mo-

mentary delusion. Now what, though?

There it was in front of him, standing on

his hand, for Christ's sake! Did it know?

Did it understand that one of them must

die? Was it offering itself in sacrifice for

the survival of his sanity?

But how? It was blocking his right hand,

washing its legs. The prisoner on death

row pomading his hair? Or the winner

grooming on the giant body of his con-

quest? Pressman's face distended at the

thought. Don't tose it! he commanded
himself. This is your last chance. Lose it

and you're done.

Yes, he thought then, smiling. Slowly,

he slid his left hand across his lap, gaze

fixed on the fly. He mustn't move his right

hand, not a tremor's worth. Let him have

the right hand. It's his platform, his pulpit.

Let him preach his sermon on the fishes

and the loaves—in his case, the mag-
gots and the turds. His left hand was the

Power and the Glory. Inchingly, he raised

his left arm to the level of the chair arm,

then slipped its hand across the edge,

snaking it down to the left-hand pocket

of his suil coat. Thank God he didn't have

the time to hang it in the closet when he

came in this morning.

Pressman reached into the pocket,

gaze unmoving on the fly. His fingers

gripped the billfold edge and raised it,.

slowly, from the pocket. Upward

—

slowly—slowly. Across ihe arm. How fit-

ting, it occurred to him. The weapon: him.

Ensconced between those leather sides.

Driver's license. Social Security. Health

and automobile insurance. Membership

and credit cards. He even had a re-

duced Photostat of his birth certificate in

there. His life contained within those black

walls. Fitting, then, that it should—
Dear God, let it be, he pleaded. He

raised the billfold slowly, very slowly. Was
it watching him, amused? Was every sin-

gle goddamn one of those eight thou-

sand lenses focused on his pitiful at-

tempt 17 After everything he'd tried before,

it struck him as beyond belief how truly

slow his downward movement was this

time. The wallet slapped against his hand,

stinging the skin. He saw the fly's dead

body tumble off.

Something surged up in him: a cry, a

fury, a bestial joy. He shoved back the

chair and toppled forward to his knees

on the carpeting. The fly lay motionless
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on its back, legs in Ihe air. With a savage

snarl, Pressman reached down, pinch-

ing it between the thumb and index fin-

ger of his right hand. Lifting it, he laid it

on his left palm; then, with a sound he

later refused to think about—a lunatic

chortling that vibrated in his throat—he

pressed down on its body with his right

thumb, grinding it to a yellow paste

flecked with hair, wing, and leg parts.

Even when it was reduced to a smear on

his skin, he kept rubbing, teeth clenched,

a crazed smile on his lips, the quivering

sound in his throat rising steadily in vol-

ume. He started, looking up, heartbeat

thudding hard. The telephone was ring-

ing. Pressman stared at it as though he

didn't understand what it was, as though

it was some odd device unknown in his

primitive world.

Then he blinked, returning, swallowed,

reached up, lifted the receiver, and car-

ried it to his head. "Yes?" he said. Was
that his voice? Good God, was that his

voice? He averted his face and cleared

his throat strenuously, then turned back.

"Hello?" he said into the mouthpiece.

"That you, Pressman?" asked the voice.

He shuddered. "Yes."

"Masters. Just now noticed, on my cal-

endar, that I was going to stop there on

my way to lunch. Too late now; meeting

ran on longer than I thought it would. Have

to put it off a few days."

Pressman nodded. "Yes."

"No help for it," Masters told him.

"Of course." His voice was back now,

its smooth, professional lone. "Listen;

these things happen. No point in letting

little things disturb us."

"Right," said Masters. "Call you in a day

or two."

Pressman kept on nodding. "Yes," he

said "Of course."

He was speaking into a dead receiver;

Masters had already hung up. Pressman

noticed how his left hand trembled as he

set the receiver back in place.

He sat in silence for more than half an

hour. Fifteen minutes into it, he noticed

the spot on his left palm and wiped it off

with a tissue from his desk drawer, threw

the tissue into the wastebasket.

At one-sixteen Doreen came back.

Pressman tried to tell her not to come in

when she knocked, but she opened the

door automatically. "I'm back, Mr.
—

"

Pressman felt a biting pain inside his

stomach as she looked around the office

in astonishment.

He drew in a breath. "A fly," he said.

"Drove me nuts before I could kill it."

After she was gone, a coldness

gripped at Pressman as he understood

her look.

In the seven years they'd rented here,

there'd never been a fly inside his office.

"Oh," he murmured. He felt as though

he'd just been hollowed out. A fly de-

scended in an arcing plummet, landing

on the desk top several inches from the

edge of Pressman's right hand.DO
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to classify it as one," she says. "The raf-

finate sprayed on the fields is zero parts

phosphate, approximately two percent

nitrate, and zero parts potash."

Ammonium nitrate, however, is an ac-

ceptable form of fertilization and has for

many years been the most important ni-

trogen fertilizer from the standpoint of

world consumption, according to James
H. Curtis, chief of the agricultural envi-

ronmental services section for the state

department of agriculture.

During the conversion process, the

waste is treated with ammonia and bar-

ium, which neutralize the acidity and re-

duce the radioactivity and trace metal

concentrations to a fraction of their origi-

nal presence. The ammonium portion is

retained by the soil, where, with the aid

of bacterial organisms, it is gradually ox-

idized to nitrate. But nitrate alone is not

enough to promote forage production.

Commercial phosphate, potassium, and

limestone are added to the fields an-

nually in addition to the converted fertil-

izer, says Tucker.

"It would be unfortunate," says Edwin

T Still, director of the environment and

health management division at Kerr-

McGee, "to inject the raffinate down a well

when it has fertilizer value."

The raffinate contains traces of radio-

active uranium, radium, thorium, some
organic solvents such as kerosene and

hexane, and heavy metals including ar-

senic, lead, mercury, molybdenum, co-

balt, and cadmium. Currently Kerr-Mc-

Gee's NRC license requires that

Sequoyah conduct extensive tests on all

heavy metal levels as well as test how the

metals might atfect the soil, vegetation,

groundwater, and surface water on or

around the raffinate-treated fields.

The soil "has been carefully monitored

since the project began, and no ill effects

have occurred," says Tucker, who adds

that aberrations in nature occur naturally

and that the organs of cattle that fed on

the hay were tested and found normal.

Edward Lammers, a spokesman for the

Carlile Area Residents Association, says

the tests on the cattle took place ten years

ago and lasted only seven months,

"making the long-term effects or the de-

velopment ot cancer impossible to de-

tect." While the Oklahoma Health De-

partment claims the 18 cases of cancer

diagnosed in the surrounding area are

not an unusual amount lor a given loca-

tion, Lammers says, "It's too much illness

for it to be normal."

To make matters more complicated, the

only information available about the con-

tents of the fertilizer and the process used

to convert it comes Irom Kerr-McGee. The

data released by the company do not in-

clude an analysis of toxic organic com-

pounds, which are generally related to
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mutagenic and carcinogenic effects. Ac-

cording to Still, this is because the fertil-

izer has "barely detectable" organic parts,

most of which evaporate and degrade

during the conversion process.

Herschel Elliott, an agricultural engi-

neer at Penn State University who spe-

cializes in land application of waste ma-

terial, says that because_ organic solvents

are in direct contact with the raffinate so-

lution during the conversion process, at

least one detailed chemical analysis of

the raffinate should have been done. Ac-

cording to Elliott, such an analysis, ad-

dressing the 100 or more toxic pollutants

identified by the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA) as causing mutations

and illness, would "show beyond a

shadow of a doubt that dangerous levels

of organics are not present." It is a "gross

oversight" by the regulatory agencies not

to include an analysis of those com-

pounds, he says.

State elforts to regulate spraying have

been held up in court. In 1986 the Okla-

homa Water Resources Board (OWRB).

which has the authority delegated by the

EPA to assess whether groundwater is

being threatened, determined the raffi-

nate was a "potentially harmful by-prod-

uct" of industrial waste. The board issued

a proposed permit that required a more

elaborate environmental monitoring pro-

gram with new uranium standards.

Kerr-McGee, which sold Sequoyah to

San Diego-based General Atomics
Technologies in July (subject to NRC ap-

proval), challenged the new standards in

Oklahoma state court on the grounds that,

according to Still, the state "had no busi-

ness" establishing controls over nuclear

waste because the NRC already regu-

lates all nuclear discharges.

At the recommendation of a hearing

officer assigned to the case, the OWRB
in September conceded control over Se-

quoyah's land applications of nuclear

waste to the NRC. The commission's de-

cision on the sale of the company and the

request for unrestricted use of the fertil-

izer is still pending.DO
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who traipsed through the nation's de-

fense files for months before the Feds

tracked him to a ground-floor apartment

in Hannover, West Germany.

"The Feds don't know what's going on,"

Murphy scofts. "I screamed computer vi-

ruses five years ago. They just said, 'Kid,

go away. Can't happen here.' " As for cor-

porate America, Murphy thinks they're

"lost in space." "They forget that they have

PCs on their desks and there aint no

mainframe security on those ma-
chines—and all the trade secrets, all the

patented information, all their client lists

are sitting right there. You can go right in

and say give—and it gives. They don't

understand that at all."

Now with ironclad conviction, Murphy

declares, "I'm going to be the IBM of se-

curity—I.AM/Secure Data Systems. Get

it? / AM security. And I don't need to go

anywhere. Everything I need"—he ges-

tures toward his electronic altar and in

the same circular motion touches his

brow
—

"is right here."

Because of Murphy's brush with the

law, he couldn't find legitimate work. He
and Adrienne struck on a plan that would

turn his compromising past into an asset.

In 1986 they established I.A.M. /Secure

Data Systems, Inc. Since then, several

corporations, among them United Air-

lines, the accounting firm Peat Marwick

Main, and General Foods, have hired

Murphy at $800 per day to "tiger-team"

their computer systems: that is, to at-

tempt an electronic break-in by any
means necessary to uncover the sys-

tems' weaknesses.

Murphy's firm also helps detect hack-

ers who commandeer airwaves not their

own. Two of the firm's early contracts re-

quired Murphy to rout out such interlop-

ers. In each case, Murphy tracked the

outlaws to East Coast colleges. Both

hackers turned out to be "nerdy" kids

working out of collegecampus centers.

To achieve his professional goal, Mur-

phy will have to battle his past, his mis-

anthropy, his own deep-seated respect

for a fellow hacker who leaves no foot-

prints. Most of all, he will have to battle

the hacker's nature, the stereotype of

hacker as control freak, emotionless au-

tomaton, electronic outlaw. Captain Zap
does not always help his cause. "Hack-

ers," he whispers with a sudden, sinister

intensity, "are an esoteric bunch of peo-

ple who are in more control of this society

than most people would dream." And
therein lies the modern threat. Nonartists

are able to appreciate the work of paint-

ers, and nonpoets may read and be

moved by another's poems, but in the

realm of computers, nonusers remain

mystified as to the value of the hacker's

art; they are intimidated and frightened

by a breed so totally apart.OQ
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transition happened with a large amount

of supercooling, this excess of mono-
poles would be avoided. While we were
thinking about the monopole problem,

Henry and I were blindly assuming that

the universe was expanding at exactly the

rate it would have without the phase tran-

sition. After writing down the equations

one evening in 1977, it was quite simple

to see we'd been grossly incorrect. The
phase transition had a very dramatic ef-

fect on the expansion rate of the uni-

verse. This extremely supercooled stale

of the matter would give rise to an incred-

ible gravitational repulsive force. And that

would cause the still incredibly hot uni-

verse to expand way beyond Ihe rates

predicted by standard cosmology.

Omni: You mean a kind of cosmic nega-

tive pressure pushing outward in its own
space-time?

Guth: Yes. In one night I discovered that

this expansion would exist. And I imme-

diately saw that it would get around the

Dicke "flatness problem." I became very

excited, but I didn't have time that night

to work out all the details. I dragged my-

self to bed, and the next morning I bicy-

cled off to SLAG. I was keeping track of

my times on biking, and I broke my per-

sonal record dashing to SLAC lo whip

out my notebook and continue these cal-

culations. That day I completely recal-

culated Dicke's worl<—how accurately the

expansion would have to be fine-tuned.

In the course of that, I made it clear to

myself that I was right about my hunch:

The problem would just go away if you

had this enormous burst of expansion. -

Omni: How can we check inflation?

Guth: Nothing in cosmology is easy to

check. But first of all, inflation explains

some features that we already knew the

universe had but we didn't previously un-

derstand. One is that question of Bob
Dicke's: Why is the universe expanding

at a given rate today? Dicke's question

can be rephrased to be about the mass
density of the universe. Cosmologists use

the phrase critical mass density to mean
mass density that is just enough to even-

tually halt the expansion and turn it into a

contraction. So the value of the critical

mass density depends on the expansion

rate. Today we're somewhere near this

critical mass density—at least within a

factor of five or so. The universe appears

to be a little below the critical density, but

we don't know for sure.

Dicke pointed out that for the mass
density to be equal to the critical value is

an unstable equilibrium situation. By
equifibrium we mean that if the mass
density is 'exactly equal to the critical

mass density at a point in time, it will re-

main exactly equal forever. But it is unsta-

ble: If the mass density is just a little be-

low the critical mass density, it will fall

much faster than the critical mass den-

sity falls. The ratio between the two would

rapidly fall to zero [and the universe would

expand too fast]. Similarly, 1f the mass
density is just a little bit above the critical

mass density, then the ratio of mass den-

sity to critical mass density would rapidly

rise toward infinity and the universe would

start to contract.

It's analogous to a pencil balancing on

its point. The only way to stay pointed

up—that is, at critical mass density— is

to be very precisely tuned there initially.

Omni: Which is offensive to some.

Guth: Right, because the time we're at

right now, ten to twenty billion years after

the Big Bang, is an enormously long time

since the heyday of the processes that

created the universe. So the discrepancy

of time scale is the problem. What hap-

pened then that somehow caused this

metaphorical pencil to be balanced so

precisely that it will still be nearly vertical

ten to twenty billion years later?

Omni: The inflationary blowout hypothe-

sis solved the problem by saying these

densities were equal after the inflation and
forevermore shall be. And, even more to

the point, they're equal right now!

Guth: With a reasonable inflation of the

early universe, the mass density is driven
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to be equal to the critical mass density to

an extraordinary accuracy— like one part

in ten to the fiftieth power.

Unfortunately this balance of densities

is still a hard prediction to test. Measur-

ing the mass density of the universe is

particularly difficult because most of the

mass is invisible. This "dark matter," as

it's called, is detected only through its

gravitational influence on other visible

forms of matter, such as stars. And at least

ninety, perhaps ninety-nine, percent of the

mass in the universe is this dark matter

of unknown composition.

Omni: So inflationary theory yields the

simplest possible universe. Early bumps
get smoothed out. Space-time is easy to

fathom. Can God be accused of produc-

ing a rather boring cosmology? Certainly

astrophysicists have been more imagi-

native in inventing possible universes

—

strange that somehow this very nice little

early piece of physics drives the system

toward an extremely humdrum later time.

Guth: The kind of universe predicted by

inflation is in many ways paradoxical. On
the scale of the visible universe, it's duller

than other conceivable models—its en-

tire evolution is about as simple as you

could imagine. On the other hand, be-

cause of the enormous expansion, the in-

flationary model suggests the existence

of a much larger metauniverse, of which

the visible universe is merely a tiny speck.

The structure of this metauniverse is

probably complicated and makes a fas-

cinating subject for speculation. The dull

predictions for the visible universe, by the

way, correspond with what is observed.

On the cosmological-length scale of a few

hundred million light-years or more, the

visible universe seems amazingly uni-

form. The strongest evidence for this

comes from observing the cosmic back-

ground radiation bathing the earth. Its ef-

fective temperature is virtually the same
no matter in what direction you look.

In fact, without inflation, it's hard to un-

derstand how this incredible uniformity

of temperature over these tremendous
distances came to be, The standard cos-

mological model gets around this prob-

lem only by assuming, with no justifica-

tion whatever, that the universe started

out at a completely uniform temperature

and has stayed uniform. The inflationary

model, though, has a natural explanation

for this uniformity. Because there's this

enormous glitch, with the expansion rate

becoming much larger than previously

thought, the early universe can be much
smaller than previously thought.

Omni: So how big was this very early

preinflation universe?

Guth: Amazingly small. About ten to the

minus twenty-four centimeters across,

smaller than a proton. And also amazing,

it would have only about twenty-five

pounds of matter.

Omni: Where did all the rest of this stuff

come from?

Guth: That's a marvelous feature of gen-
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eral relativity, which some people had
noticed before the invention of inflation.

But inflation provides a spectacular way
of taking advantage of this property of

general relativity. In any cosmological

model, besides the mass energy [Ein-

stein's E=mc 2
] associated with the mat-

ter in the universe, there's an energy

component that comes from the gravita-

tional field by which everything is attract--

ing everything else.

Omni: And the contribution of the gravi-

tational field is negative because it binds

matter together.

Guth: In many cosmological models, this

negative energy of the gravitational field

precisely cancels the positive energy that

created the matter. Inflation means that

the universe expands by an enormous

amount. Because the density per volume

remains constant during the inflationary

expansion, the volume increases fantas-

tically. The total mass has to increase

enormously—probably something like a

4/n a phase
change, the bubble would

grow at a speed
rapidly approaching that

of light, which

means no one would see

it coming

until the bubble wall hit3

hundred orders of magnitude. But this to-

tal positive energy of the matter is being

canceled by the gravitational energy

that's becoming more and more nega-

tive. So the total energy in the system is

always, at all times, very nearly—and

maybe even precisely—equal to zero.

Omni: A physicist first pointed this out to

Einstein, says legend, while both were

crossing a street in Princeton, New Jer-

sey. Einstein was so struck by the idea

that he stopped in his tracks in the mid-

dle of traffic and was almost knocked
down. So Einstein's total energy almost

went down to zero right there!

Guth: I didn't know that story; that's great!

Well, because inflation allows the uni-

verse to pop up starting from practically

nothing, I often say that the universe might

be the ultimate free lunch.

Omni: Let's go back to the boringness

question. Since the universe was once so

boring, with matter distributed evenly,

how can there be interesting objects in it

,
today like you, the trees, or MIT?

Guth: That had us worried for a while. After

its invention, inflation seemed to produce
a completely uniform, structureless uni-

verse with a perfectly smooth mass den-

sity—totally inconsistent with what we
observe. Stephen Hawking first sug-

gested the way around this by pointing

out that it's not really a classical world we
live in. At the fundamental level it's gov-

erned by quantum physics, so every-

thing is a probabilistic process. And when
you apply quantum mechanics to infla-

tion, you find random fluctuations in the

mass density. These fluctuations could

provide the basis of later formation of

structure in the universe: galaxies, stars,

planets, people, everything.

A number of us who worked on Hawk-

ing's suggestion were at a meeting at

Cambridge University in the summer of

1982. By the end of the meeting, after

three weeks of furious calculating, every-

body agreed that, yes, quantum physics

does give rise to density fluctuations,

whose form we can indeed calculate.

There was one disappointment, though.

We found that those fluctuations would

give rise to nonuniformities that were

much larger than what we can tolerate in

the universe—larger by an enormous

factor of ten thousand.

Omni: So you would have extremely
dense galaxies?

Guth: Yes, and because of this enormous

density, these galaxies would have col-

lapsed to black holes very early in the

history of the universe. It would all be

black holes! This story changed gradu-

ally over the succeeding years. Inflation

was "saved" largely by experiments in

deep mines to look for the decay of pro-

tons. When we did the calculations in the

summer of 1982, we used the simplest

GUTs, which at that time seemed to be
by far the most plausible, This theory,

however, also made a prediction for the

lifetime of a proton.

A proton was predicted to be unstable,

with a lifetime of ten to the thirtieth power

years. That's billions of times longer than

the age of the universe. But recent ex-

periments showed that protons do nor

decay—so far. The limits on proton life-

time have been pushed beyond ten to

the thirty-second years. So this simplest,

and formerly most popular, of the grand

unified theories has been disproved by

the proton decay experiments [con-

ducted by experimental physicists in

mines in the United States, India, the

USSR, and in the Mont Blanc Tunnel be-

tween Italy and France]. Because there

never was a clear second choice, with

the front-running GUTs out of the race, it

was a completely open horse race.

Omni: You might equally well have in-

ferred its failure from its inability to pre-

dict galaxies, assuming inflation was right.

Guth: Yes, if we'd been bold enough.

Omni: The density fluctuation problem

was the most prominent facet in what was

then called "new inflation." What was your

role in revising the theory?

Guth: When I first encountered the infla-

tion idea, I assumed that the phase tran-



sition in the early universe took place very

similarly io the way water boils. When
waier boils, bubbles of steam form in,

a

completely random way inside the water,

and they grow. But that led to a problem
that I couldn't get around. The very ran-

domness of the bubble formation proc-

ess destroyed this wonderful uniformity

of the universe that inflation created. So
when I published the model, I admitted
that it didn't really work. I thought it clearly

had promising features, so I expressed
the hope that somebody would figure out

some way to avoid the "inhomogeneiiies"

produced during the phase transition,

About Christmastime 1981 I received

a paper from Andre Linde, a Russian

physicist working

on cosmology, de-

scribing a theory

called the "new
inflationary uni-

verse." He sug-

gested that may-
be the entire uni-

verse was born
from a single

bubble. When I

thumbed through

his paper, I imme-
diately saw that he

was pursuing a

possible form of

underlying parti-

cle physics that I

and my colleagues

had not consid-

ered. Linde's ap-

proach worked
and showed that

the entire universe

could, in effect, be
born from a single

bubble. So the

random formation

of bubbles didn't

matter. The single

bubble was com-
pletely smooth,
curing all the prob-

lems of the original

inflationary model.

I soon learned that

this same idea was
proposed by two physicists from the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania: Paul Steinhardt

and Andreas Albrecht.

Omni: According to new inflation, every

bubble in this giant exponentially ex-

panding universe becomes a microuni-

verse. Ours is one of them. Conversely our

universe has around it a metauniverse that

contains lots of other bubbles whose in-

habitants think they are unique. Isn't this

idea too bizarre to even contemplate?

Guth: I wouldn't worry about it in those

terms. What's fascinating is that even
though we are commilted to [he Big Bang
description of the visible universe, infla-

tion gives us a totally different picture of

the universe as a whole. It's the picture of

a metauniverse existing on scales much

larger than we can observe— in which
new universes are being created at all

times, and the process goes on forever.

And so our local piece of the universe will

live a separate life.

Omni: I suppose it's very improbable that

our local universe will run into another

universe—another bubble inside the

ever-inflating metauniverse outside,

Guth: That's right. Because of this contin-

uous, enormous expansion, this stream
ing outward of this exponential space-
time, we're getting farther and farther

away from other bubbles all the time. Be-

sides everything getting farther away
from everything else, there's another ef-

fect that's difficult to explain. You nor-

mally think that given any two objects in

space, there has to be some distance,

whether large or small, between them. But

given the incredible distortion of space-
time allowed by general relativity, bub-
bles would often spill out completely and
become totally disconnected from other

pieces of the metauniverse. So it could

literally be a case of "You can't get there

from here."

Omni: They'd be causally disconnected,

that is, in time as well as space?
Guth: Yes, it looks like that can happen.'

Omni: How about making a little pocket

space-time inside our own universe, a

backyard universe?

Guth: It's a difficult, intriguing question.

The initial mass-energy it takes to start

inflation going is incredibly small— only

the energy equivalent of about twenty-

five pounds of matter can produce, in

principle, an inflationary universe.

So do the laws of physics really permit

creating an inflationary universe by
man-made processes? First of all, this

twenty-five pounds of matter has to be
concentrated in a region of about ten

to the minus twenty-four centimeters

across, giving you a density more than

ten to the seventy-fifth times that of waterl

It's an outrageous energy density, some-
thing far beyond the means of any fore-

seeable technology.

Omni: So do you think that we will be able

to make a toy universe?

Guth: I don't see
any practical way
of doing it in the

foreseeable future.

But let's toss that

aside and imagine

that at some point

in the incredibly

distant future some
kind of civilization

could create these

energy densities.

Do the laws of

physics, in princi-

ple, allow this civi-

lization to produce
new universes?
That's still an unan-

swered question.

I can tell you
some parts of the

answer. First, you

might ask, if a uni-

verse were cre-

by starting in-

in in a small

region of space
right near us,

where would that

new universe go?
Would it explode
and do away with

the universe we're

living in right now?
The answer is no.

It's a safe experi-

ment. The new uni-

verse does something totally outside the

bounds of the Euclidean geometry we all

intuitively understand. It creates space
inside itself and moves out into this newly

created space without tampering with our

space outside. In fact, the new universe

soon splits off and becomes totally iso-

lated from the space in which it began.

Omni: So the inhabitants of it believe it's

expanding exponentially?

Guth: Right. In its early phases it's still

about ten to the minus twenty-four centi-

meters across, much smaller than a pro-

ton. Under a microscope, it would look

from the outside like a tiny black hole.

Omni: So what use would it be?
Guth: Well, I was speaking of the most
minimal way of producing a universe. You
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could do it bigger, say, basketball-size.

But whether It's basketball- or less-than-

proton size, we have only about len to the

minus thirty-four seconds or so to study

this new universe before it completely

disappears, pinches itself off from our

universe and becomes disconnected

from our space-time from then on. With

high-speed instrumentation you might be

able to learn something about the early

stages of this new universe.

Omni: Aren't we providing the free lunch?

Guth: We're providing some foods for the

free lunch. But since these foods are only

twenty-five pounds' worth, and in the end

there's going to be an entire universe, I

think it's fair to call it free. Some people

would use the word cheap. Besides

needing the enormous densities, there's

a further problem. You need to have your

new universe expanding. If you pack this

much energy together and let it do its

thing, it'll just collapse to a black hole

without forming a new universe. If we look

at any of these models describing inflat-

ing regions that are expanding fast

enough to become universes and follow

them backward in time, we see that they

all start with a singularity—a cut in space-

time at which things begin. A question

that I've worked on with Eddie Farhi here

at MIT is whether it's possible to add other

ingredients to avoid the need for this ini-

tial singularity. If we want things to ex-

pand that much and we use classical

physics to describe the situation, then

there's no way to avoid the singularity.

Omni: So we see that there's an unavoid-

able down payment?
Guth: Using classical physics.

Omni: Is there a quantum mechanical

hitch that would allow you to do it easier?

Guth: We're trying to see if in a quantum
mechanical world this need for the initial

singularity might go away. We're explor-

ing starting out with a patch of super-

cooled matter that's smaller than what

you'd need to produce a new universe

using classical physics. This small patch,

in principle, can be produced classically

without an initial singularity. But does

quantum mechanics allow it to produce

a new universe even though classical

physics says it can't? It looks very much
like the answer will turn out to be yes

—

such a small region of supercooled mat-

ter could produce an entire universe.

Omni: Today we've settled into the final,

true vacuum [stable underlying state],

meaning thai the equations of particle

physics are not going to change sud-

denly on us. But do we know that for sure?

Guth: There's always the possibility that

the state we live in could be only a very

metastable state. There might be another

way for the symmetries of nature to ar-

range themselves, in the future, a phase

transition could cause a dramatic change

in our universe,

Certainly this is a hypothetical long

shot. Probably the vacuum we're living in

is stable. But even il it's not, it's probably



so long-lived thai the ultimate fate we're

talking about is long after the sun would
burn out. It doesn't really concern us. But
as a hypothetical question, the events re-

sulting from a phase change are rather

well understood by physicists. There
would be a random creation of bubbles
[universes]. Once formed, the bubble
would grow at a speed that would rapidly

approach the speed of fight, which means
that nobody would see it coming. We
wouldn't know the bubble wall was com-
ing until it hit.

Omni: Does lhat mean, for example, that

the particles that have organized them-

selves into your body would change into

a new kind of particle? Would the infor-

mation be retained, or would you just be
rendered back into the primordial sea of

different kinds of particles?

Guth: Instantaneously, all the particles in

my body would be given an impact from
the wall of this bubble coming toward me.

Exactly how hard they would be shoved
by that wall would depend on the individ-

ual particles; some mighl interact very

strongly with the wall, others not much at

all. But all the particles would change
identities: the forces between them would
suddenly change. The structure of my
body would no longer be stable in this

new phase. The particles that make me
up would then presumably fly apart, and
there would be nothing left of me or any
of the objects around me.

Omni: It seems highly unlikely, however,

that since the last change was on .the

scale of a minute fraction of a second, it

would wait roughly twelve billion years to

make the next jump.

Guth: Yeah, that's exactly the point.

Omni: The basic parameters that make
life possible, such as the nuclear binding

energies of subatomic particles or the

atomic constants, appear to be very, very

delicately chosen in our universe. Slight

modifications of a few quantities would
make interesting life forms impossible.

The precision of this choice is sometimes
striking. Does such a detailed filigree of

design imply a designer?

Guth: My own reading of the laws of

physics actually points in the opposite di-

rection. Starting with laws that are very

simple, it's possible, and even usually the

case, that systems obeying those laws

exhibil enormous amounts of complexity.

That's my understanding of how nature

works. And because all these compli-

cated events are going on, life looks very

delicate. We notice that if we change one
parameter a little bit, life as we know it

may no longer exist. But it's certainly true

that we would never be able to predict

from the laws of physics that life should
exisl. So by twiddling these parameters,

we might discover that life as we know it.

would not exist. But it's quite likely that

life" in a totally different form might exist

also for these other parameters. We know
little about what types of fundamental
laws give rise to life.OQ
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as the controls io have suifered hypoxia,

or oxygen deficiency, at birth. Twenty

percent of those who chose to end their

lives by "mechanical" means— using, say.

guns or knives or by jumping from

heights—had experienced mechanical

trauma like breech presentation or for-

ceps delivery at birth. He also found that

birth trauma didn't have to be life threat-

ening to be associated with later suicide.

"It is evident that the eliciting trauma can

be very light," he says. "A mere traction

in an enlangled umbilical cord might be

.
enough to increase the risk of later self-

destructive behavior."

The study also dropped an unex-

pected bombshell. As Jacobson com-

piled his statistics, he postulated that

clusters of babies born at certain hospi-

tals at particular times later became drug

addicts. Delving further into their birth

records, he confirmed that the future ad-

dicts were born in hospitals where doc-

tors most frequently chose to administer

opiates, barbiturates, or chloroform io

women in labor. Jacobson believes that

drugs that passed from the mothers'

bodies into their newborns probably

made those infants more susceptible to

drug addiction in later life.

"In Stockholm, where we have a seri-

ous drug-abuse problem, the first clus-

ters of addicts were born around 1945.

That was also when we first started giv-

ing mothers pain medication on a large

scale," he says. "I believe that the use of

drugs during labor is one reason we've

had such an extensive problem with drug

abuse in the last few decades, and I pre-

dict that the rate of drug abuse may
eventually plummet as more and more

women choose drug-free childbirth."

How could an episode of physical

trauma or a brief exposure Io a drug while

being born, produce self-destructive be-

havior during adolescence? Jacobson

suggests that the connection may lie in

an undiscovered form of human imprint-

ing. A species-specific, rapid kind of

learning that establishes social attach-

ment and identification early in lite, im-

printing is known to be a critical mecha-

nism in hundreds of species.

"Some people argue that babies can't

remember what happened during their

births," Jacobson says. "Traumatic ex-

periences at birth are imprinted, some-

limes leading to a compulsive urge to re-

peat the trauma as an adult." For one

person, this might mean a drive to go

through lile with a brain numbed by

drugs, as it was at birth; for another, an

urge to choke himsell with a rope, mim-

icking the first day of life when an umbil-

ical cord around his throat cut off his ox-

ygen. Only a small percenlage of babies

who experience traumatic births, however,

eventually harm themselves, he adds.
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David B. Chamberlain, a San Diego

psychologist, theorizes that the memory
of a traumatic or drugged birth may be

carried within the body on some kind ol

cellular level. He emphasizes the impor-

tance of distinguishing between Ihe ac-

tivities of the brain and those of the mind.

Even though a baby's brain is not fully

developed at birth, he says, the infant

mind is alert, exploring, -and busy assim-

ilating each new experience.

Chamberlain, says he's not surprised

by Jacobson's results. "The mind pays

close attention to life-threatening situa-

tions, and birth is one of the experiences

most likely to be remembered," he says.

'Although trauma tends to be repressed,

it is imprinted in our unconscious."

Chamberlain believes that even fe-

tuses who survive their mothers' ineffec-

tive abortion attempts register such life-

threatening events, and these deeply re-

pressed "memories" may eventually sur-

face. He cites the work of Canadian ther-

4Traumatic
experiences suffered at birth

appear to be
imprinted in our unconscious

' and might be
responsible for a compulsive

urge to repeat the

trauma during adolescence.^

apist'Andrew Feldmar. who studied four

adolescents who had attempted suicide

at the same time each year for several

years. When he interviewed their moth-

ers, he learned that they had tried to abort

their fetuses at that very time of year. (The

teenagers had known nothing of their

mothers' attempts.) "These patterns in-

dicate that cellular memory is involved,"

Chamberlain says. "Stress brings it out.

Similar circumstances or trauma can

cause one memory to touch off another."

Salk advances a different theory. If a

newborn comes close to death and is

then revived, he submits, it could weaken
his capacity to survive stress later. "If the

near-death experiences, with bright lights

and comforting feelings, that some peo-

ple recount are true, then a resuscitated

baby could conceivably have lost his fear

of death." Salk suggests thai such babies

may react to the normal stress of adoles-

cence by thinking, on a subconscious

level, I'm not afraid of dying; if things get

hard, I'lljust commit suicide.

Psychotherapist Barbara Findeisen of

Healdsburg, California, is convinced that

birth traumas set up psychological pat-

terns that determine how individuals deal

with stress throughout life. "I have clients

who were pulled out with forceps, for in-

stance. That can be a horrible struggle;

you're stuck and exhausted," she says.

"Some of these people are self-destruc-

tive: They've imprinted that they shouldn't

be here. Without help, they- disappear-

either psychologically or physically, by

killing themselves."

Findeisen claims she has helped hun-

dreds of people redress the effects of

birth traumas by using guided imagery

techniques to return them to the time and

circumstances of their births. When her

clients retrieve their birth memories at a

conscious level, she says, they are able

to confront the experience and change

behavior patterns delineated at that time.

Other psychotherapists remain du-

bious about establishing a direct rela-

tionship between birth experiences and

self-destructive behavior. Julian Gomez,
a psychiatry professor at Emory Univer-

sity School of Medicine, calls Findeisen's

therapy "hypothetical." He points out that

psychoanalyst Otto Rank proposed a

similar theory relating birth experience to

neuroses in the Twenties that was quickly

denounced by his peers. "Regressing

people to deal with birth traumas makes

as much sense as astrology," he says.

Although Gomez admits that Salk and

Jacobson have raised important ques-

tions about the origins of self-destructive

behavior, he believes their failure to take

family pressures and social factors into

account is a significant flaw in their re-

search. "They have shown strong corre-

lations, however, that suggest carefully

evaluating obstetric procedures to pre-

vent damage in the future," he says.

Mary Davenport, an Oakland obstetri-

cian, says she's not optimistic about such

an evaluation taking place anytime soon.

"It could take decades before the medi-

cal establishment integrates the kind of

information Jacobson is coming up with,"

she says. "Besides, while there is a move
toward natural childbirth, there is even

more of a move toward increased ob-

stetric control and intervention. Thinking

that what happens at birth could affect

people in later life is very far from the

mind-set of most doctors."

Jacobson recognizes that his idea that

some children's birth experiences push

them toward self-destruction disturbs

many of his colleagues. Furthermore, he

has been unable to get his controversial

studies published in an American scien-

tific journal. He believes that Ihe editorial

boards of the journals to which he sub-

mitted his studies did not evaluate his

work on its scientific merits.

"I understand that the subject is alarm-

ing," he says. "It suggests that everything

about our obstetrics procedures needs

to be carefully investigated and possibly

modified. But it doesn't help to ignore the

way what happens during birth may pave

the way for tragedy in later life."OQ
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you stop being so agreeable." "I'd give

my right arm to be ambidextrous." "Thank

God I'm an atheist." "I've told you a million

times not to exaggerate."

GRAND PRIZE: Olen S. Leach, Dun-

can, Oklahoma: Did you know that the

word gullible does not appear in

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary?

RUNNERS-UP: John Pavlakos, Indian

Harbor Beach, Florida: I'm trying my best

nortodomy best because I would rather

win an Omni subscription.

John Jafter, Sarasota, Florida: "She's

been called 'another Eudora Welty,' 'a new
Joan Didion,' 'a talent like Joyce Carol

Oates.' Like them, Joy Williams is in a class

by herself" (from the actual ad for a new
book by Joy Williams).

N. Pike Johnson, Phoenix: "This is a

bad week to be superstitious" (from a tor-

tune cookie).

Amy Bellinger, Willowbrook, Illinois: If

"if" statements never contained "then"

clauses. . .

Dennis Thomas, Hempstead, Texas:

Complete this sentence: Complete

HONORABLE MENTION: Cindy Gur-

den, Piqua, Ohio: By accident, I learned

the meaning of the word serendipity three

days before I first heard it used,

William Yochum. Farmington, New York:

If creativity didn't exist, we would have to

invent it.

Matt Lockie, Fresno, California: Woo-
nerspism, a transposition of initial sounds,

after Bishop Spilliam Wooner, who often

made such errors

Jan-Austin Foucher, Anaheim, Califor-

nia: She called me a dullard, but I can't

figure out why
Mark Skeem, no address: May I sub-

mit my entry in the form of a question?

Michael H. Wooster, Mountain View,

California: It's too early to take a wait-and-

see attitude,

Sumner L Shapiro, Encino, California:

I suffer from unrequited narcissism.

Kathia Miller, Naples, Florida: Showing
remarkable maturity, my fourteen-year-

old daughter said, "I'm not mature enough

to go steady."

Mary Ernst, Del Mar, California: no
reading aloud (from a sign in a library)

David W. Strait, Denver: Omni Com-
petition #100—For the best idea for Omni
Competition #101

Jim Berkley, Williamstown, Massachu-
setts: This entry is not interesting enough

to win the contest. It is barely interesting

enough to get an honorable mention. .

Andrew Hens-el, Waterloo, Ontario

(printed here verbatim): 'A number of

readers sent in entries like 'This was the

winner in the verbal category,' which is

almost as self-referential as an entry can'

get.-An even more self-referential entry

came from Andrew Hensel of the Univer-

sity of Waterloo, Ontario. Can you figure

out what his entry was?"DO
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YOUTHFUL FOLLY
BY LUCIUS SHEPARD

Wl es! of Cairo, beyond the oasis al Siwa, where every
"summer ihe great storms ate steered to play out their

fury, where the desert has been scoured to a bleached,
fissured hardpan, that is where Martin Sayre first met

the pilot Katje Berlin. It seemed a chance meeting, and Martin
thought it quite a stroke of luck, because like many young men in

those days he was a seeker after mystery, a believer in magic and
oracles, and he looked upon both the storms and the men and
women who piloted the containment ships as being emblematic of

a romance that ihe rest ol the world no longer possessed. And so
it was that whenever his business schedule permitted vacation, he
would be off to view the ruins of Tangier and Barcelona or, as in

this instance, to hunt storm glass—pockets of trapped sand fused
by lightning— in the fissures of the western Sahara.
The fissure in which Martin was to meet' Katje Berlin penetrated

some thirty feet below the desert floor; the walls on the average
were" barely a dozen feet apart. The sky showed a jagged blue

ribbon overhead, and since the afternoon sun was low on the ho-
rizon, Martin and his guide, Murad—a wiry, dark-skinned man of

forty or thereabouts—were walking in deep shadow. Murad led the
way, holding an ancient machine pistol at the ready against the

threat of other scavengers; now and then he would turn, and his

smile would glint in the beam of Martin's lantern. It was this smile,

which featured several gold teeth and seemed the measure of a
joyless emotion, that had caused Martin to debate whether or not
to hire him—that and also because while sitting in an easy chair

near the desk of his hotel, Martin had overheard him asking a desk
clerk about the young tourist from Antarctica. Did he like girls?

Drugs? Why had he come to Cairo? Martin's suspicions had been
roused, but after making inquiries and hearing reports of Murad's
reliability, he'd decided the guide's sinister appearance would in-

crease his sense of adventure. And Martin needed adventure.
Though born and bred in the polar colonies, he had never felt at

home there, had always felt constrained by their placid rhythms.



Despite the scarcity of glass— it was midwinter, and the fis-

sure had been picked clean o1 all bu a scatter r.g of tiny nodes-
Martin was exhilarated, li was as if the sterility and routine of

his twenty-five years had been banished by a lew hours' stroll

on the desert. He could feel the fury of the storms in the fierce

emptiness of the place, and he took to imagining that a storm

was howling about him; that he was on a mission lo rescue a

pilot who had ventured outside his crippled ship. An unlikely

scenario. Only one pilot hac eve- waked oat into a storm, and

his rescue had been effected by robots. It was in the midst of

this daydream that Mart.n neard a sc-eam—a woman's scream;

yet it was so unexpected and eerie, setting off echoes through-

out the fissure, that he failed to recognize it at first and assumed

it to be the cry of an animal. Then the scream was repeated

and he started toward Ihesound.

"This is not our affa-.r. offeror'' said Murac o ocking his path.

A third-scream, more desperate than before.

"Give me the gun," said Martin firmly. He had never fired a

gun. but he hoped his show of meal supo-ioriiy would shame
Murad into taking action: ne was surprised, therefore, when Mu-

rad handed the machine pistol over.

"The safety is off," he told Martin. "Simply point it and pull the

trigger" His lips twitched upward.

Martin's legs had grown heavy, and he could feel drops of

sweat crawling down his chesl. Nonetheless, not wanting to

appear a coward, he began
edging along the fissure in the

direction of the screams. With

each step he became more con-

fident. His mouth was dry, his

palms slick, yet he felt amaz-
ingly clearheaded. He reaized

that he was not in the least afraid.

Only alert. Intensely ahve. Life

s such a sharp thing at thai

moment that >: exacerbate;: his

senses and sparked his anger.

-e gripped the gun tight,", won-

denno it he would be able to pull

ihe 'rigger :f h,s newfound cour-

age would desert him. Bounding

a bend he heard agitated voices

and caught sight of a red glow

licking the rock walls. And on

rounding the next bend he saw
three men gathered about a

woman, who lay sprawled on the

ground. The men wore burnocses arid stared ^obes and car-

ried torches whose sputtering flames gave the scene an anti-

quated look— like an illustration come to life from a tale of cal-

iphs and kidnapped princesses. The woman's hair was black,

her slim figure apps-en: beneath the dngmg material of awhile

robe, but her face was, a riphe" at 'hat distance. Martin aimed

high, not wanting to risk hitting he', not real y wanting to hit the

men, The gun leapt in his hands like a little animal frightened

from its sleep; the reporls started his heart pounding. Dropping

their torches, the men scurried off. Elated, astounded by the

ease of his success, Martin pursued them, firing bursts into the

shadows. When he was certain they had fled, he returned to

where he.had seen the woman. She was sitting up against the

rock, and Murad was <r.eel no ceside her.

"Did ihey hurt you?" asked Martin, breathless.

"No," she said, lifting her lace to him.

He had expected her to be distraught, but her expression

was perfectly calm, and it was this calmness as much as her

beauty that surprised him. After a moment, though, he decided

that the calmness was an \ Usior produced ay the serene mold

of her features—a wide mouth, high cheekbones, and enor-

mous dark eyes. Her skin was pale, untouched by cosmetics,

and he guessed her to be near his own age', perhaps a few

years older. In the light of the guttering torches, the silkiness of

her robe and. her pallor seemed to set her apart from the back-

drop of rock and gravel. She looked unreal, a materialization.

MARTIN HEARD
A WOMAN'S

SCREAM. IT WAS SO
UNEXPECTED,

SO EERIE, SETTING
OFF ECHOES

THROUGH THE
FISSURE,

THAT HE FAILED TO
RECOGNIZE

IT AT FIRST AND
ASSUMED IT

TO BE THE CRY OF
AN ANIMAL

"I don't know how I'll repay yoj ' she sa c: as Murad helped

her to stand. "I was a fool io come here alone"

Suddenly that serene face aligned with another face in Mar-

tin's memory. "You're Kgije Berhn!" he said, "The pilot."

"No longer the pilot," she said with a smile. "But yes, I'm Katje'

Berlin. Have we met?"

"No!" said Martin forcefully, as it :ris were unthinkable. "But I

know all about you, about Graylin. . .

." He broke off, embar-

rassed by nis en-husiasm and also concerned that he might

have offended her by bringing up the subject of her old lover;

but her expression did not change.

"Ah." she said. "You must be an aficionado of the storms."

Martin was displeased at being categorized, but he couldn't

deny it. "I suppose you meet many people like me."

"Not as many as I used to and certainly none who have.saved

my life." She tipped her head to one side, staring at him. weigh-

ng something. "Let me offer you my hospitality this evening.

Miy t
: ier is parked above, and I have a house in Cairo. I'll show

you the sights."

The idea of spend ng t rre with someone whom he had con-

sidered impossio y -emote iiusterec Martin. "I have to change

my clothes," he said. "And wash. And
I

,.
,

,"

"You can wash at my house," said Katje. "As for clothing, we
can pick up something for you in the bazaar. If you don't mind

paying the pan: oi an Fyyotian for one night." She brushed his

wrist with her fingertips. "Please."

The seductiveness of the invitation so dazzled Mar lin that he

paid no attention to the nod with which she signaled Murad.

As they flew over the coast of lion-colored dunes that bor-

dered ihe hardpan, Katje inquired about Martin's background.

He resisted the impulse to embellish the truth and told her of

his home, his herds and bus ress; each lact he related pointed

up the banality of his life in comparison to that of this woman
who had flown into the hearts of storms, whose affair with Ihe

pilot Graylin had assumed the proportions of a legend. She

seemed of greater density than he— it was something he felt

physically A pu I. s powedjl attraction. "You wouldn't like Ant-

arctica. " he said. "M s ail cl r;s;c controlled and secure, I don't

like it much myself." The truth of that struck home with new
clarity, and he assigned this, too, to her effect upon him.

"Why don't you leave?" she asked.

"Once I planned to leave, but I
got sucked into the family busi-

ness. I
wanted to be a pilot." He wishec he cou d I

:ave bitten back

Ihe s:ai9-ner
:
t it hat.: the -ing o'en icish wisiluhess

She glanced at him. "You're a little old to start training, but

you might be able to do it. How are your reflexes?"

"Not bad. I've done some ice-flying." Again he heard the dull

smack of his naivete. Comparing ice-f ying :o puo'.ing God! He

rushed to cover it. "I'll never leave." he said in a self-deprecat-

ing tone. "The Sayres are noted for their stolidity."

"You weren't at all stolid back at the fissure," she said.

"A momentary lapse." Out of the corner of his eye he watched

her facial rru.se es gliding beneath :he s<in as she banked the

flier; he found i d'dicult to look away, and he recalled fragments

of stories and myths about the pilots. "Is it true what they say?"

he asked. "That pilots lake on the characier sties ot the storms?"

The question was blurted out without conscious intent; he

couldn't believe he was acing like such an idiot. Bringing up

that sort of romantic drivel! "I'm sorry," he said. "I .
.

."

"It's a reasonable question," she ssio she kepi ner eyes fixed

or, he dunes lowing away beneath them. "Graylin would have

answered it, Yes. He wanted to be a human sionn. and he tried

to live that way. Violent, unpredictable. I think it's true to an ex-

tent. When you spend four and five weeks at a time inside a

storm, repeating the process over and over ..." She shrugged

"Being around that kind of power becomes a form of addiction.

The ordinary world seems too calm, and the calm grates on

you. You try to compensate. Sometimes those ways do more

carnage than he slcrms." She smiled. "I suppose inerc are as

many cracks in my soul as there are in the desert beyond Siwa."

"Graylin . .

." he began; then, not wanting lo presume upon

her privacy, he said. "Never mind."



"You needn't be overcautious. Graylin is three years in my
past. What do you wish to know?"

"I heard that he was improving."

"They've implanted new eyes done skm grafts. Restored most
ol his physical capacities. But he's stili mad. Still replaying the
memories ot that last storm." She sa ci th : s in a dead voice, her
hands fidgeting unnecessarily with the controls, "The pain was
too much for him. He was unstable in any case, and the storm
pushed him over the edge. When I visited the clinic the doctors
had me link with him to try and weaken his memories." Her eyes
flicked toward Martin. "I kept one o! the recordings. It's harrow-
ing, but since you're interested in the storms perhaps you'd like

lo play il.
I
have a memnet at home."

Martin, was shocked. Memnets were highly addictive, and
private ownership was illegal. But then it struck him as fitting

that she shoi.kl nave one that disregard b" the .aw was an pro

priateina pnot. The ihoughi of being able to experience a storm
was intriguing. "If it wouldn : be loo oerscnal," he said.

- She shrugged. "There's not much oi Graylin left in the memory."
Alter that they talked about trivial things, about the ruins at

Karnak. Egyptian cuisine, why she had settled in Cairo (the heat,

she said, but Martin knew that many retired pilots kept homes
there, drawn to the vicinity of the siorms,i. and by sunsei mey
were in sight of the old city. Almost two hundred years earlier,

before the method of containing storms had been perfected,
Ine edge of a storm had lingered iei several weeks over the
city, destroying huge sections of it. Where once had stood pha-
lanxes of government buildings around Tewfik Square, there

was now a waste populated by ihe tents of refugees—mostly
Bedouins who had refused resettlement, oieleir.ng to wait for

the distant future when storms would ro onger batter the con-
tinent and they could reclaim their desert homes. Even those
parts of the city left standing displayed marks ot Ihe storm's
passage. Minarets had been carved into whorled splinters, fa-

cades etched into bas-reliefs, and the great onion domes of

tombs and nosq.ies had been farshyred !;y sand particles

driven at hurricane force n:o 'il.grecd spheres thai casl ornate
shadows and resembled enormous specimens of brain coral,

The storms were superhurricanes capable of generating
multiple storm cells; they had been produced by the warming
trend that had been in evidence for the past two-and-a-half

centuries. The low-pressure systems involved were so vast that

the storms interacted with the jet stream, and this interaction

pushed them away frorn'their natural northwesterly trajectory

and forced Iheoi easi across fie Al anho. becoming larger find

more powerful as they moved. The first ot them, some having
diameters in excess of seven hundred miles, had devastated
much of southern Europe and North Africa, creating entire-new
refugee populations. Then the method of containment was de-
vised. While a storm was over the ocean, a two-man ship de-
scended into the eye and blasted rain-seeding materials into

the walls of the eye. reducing the inner velocities of' the storm
by causing rain to form in its lower reaches; in this way—dissi-

pating energy at strategic spots relative to wind strength and
direction—the storm could be sent on a slow, controlled jour-

ney into the Sahara, where it could play itself out. It was rather

like building the tracks of a train a foot at a time as that (rain

progressed—an overloaded train that wobbled side to side and
was constantly in danger of derailment. Once the storm was
positioned in the desert, forecaster snips deter mined when and
where subsidiary slcmns .vou c os spawneu scouts substan-
tiated this information and acted to dissipate the secondary
cells; and it they failed, storm chasers tracked the tornadoes
that developed and eilher oeact «ated o; tuabii.zed them. Ifwas
the pilots of the storm chasers who received the ion's share of

public acclaim. Their mortality rate was high, and due to the
psychological pressures, the constant danger, the dehuman-
izing exposure to such an awesome natural force, there was an
even higher incidence of mental collapse. Pilots were prone to

drug addiction, suicide, and had been known to run amok; wit-

ness the extreme- case of a storm chaser who had recently

.

plowed his ship into a housing development on the outskirts of

Alexandria. Katje Berlin had. been a storm chaser, and as Mar-

tin walked with her through the streets of the Khan al Khalili

bazaar, stopping now and then to inspect the merchandise at

clothing shops, he began to realize that her air of calm and
reserve was a rigorously enforced containment of some inner

turbulence; all her expressions, even her smiles, seemed lo be
produced under p

rcssure, as il she /•ere leasing just enough
energy to form them and restraining more violent impulses.

Her house was deep in the bazaar on a street named for God.
At least this was Martin's perception of the name, which to his

ears was a mishmash of Arabic with only the word Allah being
intelligible. Behind a blue door set into a whitewashed wall lay

a lavish courtyard. Fig and orange trees sprouted like pillars at

regular intervals and spread a canopy of leaves; at their center
was the green lozenge of a pool bordered by a tile mosaic
whose pattern was repeated aiound Ine shadowed doorways
that ringed the courtyard. Silk pillows were strewn beside the
pool, and a dozen or so wnite o geons siaikco among them,
squabbling and Holier.ng up as Martin passed. Katje ushered
him into a bath and told him that she would rejoin him in half an
hour. He washed, put on the striped robe that he had bought in

the bazaar, and went to sit by the pool.

Twilight had come, the sky had deepened to lavender, and
as he watched it deepen further he marveled at this unex-
pected turn of events. Only that morning he'd been uncertain

whether or not he liked Ca re solatoe ;n tne sterile confines of

the Giza Hilton, breathing what was essentially an alien atmos-
phere, the life of Ihe c iy nad apoeaied 'Itiiy ano poverty-stricken

and hopeless. And it was. Yet it was something more, some-
thing redolent of Saladin and graceful towers and slender, veiled

beauties who posed an erotic mystery. That was the world he
now breathed, and he could scarcely believe it— believe that

he, Martin Sayre, was on the verge of romance with a pilot. At
least he presumed he was. She had been sending him all the
thousand and one signals. Then, suddenly insecure, he won-
dered why. Why him? Was i

; gratitude alone? He recalled the

way she had studied him back al Ihe fissure. What had she
m? He tried to loo-; within himself, ro find the quality that had

her, and Iho.ight tnat ne sensed a turning in his

soul, a new current. In his mind's eye he saw it as a black,

coiling tendril, a streamer of black blood. Having that small evi-

dence of change made him feel capable, reckless, and per-

haps that was it; perhaps the fact that he had actually been
courageous had opened him to courage, to risk. Still insecure,

he pulled a pocket computer and three coins from his robe. He
tossed the coins six times, asking the I Ching to inform him
about his relafionship with Kai|e Aoeord rig ro the computer, he
had thrown the hexagram of youthful folly ("Take not a maiden
who, when she sees a man of bronze, loses possession of her-

self"), its third line changing. That change altered the meaning
of the hexagram, but Martin chose to disregard Ihe oracle.

Out on the street voices were being raised in argument; ven-



dors cried; a radio played a discordant, wailing song. Once
these noises might have jangled Martin's nerves, being wholly

unlike the muted aural backdrops ot Antarctica; but he was

coming to understand that they were parts ot a rich mosaic like

the bits ot tile beneath him, unprepossessing in themselves yet

together forming a complex and mysterious pattern. The.white

pigeons began to coo—a sott, emotional sound—and such was

the depth ot Martin's intoxication with Cairo, with the magical

potential ot the night, it seemed the dusk that shortly gathered

had issued from their throats.

When Katje made her appearance, Martin was dumbfounded.

She was dressed in the style of an Egyptian lady, veiled and

covered head to foot by a hooded silk robe whose whiteness

gave her the shimmering quality of an apparition. Her eyes were

darkened with kohl, and an emerald pendant hung between

her breasts. She lowered the veil and smiled. "Come on," she

said. "I'll show you the bazaar."

As they strolled she took his arm, and that slight weight allied

with her perfume and the pressure of her breast acted to make

him giddy. He had never been in love, and he wanted now to

leap to the assumption that he was; but he knew much of what

he felt was a product o! his long, vicarious relationship with her

and his worshipful attitude toward all pilots.

Though there were frequent open spaces in the Khan al Kha-

lili—dusty squares fronting tombs and mosques, where crowds

congregated to watch acrobats and jugglers—the bazaar was
basically a labyrinth of narrow streets; the sky showed between

the rooftops as a jagged ribbon of stars and darkness that re-

minded Martin of the sky as seen from the bottom of the fissure.

Lining the streets were shops with ornate lettering fading on

their stucco facades; perfume shops that sold attar of roses

and other essences; brass shops with urns and pots stacked

flanking their doors; leather shops overflowing with camel sad-

dles and cushions. The proprietors of these shops stood mo-

tionless in their hotly lit windows, coming to life whenever some-

one passed, beckoning, offering bargains, Ihen becoming

motionless again, as if the passerby had activated some circuit.

There were home factories where children sat cross-legged on

dirt tloors, tapping silver inlays into copper plates or forging

antiquities, and there were brothels where prepubescent boys

and girls posed seductively, dressed as harem queens and

sailors. Other grimier children tugged at Martin's robe and

begged. Roof warrens—temporary shelters for "the terminally

poor—sprouted atop the buildings, and once Martin saw a

starved-lhin goat staring down at him from a tilted platform; he

had the idea that the goat was looking lor a clear spot on which

to land when it committed suicide. Had Katje hot been with him,

he would have found all this thoroughly depressing, but her

presence translated the sights into an exotic spectrum, and his

mind was afire with the beauty of the bazaar. The streets be-

came for him a single winding river of a street, a twisting chan-

nel of black air and spicy scents and wailing music that led

through time as well as space, for here life was as it had been

for centuries. He did not spot one telltale of the curre.nt milieu

until—in a section oflhe bazaar where the streets were covered

by piaster arches—Katje introduced him to the darkness cult.

The cult's headquarters were in a wind-damaged mosque whose

dome had been perforated with star-shaped holes so as to give

a semblance of night during broad daylight.

"They believe darkness allows perfect understanding," said

Kat|<;. preceding Martin through the door; she glanced back,

bemused. "There certainly are fewer distractions."

Inside, it was pitch-black, but Martin could hear whispers and

movement. "What purpose does this serve?" he asked Katje,

who had moved away, and he heard a whisper in reply; "What

purpose will it serve for you? Darkness is not the answer to a

single question but to all."

The voice was so soft that Martin could not tell if a man or a

woman had spoken. He called to Katje, and someone hissed

at him to keep his voiume down. Irritated, somewhat paranoid,

he groped around him but touched only air. "What the hell's

going on?" he snapped, "What is this place?" Again someone
slushed rim. and a ureakv voice said, "The cult is the perfec-

tion of religious impulse. We have no doctrines, no rituals, no

pre Ldices. Good and evil are here undifferentiated. The sa-

cred and the profane are contemplated with an equal lack of

reverence. A scar and a mark of beauty have the same value,

and thus a beautiful woman and a beggar may find joy together.

All opposites coexist in harmony."

"All?" whispered Martin, feeling easier, amused; he imagined

himself surrounded by blind, decrepit philosophers, and his cu-

riosity had been aroused. "Belief and disbelief."

"Here there is only acceptance," said the creaky voice. "We

have no tenets in which to believe or disbelieve. True, we have

chosen darkness over light, but the choice is individual and

based upon no unanimous precept."

'The cult must be founded upon some principle," said Martin.

"No principle, but an event. The storms. We know them for

the herald of a great darkness, and we prepare for that time."

"I don't understand," said Martin. "The storms darken the skies,

but they don't turn day into night."

The creaky voice sighed. "You mistake darkness for a lack of

light. Consider the usages of the word. Dark acts, dark emo-
tions, dark deeds. It is inierisity v;s cUtvate here,' not blindness.

To see in the dark one must burn, . .
like the pilots. In their ships

they are blind, yet wedded to their electronics they can see

through chaos. They burn, they live forever in a moment. The

storms presage an age of intensity, of heartbreak and glory,

and the pilots are their human analogs."

Despite what seemed to him the absurdity of the place, these

words struck a chord in Martin; he remembered the intensity he

had felt back at the fissure. 'Are you all pilots, then?" he asked,

"Some of us," whispered a new voice. "But others are lovers

who come here to couple." A female body pressed briefly against

him, leaving a tactile afterimage of breasts and belly. Then voices

began speaking in rapid sequence,

"Some stay forever."

"Some only a night."

"A few are wealthy and endow this place."

"Some come here to sleep,"

"Others to meditate."

"Others yet for secret pleasures."

Had ihat been Katje's voice? Martin could not be sure. He

sensed the presence of others around him; his shoulder muscles

tightened, the back ot his neck prickled, and he found these

touches ot fear oddly pleasurable. "Why abolish sight alone?" he

asked. "Why not all the senses? And why bother to carve holes in

the roof if darkness is your requisite for intensity?"

"Some have, indeed, chosen the path of absolute darkness."

"But others need a reminder of the light to reassure them-

selves of the purity of the pitch-black."

"The ebon."

"The anthracitic, the caliginous."



"It is whispered you are from Antarctica." The creaky voice
again. "Disgusting! All that glare Irom the ice!"

A chorus of whispered laughter.

Martin had been sincere in his questions, and their ridicule

enraged him. He trembled, his fists clenched. He was less an-
gry, though, at the cult members than at himself, at his inexpe-

rience, his openness to ridicule. His eyes had not adjusted to

Ihe darkness, but he was certain they could see him, that his

essence had been laid bar;;; -hen he realized thai he was bare
to his own eyes, perhaps for the first time. With astonishment
he recognized his potential for violence. He wanted to break
something, hurt something, and he exulted in the feeling. It was
no passing mood, he realized, bui was inherent ;r him. Tne
thought of being able to express anger seemed a kind of liberty.

"See?" came a whisper. "Already the darkness kindles you."
"Lightdweller!"

"Suncrawler!"

Smothered giggles.

The com men is li.-:<) no effect on Martin; his anger grew of its

own volition. It was as if, once tapped, it was becoming a black
event as large as the bubble ol night contained by the mosque's
dome. He wanted to be away from there, to understand the

source of the anger. Moving cautiously, he made for the door.

Someone whispered a slur from nearby, and with hardly a
thought he stepped sideways and snatched, seizing hold of a
bony shoulder.

"Martin!" Katje's voice came from behind him.

The sound eroded Martin's anger, and he released his hold

on the cult member's shoulder. A second later he smelled Katje's

perfume, felt her hand close around his.

"I'm sorry," he said as they passed through the door. "I didn't

"You did nothing wrong."

The streelny i;is daizied him. "I lost my temper," he said.

"You found your anger." In the relative u'iHianoe of the night

her face looked paler than the white silk of her robe.

"Found it?"

"I think you understand me. I saw it in your face when you
rushed past me in the fissure." She gestured at the mosque.
"It's said that in the darkness one d covers ?.& at one most em-
bodies. You have apparently discovered anger. I'd suspect that

you have deep frustrations. Resentments."
"I suppose," he admitted. "But anger isn't a virtue."

"Yours has the virtue of being strong." She fixed him with a
calculating look. 'And it pleased you."

He was embarrassed that she had seen inside him with such
clarity. "Perhaps," he said; then, hoping to pass it all off as a
joke, he added in a suggestive, bantering tone, "But I've found
better uses for darkness in my time."

She gave no response but took his arm, and after a moment
she said moodily, "With me it's just the reverse."

They ate at a restaurant whose walls consisted of Oriental

rugs draped over a skeleton of bamboo poles, and after the
dishes had been cleared, the waiter brought a floor-standing

brass hookah to their table; he filled the bowt with moist tobacco
and crumbled hashish over the top. The smoke was cool, the
hashish of the best quality, and soon the crimsons and peacock
blues of the rugs appeared to Martin to be swirjing around. He
and Katje did not speak, yet her eyes never left him, and this

constant atteniiveness sensitized him to her more than ever He
watched the way her cheeks hollowed when she inhaled, how
her dark eyes became cored with fiery reflections of the bowl.
The drug, the pressure of her gaze, the warped music issuing

from a record player at the rear of the restaurant, all these things

combined to make him feel as insubstantial as a mirage. At last

she broke the silence by saying, "Have you wondered why I'm

attracted to you?"

His throat was dry; it was hard to talk, but he managed a nod.
"To an extent it's you in particular," she said. "But I'd be less

than honest if I didn't tell you that you remind me of Graylin."

.. Though flattered, Martin scoffed at the notion. "I'm nothing

like him. Either in nature or looks."

"Oh, there's a resemblance. Of course you're much different

from what he was at the end, but you're very like how he was
when he entered training. Shy, insecure, ye* eager for experi-

ence." Katje toyed with the brass mouthpiece of the hookah,
"Those were the o/.i^l :ies *ha: nsde me fall in love with him."

Martin asked a question that several hours earlier he might not

have had Ihe nerve to ask. 'And what does that mean for me?"
"Perhaps I'm falling in love with you." Katje smiled wanly, "I'm

nol sure yet. But even if that's the case, I may not be doing you
a favor. Love is Ihe most perverse of emotions. At first it was
pure between Graylin and me. Easy and open, , .andsostrongl
But it seems thai depth of passion can be maintained only by
artifice, and our artifice was to turn love into a play. We assumed
roles that would challenge the other. He became a wild man.
He drank and brawled and seduced other women. For him, I

became a rrysin;i-io- is unfathomable creature. Whenever he had
an affair, I wouldn't retaliate in kind. I merely grew distant and
cold and efficient. It maddened him to see me that way." Katje

inhaled irom the hookah and jetted smoke from her nostrils.

"Perhaps it was the storms that caused us to do this. Perhaps
we needed to turn love into a storm, to deny its sweetness and
transform it into a kind of violence '.Vhaievor lie- reason, over
the four years we flew togetherwe split up nearly a dozen times.

On each occasion ihe upheaval was more bitter and ihe reun-
ion more joyful than the time before. Then came the day when I

thought he really had been un-

faithful, Bui I'm sure you've heard

that story,"

Mariin riad heard the story, but

he had the idea thai she was tell-

ing him more (han a simple story

that she was outlining a pro-

posal, one that he didn't quite

under stand. He tasted his own
feelings for her and found that

though he still admired her, pwe
had been replaced by compas-
sion. He found, too, that h'

sire for her had been subsumed
by a more complex emotion.
Love? Perhaps, but it seemed to

have as much to do with intrigue

and a sense of peril. He asked
her to go on.

'Just as Graylin understood my
moeds iobepaiiof our play," she
said, "I'd never been jea-ous or

his affairs. I knew they w
loved me. But during his last affair he grew cold and remote,

and
I was confused. I didn't recognize his altitude to be an

added depth of cnaracierizaiion i believed he had fallen in love

with someone else, and
I was oeaoerate. decided to have an

affair of my own, but I couldn't bring myself to do it. Sol let it be
known that I was having one, and rather than being distant

around Graylin, I acted affectionate and cheerful. Finally he
confronted me. He accused me of betraying him, and I realized

by his desperation that he hadn't been in love with the oiher

woman. I should have let the scene end at that point, but my
role was too ingrained by then, and I told him that I didn't be-
lieve he loved me, that he would have to prove it. I asked him
to bring me a piece of storm glass. Not a piece such as you'd
find in the bazaars. A rarity. It was an impossible task. Though
ihere was a storm out in Ihe Sahara, our ship had been dam-
aged and was unflyable. If it had "been tlyable, I wouldn't have
asked it of him. How could

I have known he'd steal a ship, that

he'd land in the middle of a storm and try lo climb down into

one of the fissures after the glass?" Katje's voice had risen in

pilch; she closed her eyes and let out a ragged breath. "Per-

haps I should have known thai his dedication to his role was as
wholehearted as mine. Looking back, I can see I was giving

him the opportunity to elevate the role to a mythic staius, to

become the first pilot to go on foot into a storm . , . and all for

love. He couldn't resist the temptation
."

EACH FACT HE
RELATED
POIHTED UP THE
BANALITY
OF HIS LIFE IN

COMPARISON
TO THAT OF THIS
WOMAN WHO
HAD FLOWN INTO
THE HEARTS
0FST0RMS,WH0SE
AFFAIR WITH
GRAYLIN
WAS LEGENDARY.

if acts, and I was sure that he



She inhaled from ihe kooKSh agar. The bowl had gene Ou:.

and Martin made 10 lehgnl ii. o jt she ca^gl/ h.s hand. "I've had

enough," she said, and signaled (he waiter, who scuttled over

and scooped up the bills she laid on the table. "We can go

home now. II you're still interested I'll play you Graylin's memory
oi the storm. But I warn you, it's not altogether pleasant."

He studied her. There was a new tension about her. a kind ot

anticipatory hush. "You want me to do this," he said. "Why?"

She arched an eyebrow. "I simply think you'll appreciate Ihe

experience."

She was hiding some-ding, b.ilitdidni -nailer "Will this please

you insome way?" he ashed.

Her answer was barely audible. "Yes."

"All right," he said; he laughed nervously, recalling the ugly

stories he'd heard about memnets. "Maybe I'm something like

Graylin alter all. At least as lar as temptation."

Her eyes widened at that, and her smile—unlike all her pre-

vious express oris— seemed natural, unrestrained.

Moonlight washed inmuqr the winnows & rial es bedroom,

kindling the walls to a wnite umiroscorce and Martin's nerves

felt kindled to that same glow as he lay on the bed, watching

her undress. Gleams she I ke -onguesot ligm overner skin, and

her movements had the slow precision of ritual—Ihe way she

carefully folded her robe, head down, solemn, as if concentrat-

ing on a litany. She never once

looked at him. He might have

beer- mviiSioie. a secre; admirer

ind this hint of voyeurism

heightened his appreciation oi

her beauty. Her breasts were

high and small, her legs long and

her hips full—perhaps a bit too

long and full, yet this slight dis-

proportion gave her a coltish ap-

pearance and added an inno-

cent quality to her nudity. And
when shewa.keo -.owsn.; :he bed.

that strangely unfinished-look-

ing space between her legs

seemed to imbue her with a

sculptural purity, to se: a veloc-

ity of curves flowing toward that

pivofal point. She sat by him,

leaned forward until her nipples

brushed his chest, and kissed

him. Then she slipped from his

embrace and opened Hie diawer of the night table. He heard

the faint clash of the strands of Ihe rhernnet and shivered; he

wondered why she kept it so near the bed. It was a little silver

mesh dangling from her fingers, glistening with the moonlight.

"Are you sure?" she asked a wcry line creased her brow. .

"I'll be fine," he said, and grinned. "Won't I?"

She didn't answer cirect :

y. "You' I oe aware oi me some o! the

time. It's 'a patchy recording. But what there is of it is powerful

. . . and painful. You should be prepared for that."

He caressed her thigh, and with bravado he did not feel, he

said, "Afterward we'll blot it out with a different sort of memory."

She looked startled, but a moment later she smiled and kissed

him again. Pinpricks penetrated his scalp as she fitted the cap

of silver mesh to his head, and while she made the adjustments

he cupped both her breasts, squeezing them gently. With a

sinuous motion she pressed them hard into his hands, then drew

back, her lips parted and cheeks flushed.

There was a moment of blankness. after which sights and

sounds and sensations faded in. Agonizing ones. He was lying

on his back surrounded by a roaring, by a whirling chaos of

ocher sand, and particles oi sand were stinging him with the

biting fury of fishhooks, pinholing his suit and pitting his face-

plate. The pain was bad, and he was unable to move, barely

able to think. In the distance, growing clearer throughthe blown

sand, was something huge and dark and swaying. God! A tor-

nado, and coming straight tor him. He tongued the controls of
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SURROUNDED BY
A WHIRLING

CHAOS OF OCHER
SAND,AND

SAND PARTICLES
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WITH THE BITING

FURY OF FISH-

HOOKS, PINHOLING
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the suit, bul Ihe motors in the arms and legs had been dam-

aged beyond repair. He could only lie there and watch the tor-

i-ado app'oseh a uieai black funnel it up inside by an amber
glow that flickered as if its power source were on the blink. A
few seconds later the funnel was directly overhead, several

hundred feet above him. Little puffs c~ c osd were willing madly

around inside it, and-yellow lightning jabbed back and forth

between ils wsiLs- it was such an insane, improbable sight lhat

hyster ca la,.i:il"i<-i was iurced from h s chest. Then the tornado

swept pas: and I'ghming began striking down in its wake. The

roar of ihe storm lapsed intermittently into a whine, and he knew

Us hearing was going, his senses being stripped away just as

his suit. His m no was abiaze with pain and fear. . . Yet at the

same time he ielt a soilness beneath his hands, a warmth in his

groin. He duched ai ire soilness, puzzled by it, and realized

thai Katje had mounted him, was making love to him. lifting and
lowering herself -,e was reoelied. but tne sensations gener-

ated by her lovemaking were far more desirable than those

caused by Ihe storm, and he focused on them. Through the

detonations oi lightning he saw a ghostly image of her face—
an enormous Katje wnih re behind the sKy he r eyes slitted and

head thrown back, mile-long arms reaching down to support

her weight. His gloves were shredding, the skin being sand-

blasted from his hands, and he heard himself scream. He twisted

in pain and iranvertent y matcned he- rhy'.hm. Moved again

and iound that each successive rnovemeri iue cd a trickle ot

pleasure that spread and mingled with the pain. The lightning

was almost constant now, the world dissolving into sheets of

-ippling while Lie w :h Kavje's ecs:aiic face suoei imposed. She

cried out, a name, and he screamed once more as lightning

struck nearby. Stink of ozone, electrified air. Nerve ends siz-

zling. He felt his flayed hands clawing at the coolness of her

hips. Saw her lace shattered by a barb of lightning, then re-

form. Screamed as Ois faceplate was holed a 1

id his eyes began

to burn. Went blind and fell the desert rocking, Katje rocking.

Dug his fingers into her Hanks, Irying to grind away his pain

inside her. Blood-red blindness, needles driven into his gone

eyes. Felt so much—a storm of feeling—that he could no longer

dsiirgush between pain and pleasure, and he surrendered

completely to Ihe single -"LriOL.s Ih.ng Ihey had become. . .

.

Long after Graylin's memory had ended, after Katje had lifted

the memnet from his head, Martin lay with his eyes closed. By

the sounds from the street he judged it to be near dawn, yet his

nerves still burned, and his head stil hammered. He didn't want

to look at Katje, who was sitiing beside him; but when she put

a hand on his chest and whispered. "Martin," he opened his

eyes. Her pale skin glowed in the dawn light.

"That wasn't the name you called earlier," he said coldly.

"I'll learn to call yours." She bent to kiss him, but he pushed

her away.

"Why did you do that to me?"
"1 told you it would be painful."

"But you could have stopped it. And you didn't tell me how
you planned to use me!" He sat up and grabbed her by the

shoulders. "Why?"
She lowered her eyes. 'Aren't my needs evident?"

"What is it? Some kind oi penance? Your way ol giving Graylin

ease by proxy? Or is it the only way you can find pleasure?"

"Why must you characterize what we did?" she murmured.

"Because it wasn't we! It was you!"

"I thought you were oillereni i'om tne others"; ier eyes were

on him but appeared to be focused on something far away.

"Others?" He dug his fingers cruelly into her shoulders. "What

(he hell do you mean?"
She turned her head to the wall, but he forced her to tace him.

"Murad brings men :o the f
:

ssure," she said in a withdrawn tone.

After a long moment in which he tried to restrain his anger,

he said, "This is just your Utile kink, right? I didn't save your liie.

None oi it was real."

She laughed. "Real! You thought you saved my life, didn't

you? You experienced the storm. Did that seem unreal? You

made love to me." This time her laughter was a sultry, derisive

music. "And you enjoyed it."



He felt a stirring of arousal, remembering the contusion of

pain and cool flesh.

"Oh, yes," she v.t isporoa. "Ycu loved t! Yo t , should have seen
your face." She trailed a linger along his cheek. "Don't you see?
This is what you've always wanted. Siay with me. I'll love you.

and you'll come to love me. It'll be even belter the next time,

There are other ways to use the memnet. I'll . .

."

He hii her then. A black current of anger flowed into his arm,
and he slapped her lace hard. Her head rocked back, twisted

to the side, obscured by a tall oi hair. Alter a moment she pulled

free of him, crossed the room, and lifted a clean robe from a
bureau drawer. She dressed with the same slow precision that

she had displayed earlier while undressing, as if his act of vio-

lence had been expected, a tinal ritual n

Sunsets over the Sahara are oyriiculany vivid at ary season
due to the suspension of dust in the air, and taking this into

account, the management ol the Giza Hilton had built their lounge

iacing west and provided their guests with a picture window.
Sealed at tablet a-ong it vere a variety of tourists and busi-

nessmen and diplomatic personnel, ail engaged in viewing the

sunset, pointing out to one another the pyrotechnic Hashes
piercing the boil of crimson and gold and purple. Martin, how-
ever, sal facing away from the window at the bar, waiting for the

taxi that would take him to the airport. The colors of sunset were
reflected in the black surface ot the counter; they seemed to

him an oi! she--, spreading iron ; ; terrible disaster and reminded
him of the pain he had felt the previous night. He was very
drunk. He had spent most of the day drinking, troubled by his

experience with Katje. She had exposed a seam of perversity

in him that he had not known existed, and he was deter mired
to seal it up, to bury it beneath the forms of an ordinary life. He'd

go back to Antarctica and find a girl—a clean, undamaged girl,

one who liked ice-Hying and babies. He would wed cleanliness,

pledge himseii to Lis san N/ed. the stainless, the concisely de-
fined. Yet he could not stop thinking about Katje. Her violent

sensuality. Her needs. Needs as laDyrhihine as the streets of

the bazaar and the fissures of the desert. Cracks leading to a

place deep inside her where there was only intensity, where
love and hate were undifferentiated.

Twisted, twisted bitch!

How much he wanted her again I

He smacked his empty glass down on the counter. The man
next to him gianced over, then glanced quickly away. Martin knew
that every time he moved or spoke he gave evidence of his drunk-

enness. Ordinarily he might have been embarrassed, but ap-

pearances did not matter as much to him as once they had.

"Sir?"

He didn't realize the voice was addressing him until someone
tapped him on the shoulder. A bellboy standing behind him.

"Your taxi, sir."

Martin reeled up from the stool, pushed the bellboy aside
and staggered toward the lobby. Every'h ng in the lobby—metal,
plants, glass, faces—had a drunken shine, and as he lurched

past, people gawked at him and whispered. A chubby man
came through the front entrance, talking to a teenage girl, and
accidentally brushed Martin. Infuriated. Martin shoved hiri down
onto the floor. The girt squealed, and a gabble erupted from the

area of the reception desk. Laughing, Martin aimed a kick at

the fallen man, who was trying to crawl away. Someone grabbed
him from behind, pinning his arms; he broke free and stumbled
against an urn just inside the entrance. Then he half-fell, half-

spun, through the doors and out into the desert air. The dry heat

made him gasp. It was all whirling. Ochersand, pyramids, sun^
set, asphalt road. A blurred'gray oblong resolved into a bat-

tered old electric car. Taxi. He fumbled with the door handle,

got it open, and sprawled facedown on the seat. Instructions in

Arabic, trunk slamming shut, the sensation of motion. Martin

rolled over onto his back. He could smell dust and camel dung.
He willed the smells away and imagined the antiseptic per-

fumes of the polar colonies, saw the pastel .corridors, heard soft

mechanical whirrings and faint,

'

Clean; predictable; secure.

Thinking about Antarctica cleared his head somewhai. He
sat up and gazed blearily around. Pyramids. The driver wore a
burnoose; his reflection grinned at Martin from the rearview
mirror. Dust-colored men were sqi_a:lir;; along the road, their

camels kneeling beside them. A filthy child limped from behind
one oi the camels and scuttled toward the taxi; he stretched

out his hand, his face pleading. Martin fell nothing for him. It

occurred to him that he had been hoarding his feelings for

twenty-five years, and now he had squandered them in a single

night. Spent them on a whore. He drew a deep breath and re-

alized he was trembling. Damn her! He tried to think some more
about Antarctica. He'd get back into the business. Then, as

soon as he had abii of tree time. 'led go cs-iiying. A few friends,

a new girl, a weekend at the pole tVaybe red introduce them
to memnets. Ever make love with a madman screaming inside

your head? It's irc'eoible! We II melt the snow for miles.

The driver swerved, and Martin's head banged against the

side of the door. The sharp pain cleared his head, and he felt

somehow reoriented to the world, as if the blow had been ac-

companied by a burst oi illumination. He chuckled. Suppose
he were to go back? Would she be.pleased? Would she have a
new game in mind?
Or would she be afraid?

She'd be sitting in the complex shadow of a fig tree, with her

pigeons and siik pi lows and her silver capful oi death. Waiting

lei 9 resoluhm. in 'yi;; -Q punsn her Butwnal it shed returned

to the fissure? Even better! She'd be coming out the door with

her new fool, and he'd saunter up and push the tool aside. I'm

back, he'd say. And what then? Where would he go from there?

For no apparent reason Martin laughed out loud—the laugh-

ter made him feel a little out of control, and he liked that. The
driver turned and said some-fnng cheerful in Arabic, which
Martin ignored. He stared at the pyramids, trying to conjure up
white mountains in the/ s;ead Wh le I ves. white deaths, white

marriages. White minds. White hands reaching to pluck him up
and keep him safe in the sanctity of the commonplace.
Not that, he thought. Wot anymore.
Shame and rage and desire were roiling together in his heart

like the smal begri- iny:= o
:

a storm. Soon he ^ai gong to lean

iorwarci and tel the dr'ver :o lake him into Cairo, to a blue door
set in a whitewashed wall on a street named for God. Any sec-
ond now. It wasn't that he loved Katje Berlin. No, what he felt for

her was a black boil of emotion inclusive of love but inclusive of

much else. He understood her needs, and he needed to satisfy

them. I'm back, he'd say in a grim whisper, a voice of stone.

Your blind madman's back from the dead with a fresh pair of

eyes and a brand-new attitude. No more stammering, no more
awe. He'd pull her close, grind her against him, feel every inch

of her trembling, and look into those huge dark eyes that had
stared down at him through lightning. Those eyes that wanted
to die for love. My turn, he'd say.OQ



HAIR-RAISING
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sample of deoxyribonucleic acid, or DNA,

which contains each individual's unique

genetic code. Within the past tew years

scientists have learned that the genetic

blueprint gleaned from hair can be con-

verted into a pattern potentially as valu-

able as a fingerprint.

In one case that has yet to go to court,

a man we'll call Watson died without con-

ceding that he had fathered a child. His

embalmed body lay in a funeral parlor.

Armed with a court order, researchers

from Cellmark Diagnostics, a German-

town, Maryland, company, went to the

parlor with instructions to take the evi-

dence that might settle the question of pa-

ternity: ten eyebrow hairs and their roots.

Cellmark's molecular biologists are ex-

perts in following the long, slender trails

of DNA, more heavily concentrated in

roots than in shafts of hair. To get inside

Cellmark's quiet lab in an industrial park

near Washington, DC, visitors have to

pass through seven combination-lock

doors. The obsession with security ex-

tends to the lab work itself. The biologists

don't perform some of the major steps in

DNA analysis without a witness. They

don't even pass evidence among them-

selves without undergoing a transfer pro-

cedure, signing forms designed to as-

sure courts that no one has tampered with

hair or the-DNA drawn from it.

The biologists began the analysis by

soaking Watson's eyebrow samples in

solutions that separated out the DNA. It

wound up as a bundle of strands—the

DNA from a single cell can measure

roughly a yard in length—stuck to the side

of a test tube like a piece of lint.

Each of Watson's long DNA strands

contained about 3 billion bits of informa-

tion in an identical pattern. Like an audio-

tape of a speech, the pattern consisted

of extended segments of meaningful in-

formation interrupted by short, appar-

ently useless sequences of molecules

—

the urns and ahs of the genetic code. As

in every copy of the speech tape, the in-

terruptions came at the same sites in

every copy of the DNA.
Utilizing this information, the research-

ers next added biological scissors called

restriction enzymes to the DNA strands.

The enzymes cut the strands at every

genetic um and ah. The result was a jum-

ble of DNA fragments of varying lengths.

The most critical step in the investiga-

tion entailed sorting out the fragments

according to their lengths. The sorting of

Watson's eyebrow DNA took place in a

clear, jellylike sheet about the size and

thickness of an issue of Omni lying closed

on a table. A biologist injected the

chopped-up DNA into a hole the size of

a fingernail at one end of the horizontal

gel. Because the lab had colored the DNA
blue to make it easier to see, the injection

looked like a bizarre ritual—a while-

coated priest reverently emptying a

fountain pen into a tub of clear Jell-0 while

a witness watched silently.

Then the biologist turned on a 75-volt

current. It began flowing through the gel.

The DNA, which carries a slight negative

charge, started migrating in a straight line

through the gel toward a positively

charged plate at the other end. The

smaller, lighter DNA strands moved faster

than the heavier strands. After 18 hours,

the lightest strands had traveled the full

20 centimeters through the gel. Heavier

strands lagged behind.

In the course of several subsequent

steps, lab workers added radioactive

probes designed to hook up with certain

well-known sequences in everyone's DNA
chain. Some of these sequences were

now located in small segments, near the

positive plate Others were in the heavier

strands on the other end of the gel. A large

photo plate called an autorad then picked

up the distinctive pattern left by the ra-

dioactive probes.

The finished translucent autorad re-

sembled a blue X-ray plate. But instead

of bones or organs, it displayed a set of

what looked like supermarket bar codes.

©
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One was the pattern emerging as the

DNA from Watson's hair wormed through

the gel. No one else in the world had a

bar code exactly like it.

The other codes on the same autorad

were from the child Watson might have

fathered and from the child's mother. Their

bar codes were lined up next to Wat-

son's. Molecular biologist Amy Corey

leaned over a light board 'to compare the -

codes, band by band, from the top of the

glowing blue autorad to the bottom.

Almost immediately, she found a match

between the child and Watson—two
bands lined up with each other, Then,

descending the bands like climbing down

a ladder, she found four matches with the

mother, and then another with the father.

After checking through every ladder step

on the autorad, Corey reported that she

observed 17 bands shared by Watson

and the child. The chance that two un-

related people would have that many
'

bands in common, she calculated, was 1

in 4,2 million. At the bottom of a single-

page report on the scoring, she wrote,

PATERNITY ESTABLISHED.

Criminologists and other experts are

enthusiastic about the new technologies

of hair analysis. The FBI plans to open its

own hair iab this fall to run genetic tests,

and the methodology will be transmitted

to the bureau's 300 state and local crime

labs, according to John Hicks, a deputy

assistant director at the Forensic Science

Research and Training Center, an FBI

laboratory in Quantico, Virginia.

Techniques such as Siegel's, drug

specialists add, hold a distinct edge over

urine analysis. "Hair is a much more per-

manent record," according to Bernard

Gropper, managerof the research arm of

the National Institute of Justice. "Urine

goes back to normal shortly after drug

use," he says. "The window closes, but

hair locks in a record, like tree rings. And
it's easier to get a sample."

indeed, current techniques of hair

analysis give scientists strong new lever-

age for solving a wide variety of practical

problems. Hair could be used to identify

disaster victims whose bodies are in-

jured beyond recognition. Siegei is cur-

rently picking up hair shorn in California

barbershops and running the samples

through drug tests to see if he can estab-

lish usage patterns by geographical area.

He has no results yet. Oliver Ryder, a ge-

neticist at the San Diego Zoo, says DNA
analysis of animal hair could help socio-

biologists figure out the structure of col-

onies in the wild. "Sometimes it's down-

right impossible to get blood samples

from animals like gorillas, for example,"

he says. "But they sleep in nests and

leave hair behind, and the hairs could tell

us whether mountain gorillas are closely

related to lowland gorillas and might

possibly indicate who's related to whom."

Locks of hair could even be used to iden-

tify missing children, Siegei suggests,

after kidnapped victims have aged too
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much to be recognized by their parents.

Despite the potential, however, today's

techniques still have severe limitations.

Cellmark Diagnostics vice president John
W. Huss says, for example, that the cur-

rent technology practiced at his DNA
analysis company and at a few young,
competing firms can't yet reveal anything

about personal characteristics. "We're not

able to look at' a section of somebody's
autorad and tell that he had blue eyes,

large ears, or AIDS," he points out,

And Toribara, who studied the Eskimo
hair, warns that diet data drawn from

samples may be misused. "Nobody really

knows if deviations from normal levels of

trace elements like zinc really make much
difference to health," he says. Hair sam-
ples are no more reliable than tea leaves

in telling you how to eat.

Indeed, hair-analysis purveyors who
claim their reports can help customers
manage a wide variety of diseases and
nutrient imbalances may be verging on
fraud. In one study, conducted by Dr.

Stephen Barrett, a psychiatrist and con-

sumer advocate in Allentown, Pennsyl-

vania, hair samples from two healthy

teenagers were sent under assumed
names to 13 commercial laboratories for

mineral testing. Barrett's finding? "The
reported levels of most minerals varied

considerably between identical samples
sent to the same laboratory and from lab-

oratory to laboratory," he says. "The lab-

oratories disagreed about what was nor-

mal or usual for many of the minerals. And
most of the reports contained comput-
erized interpretations that were volumi-

nous, bizarre, and potentially frightening

to the patients. Six labs recommended
food supplements, but the types and
amounts varied widely from report to re-

port." Writing in The Journal of the Amer-
ican Medical Association, Barrett, a board
member of the National Committee
Against Health Fraud, declared that

"commercial use of hair analysis in this

manner is unscientific, economically
wasteful, and probably illegal"

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
apparently agrees. In 1984 it attacked a
group of Washington-area companies
that sold hair analyses—as well as the

vitamins and minerals to correct defi-

ciencies the companies said turned up
in the looks customers sent. The FTC said

the companies' advertising was "decep-
tive and potentially harmful," And the

commission took one company to a U.S.

district court, which enjoined the firm from

further consumer advertising.

Even legitimate drug testing of hair has
its limits. Siegel says the procedures he
uses are not yet sophisticated enough to

tell how much of a drug a suspect is tak-

ing. And he remains suspicious of the

pedigree of every historical hair sample
he adds to. his collection.

"Someone once sent me some white

hair he said came from George Washing-
ton," Siege! says. He could tell immedi-
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ately il was fraudulent. "Washington wore

a white wig over dark hair," he notes. "The

sample actually came from a white dog."

But as time goes on, these limitations

will be overcome. Someday soon, for ex-

ample, scientists studying the genetic

code may be able to predict your future

medical records from a few Fiair roots, far

easier to collect and store than, say,

blood. Your riskof cancer, schizophrenia,

or alcoholism may be encrypted in the

teeth of your comb. Theoretically, so is all

of you. If cloning ever becomes a reality,

a future clinic could spawn a living copy
of your body from one root. One day heirs

may treasure locks of favorite ancestors

against the time when a deceased father

can become a son, a hair apparent (par-

don the pun) to some past age.

In fact, ii won't be long before hair anal-

ysis leads to new rituals and rules of con-

duct in society at large. Engaged cou-

ples might exchange braided rings of hair

as symbols of their most guarded se-

crets. Barbershops might routinely de-

stroy clippings the way the restaurants of

today tear up credit card carbons, Crim-

inals, particularly drug kingpins, might

shave their forearms, And the most
macho CIA agents might take an unin-

tended lesson from James Bond: They

might worry about their hair.

"All of these things are theoretically

possible," says Siegel. And it's possible

that. the scenarios are too conservative,

he adds. It's conceivable, for example,

that our hair today is picking up telltale

crises of our environment—changes in

the ozone level, for instance, or atmos-

pheric pollution. "Our hair might provide

a history book for future archaeologists

about what we lived through," Siegel says.

Among other implications, break-

throughs in hair analysis could add Byz-

antine layers to international diplomacy.

Picture this scene, from the near future

world of 1994: "We scalped him," said the

exuberant White House agent as he

scanned the printout of hair from the for-

eign leader. It had fallen during a photo

opportunity, just after the premier had

combed his thinning pate and brushed

off his shoulder. It took only one hair, lov-

ingly collected from the back of the chair

long after the photographers had left. The

hair said that despite the rumors, the pre-

mier had used no drugs— not even cig-

arettes—at least since 1993. His DNA
profile showed a slightly increased risk

of cancer but was otherwise normal.

The President called off the secret ne-

gotiations with the premier's rival.

Meanwhile, at home in a foreign capi-

tal, the premier toasted his most trusted

scientific adviser. "The president tried not

to notice when I combed my hair and

dropped the fake you gave me," he said,

laughing. "By nowthe drug rumors about

me must be dead." He arranged a line of

white powder tor himself and one for his

visitor. "Here's to Operation Brush-off," he

said, and sniffed.DO
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awaits final budgetary approval, presi-

dential candidates George Bush and Mi-

chael Dukakis have both endorsed its

funding. At present, funds for EOS come
from NASAs Office of Space Science and

Applications. The agency will need an

additional $2.5 billion, however, to build

and loft the two platforms for which it has

responsibility. (Japan and the European

Space Agency will construct and launch

EOS's ofher two orbiting labs.) Says But-

ler, "There's bound to be a certain amount
of sticker shock. No unmanned science

mission has ever asked for more."

Beyond the big ticket, there is another

reason thai EOS has detractors: Its size

means gambling a single large payload

on the success of one launch. The wis-

dom of this policy, between the Chal-

lenger disaster and such stalled mega-
projects as the Hubble Space Telescope,

has had many in the space science com-
munity proposing, for the last several

years, that smaller is better. "Each of these

instruments [on EOS platforms] has pref-

erences as to altitude and similar fac-

tors," says John Pike of the Federation of

American Scientists. "Some would like to

be high to cover larger areas; some would

prefer to be lower to have better resolu-

tion. Why put them all on one platform?"

There is also the risk, between 5 and
10 percent, that one of the Titan 4 rockets

slated to launch the EOS platforms will

blow up. Says Pike, "If one of these

launchers blows, the whole thing—twenty

different experiments—can be wiped out.

Do I want to take a ten percent chance of

losing all of them? Or do I
split them into

ten smaller packages to launch sepa-

rately—and assume that I'll lose one?"

If the four bigger EOS launches go
without a hitch, however, the project will

represent a multibillion-dollar advance for

space-based environmental science.

"Environmentalists in this country started

out, by and large, with an antitechnology

bias. They are now realizing the enor-

mous capabilities that are there to be

taken advantage of," says Peter Thatcher,

former deputy head of the United Na-

tions' Environment Program, who is now
with the World Resources Institute.

Ultimately, instrument-packed plat-

forms examining this planet as if it were

an alien world may show precisely how
we're affecting the environment. It's a po-

tentially painful view but one that may
prompt ecologically vital global action.

Some environmentalists, however, warn
this will happen only if EOS doesn't be-

come an end in itself— if its findings are

acted on Constructively. 'Again and again

we're overwhelmed with the promise of

new technology," says Earth Island Insti-

tute's David Brower. "The problem is,

we're not so good at knowing what to do
when we get it."DO
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A fractal fairy tale: The

snowflake that became a cube, plus

tips to KO Mike Tyson

By Scot Morris

Mathematics seems intimi-

dating to most people

because it's often presented

in a cold, dry manner. But

discoveries in, say, the field

of geometry can be as

exciting as findings in any

other investigative area.

Take, for example, the

recent discovery involving

the snowflake shape at

right. Known to mathemati-

cians as a snowflake curve,

the shape is used in the

fractal geometry of mathe-

matician Benoit Mandelbrot

(Interview, February 1984)

as a model for the irregular

and fragmented, or fractal,

shapes of coastlines,

clouds, mountain ranges,

lunar craters, and other

natural phenomena.
Most mathematicians

logically assumed that a

three-dimensional analog of

the snowflake curve would

have a surface as bumpy
and crinkly as the snow-

flake's perimeter. "The

prickly surface is infinite,

yet it bounds a finite vol-

ume," mathematical games
expert Martin Gardner

wrote in a 1976 Scientific

American column. No
one suspected that a three-

dimensional analog would

be a cube with a smooth

outer surface.

Before Mandelbrot pop-

ularized and named fractal

geometry (the study of

irregular and fragmented

shapes and surfaces),

scientists believed that all

computer-generated curves

and surfaces were smooth. If

a curve were sufficiently

magnified, it would look like

a straight line. This, how-
ever, contradicts much
of nature: There are no
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A**
smooth mountains or

straight coastlines. A tree's

bark, for example, is rough

and has the same appear-

ance when magnified.

On the microscopic level,

the ragged edges have

ragged edges that, in turn,

also have ragged edges,

and so on.

Imagine zooming in on

one arm of the large snow-

flake above. It has arms
of its own, and those arms
have arms. The magnified

image is the same as the

larger naked-eye arm. You

seem to continually return

to where you started.

To create a snowflake

curve, begin with an equi-

lateral triangle, as in the

illustration above. Mark off

each leg of the triangle

into thirds. From the two
poinls you've made on

each leg, construct a

smaller equilateral triangle

extending out from the

larger triangle. The result is

a Star of David, as shown

in the illustration.

Now divide each of the

star's 12 sides into thirds

and create more equilateral

triangles. The result: the

48-sided polygon next to

the star. Repeating the

process over and over, the

image becomes a snow-

flake curve, the larger image

shown at left.

Ateach step the perime-

ter of the image becomes
one third larger. The en-

closed area, however,

grows by increasingly

smaller and smaller

amounts. The perimeter, in

fact, grows ad' infinitum,

while the enclosed area is

finite, exactly eight fifths

of the original triangle's size.

The snowflake curve

seems to defy our under-

standing of length and
area. The dimension of such

a fractal curve falls be-

tween a one-dimensional

line and a two-dimensional

area. For example, the

snowflake curve, mathema-
ticians say, has a fractal

dimension of 1.26186.

To make a tfiree-dirnen-

sionaj analog of a snowflake

curve, begin with a tetrahe-

dron, each of its four sides

an equilateral triangle.

Divide each triangle into

four smaller ones; mark the

midpoint of each leg and
connect Ihe points by

straight lines. You now have

a smaller triangle Within

the side's area.

Now construct a smaller

tetrahedron whose sides

extend out from the smaller

triangle you just created.

The result looks like one tet-

rahedron stuck through

another, a form that has

been called the tetrahedron

of David. The surface has
24 equilateral triangles.

As in the making of the



snowflake curve, repeal the

process over and over

again—add a small tetra-

hedron to each triangular

space. Most mathemati-

cians assumed you ended
up with some bumpy,
crinkly shape.

Updating his previous

mathematical games for his

book Penrose Tiles to

Trapdoor Ciphers (W. H.

Freeman, 1988), Gardner
sent his chapter on fractals

to Bill Gosper A computer
scientist at Symbolics,

Inc., in Mountain View, Cali-

fornia, Gosper created

the fraclal "flowsnake

curve," one of the key fractal

curves described in Gard-
ner's 1976 column. (A

play on the word snowllake,

the tlowsnake, like the

snowflake curve, is based
on a grid of hexagons.)

Gardner found Gosper's

most important and surpris-

ing comment concerned
the three-dimensional

analog of a snowflake

curve. In the margin next to

Gardner's passage about
the infinitely prickly surface,

Gosper wrote, "No! It's a
perfect cube!"

The idea seemed incred-

ible to Gardner, who was
compelled to double-check
Gosper's comment with

geometer H.S.M. Coxeter.

The world's foremost practi-

tioner of recreational math-

ematics (the kinds of puz-

zles and other diversions

often found in this column),

Coxeter was astounded
by Gosper's discovery.

AT&T mathematical sci-

ences director Ronald

Graham was also surprised.

'A cube isn't the first thing

you'd think of," he says.

"But with the benefit of

hi 'dsighi, it seems obvious."

In fact, Gardner says,

"every mathematician

I consulted, with one ex-

ception, was amazed
that the tefrahedral analog

becomes a cube" The
exception was Mandelbrot,

who claimed he already

knew about the snowflake—

cube relationship and had
referred to if on page 139 of

.his 1982 book The -Fractal

Geometry of Nature. The
passage is so oblique,

however, that no one no-

ticed the.connection.

Just as the snowflake is a

model for, say, coastlines,

the "snowflake" cube might

be a model for the human
lung, according to Mandel-
brot; "The exterior of the

lung is perfectly smooth," he

says. "You'd never know
that inside there jsan
incredible mass of tubes

that- branch into smaller and
smaller tubes."

The computer graphic

images at left, created

for Omni by .Gosper, illus-

trate the transformation

of the tetrahedron into a
cube. The series begins
with the simple tetrahedron

(bottom left); By the fourth

image, the cubic shape
is apparent, and the sur-

face, Gosper says, "looks

like it's been slapped with a
wattle iron covered by a
grid of pyramids."

Unlike the snowflake

curve's perimeter, which is

bumpy, the surface of

the cube is smooth. The
cube's volume, however;

contains a complex struc-

ture of razor-thin partitions.

(Actually, these partitions

have a conceptual thickness

of zero.)

For an analogy, consider

a block of sliced cheese:

The slices are pressed
together, and the space
between them is nil. The:

surface is unchanged.
But what about all those

microscopic spaces that

extend down into the block

of cheese and. between
each slice? You could argue

that'they are also part of

the surface. Inside, .then, the

surface has gotten larger.

Now imagine the block

of cheese riddled with a
system of interior slices of

different sizes. The "sur-

face" area of the cheese
could approach infinity.

Gosper concedes that he
may have simply rediscov-

ered the snowflake cube.

He comments, however, that

"Mandelbrot.was so dis-

tracted by describing the

internal chambers that

he missed the opportunity

to point out the more funda-

mental surprise. To him jt

was obvious that it [the

three-dimensional analog]

becomes a cube."
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VIDEO SCANS

BAfUlEB

Video game players are

giving new meaning to the

term armchair quarterback.

Instead of sitting intrant

of the TV with a can of beer

in one hand and the remote

control in the other, they

grab a control pad and do
the putting, swinging,

kicking, or punching them-

selves. And the only physi-

cal danger is a syndrome

known as video game
finger. (Its symptom: a pain-

fully numb fingertip.)

Among the varied sports-

related video games,
Winter Games, packaged
by Acclaim Entertainment,

simulates Olympic skiing,

skating, and bobsledding.

There are also Reggie

Jackson's Baseball and
Walter Payton's Football

from Sega, and Hardball,

RealSports Football, and

One On One Basketball

from Atari. Nintendo offers

Mike Tyson's Punch-Out!!.

If you listen to Mike Tyson,

boxing really isn't a blood-

and-sweat sport. He claims

it's "(en percent physical

and ninety percent mental

and emotional," meaning,

perhaps, that the heart and

soul of his sport survives

transplantation to a video

game screen.

"What I like most about

Punch-Out!! is the sense of

competitiveness," says

Ron Morris, a wide receiver

tor the Chicago Bears,

"It's just one-on-one, me
against another fighter."

(Morris, of course, isn't the

only Punch-Out! I enthusiast

among pro athletes. The
Bears' retired running back

Walter Payton, for example,

once borrowed Morris's

copy of the game and still
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6. What tips do you have

for playing: specific video

games?
7. What problems, have

you experienced?

8. Name„ , -

9. Address... .

IN THIS CORNER, OMNf'S GAMESTER

Help us develop Omni you have for playing video

Bests, a list of your favorite

video games, Complete
our questionnaire by

January 1, 1989, and mail

it to Omni Video, 1965

Broadway, New York, NY
10023. Photocopies of this

page are acceptable.

For detailed responses,

include an additional

sheet of paper.

1

.

How many hours weekly

do you play video games?
1-5 6-12__

13-24—25 or more:

2. What are your favorite

video games? On a

separate sheet of paper,

indicate the principal

reason you like each one.

first- __

3. Why do you enjoy

playing video games?
4. Have you ever attended

a video game party?

yes no .

5. What general tips do

10. Age: under 18

18-22 . 23-29.

30-39__ 40-49
50-59 60+

11. Male . female

—

12. Highest level of

education completed:

elementary

high school

college.

graduate

13. Yearly household

income:

under $20,000__
$20,001-530,000

$30,001-S40,000

$40,001 -$60;000

more than $60,000 .

14. Occupation

15. Hobbies ; . .

hasn't returned it.)

Each Punch-Outi! player

"steps" into the video

game's boxing ring as Little

Mac. Throughout the var-

ious matches, you must

overcome such competitors

; Piston Honda, King

Hippo, and Super Macho
Man. 'As you rise through

the ranks, the fighters

get bigger and meaner,"

Morris points out.

By the time you confront

the Tyson character, you'll

have learned a lot of moves
and tricks as well as a

sense" of timing. 'Against

Tyson," Morris advises, "you

really have to be quick

with the control pad." Press-

ing the right buttons for

jabs and punches takes

practice. There are, for

example, specific buttons

for right and left body blows.

Press these same buttons

in combination with a third

button and you can throw

punches to the left or right

side of the face Bui Little

Mac could be knocked out

in that extra second you

need to figure out which

button to press. "You see a

punch coming, and the

next thing you know, you're

on the canvas, and it's all

over," Morris adds.

In between rounds, pay

attention to your trainer's

and opponent's comments
that appear on the screen.

They could give you the

edge you need to win. And
while the trainer is massag-
ing Little Mac, press the

control pad's select button

to make him rub harder.

This will increase Little

Mac's energy to help him

go the distance.

—Kevin McKinneyDO



UUORD
' By R Edward McNeil

; ^Putting the bee's

stinger out of his honker-

Carl Sagan informs
'''

the audience that this nation

must not foe the one
to be stung: So remember,

lasers in space,

squash without 'a traced

Ti :ts ::•; no cAXUva* ! gathering of mei- in

drab suits. In a largo room at the

downtown Cleveland Holiday inn; well-

known luminaries are waiting. These
are Ihe men and women dedicated io

the peace and prosperity of this country.

finishing

the mspberry Danish when adman
Melvin Skyler struts to the podium:

As you all know. il's election time .

again, and this means time to sell the

prosiden-.-Gicc: on (he Siraiegic Defense
'':, :l

This morning you wtl see our latest

ad campaigns for world peace.through

SDI. We can maintain a defense advan-

tage only by keeping the swift sword
of democracy honed, and . . . ahem, ah

.
. . by.continuing the funding fin

without further ado, I give you Madison
Avenue's finest.. . .

.
Okay, roil 'em .

. .

.'Oil 'err'. . . Hey, pigbreaih, ! said turn on

the freaking
. .

i! ! : '.'!
i.

:;.,

biack, except for a iighr oearr: sputtering

overhead. On the screen a working-

class hero enters a corner bar, orders a

oral!, and looks into the camera.

"Hi. My name? 3ob. Jus! like you, I

ove my wife, look after my kids, and

have a job .1 can live with. . . But f can't

live with Ihe threat of nuclear attack—

; standard'

el living SUCKS. When I come home
hem a hard day's work, the only thing I

want io hnd incinerated is the roast
"'

The adrmral rises from his sea', pulls

out nis pipe, anc barks ai Mr. Skyier

'A I o

thousand io; a beer commercial 1 That

blasted laundry cornmcreiai with 'protein

gets out protein' has more pizzazz

than this thing!"

Skyler lighting match after match for

the admiral's pipe, tries to soothe Him;.

"Now. now. sir. the common man Is very

effective at getting a point across. But
:. cm ' n

1

es need a

qualified professional RoH em."

Carl Sagan appears on the screen,

chiming in That singsong voce of reason:

"Billions and billions of species of flora

and fauna :ve on this pianet Earth

creatures born of cosmos magic."

Stepping gingery across a babbling
' brook, Sagan pauses to lake in the ':

sweeraroma of. a blossoming lilac bush

The camera moves in for a close-up

Just then a bee lands on his nose,

stinging him. 'Aww, jumping Jupiters!'!"

he screams., slapping the insect deao.

Sagan pulls the stinger out of his honker,

trying hard to keep his composure. 'A

tiny insect is armed with' stinging

capabilities fo:seh-p reservation. Apply-

ing this notion to :he superpowers, we
must defend ourselves; we must not

ren

WITHOUT A TRACE:"

The assembler-; cl nets look at each
. other with bc-roci expressions.

An astute Navy officer pipes up,

"Hov/d you get trie bee to' work ph. cue?" '".

Skyler beams. A pollen smear; Pretty

impressive we got Mr. Sagan. eh?"

Yawning, the. Air Force officer replies,

"Where's the sex? Have anything with

a bulbous pair of multiple warheads?"

Weakly. Skyler cans. "Next."

The infinite

wonders of expanding galaxies are

drifting across :he screen, ana then-

piercing the image at sublight speed is

a spaceship. "Space, trie final frontier.

These- are the voyages of trie SDL whose
mission' is to seek out and.destroy.,

alien life forms, to explore and track

uncharted missies, to boldly go where .

no warhas gone before!"

Jumping to his feet, a NASA civilian

lashes out. "Hold on! Everyone knows
Kirk can't violate the 'prime directive'

and interfere with life on another planet!

Jeez. Is nothing sacred with you guys""

Melvin Skyler is looking ill Whispering-,

he tries to explain. "We wan: to show
thai SDt Is a.wonderful and creative

aspect of the- arms race-."

A crash thunders from the back -of ihe

room "OH, CRIPESItT" soreams '.the

projectionist, now lying flat on his back..::
:: :. ': .:; ,u:i

: i.

:..:'' .i
. :

'. ,. ".

The first is of a befuddled ex-president,

slumping in his wheelchair. With quiver-

ing lianas he pulls the cover off his

(
i! I

i
:

i
,

.

dozen ooogyinq raisins, ......:;.-.

"Durn durn dum dummrn. .

ohnhhwhooo, ! heard :! th'ough the

grapevine, SDI's stronger than the

Russkies kind

.Following ihe raisins is Max Headroom.
Hellnagat r^riy for-' '.;

l-l-t-loday's' lesson? Right. Did you know
the P-word is sold in ih-tn-th-the Soviet

Union? B-B-B-But not lor long b-b-b-

beca.use ihe s-s-s- star- wars weapons
.:.',"-!'"' w;;; soo'~ ma :

'C- ihe world

s-s-s-safe forCoke-ocracyM'"

The screen goes biack and then

blinks bright again. Standing there ten

times larger than life Is George C. Scott as
'

: .

.:
:

..'

can flag flaps in the background.

Surrounded by a bevy cf beautiful

women, he addresses- the audience..

"Star wars. Gawd damn, I love it.

Makes the- Gammies sweat just thinking

about our first-strike power. No more
unnecessary crybaby worries to sap our

boys of their manly essence. Strategic

Defense initiative. Gawd damn, makes
me stiff with pride."! break :

. .!., .„!! clear,;.

Weeping with I i

r shouts

"God bless America! And remember,

only we can prevent budget eutsbOO

R. Edward McNeii ;'* anxiously wailing :f;s

November sequel The Russian Empire ""-.'.id


